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Chapterr 5 

Stabilityy of periodic patterns 

5.11 Introduction 

Inn Chapter 3, we constructed a remarkable mult i tude of (families of) spatially periodic 
pat ternss to the generalised Gierer-Meinhardt equation 

(5.1; ; 

(5.2) ) 

s^Uts^Ut = Uxx -s2fiU + C/QlV'?1 

VVtt = e2Vxx -V + Ua2Vh, 

withh x € 1R and £ « 1. The parameters / i .a i .2- d\.2 £ K. are such that 

V>0.DV>0.D = (ai - l){32 - 1) - a23x > 0. Q2 < 0. Jj.2 > 1, 

seee also Section 2.3. At several places in the chapter, we wil l consider the special 
"classical""  case as an explicit example, i.e. we wil l set 

f>11 = O. î = 2 . Q2 = -l.ih = 2. and D = I. (5.3) 

Inn this chapter, we study the stability of the singular pulse solutions constructed in 
Chapterr 3. using a "spatially periodic' Evans function V(X. -.). which is an extension of 
thee "hoinoclinic' Evans function V(X) used in the stability analysis of homoclinic pulse 
solutionss in the generalised Gierer-Meinhardt equation in [14]. In an adapted form 
(4.32).. the 'homoclinic*  Evans function was used to study the stability of homoclinic 
stripee solutions in Chapter 4. It is worth noting that the Evans function has been 
appliedd to the stability analysis in various classes of nonlinear part ial differential 
equations,, both in the homoclinic case (see [1. 28, 68. 37. 44. 14. 2. 46] and the 
referencess therein) and in the periodic case (see [26. 27. 23. 74. 65] and the references 
therein). . 

Wee do not consider the stability problem for a "general" spatially periodic pat-
tern.. Instead, we only consider the most simple types of patterns. The fundamental 
spatiallyy periodic patterns (Up(x: L). Vf)(.r: L)) consist, as graphs of i € K. of iden-
ticall  pulses at a distance 2L apart. We distinguish two types of fundamental pulse 
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90 0 Chapterr 5. Stability of periodic patterns 

patterns,, the patterns of A-type, (UP<A{X~ LA),VP.A(X- LA))-.
 a nd those of B-type 

{U{U PP,B{,B{XX\\ LB)<VP,B(X\ LB))- LB < LA- that merge in a saddle-node bifurcation of 
periodicc solutions (Theorem 5.5). As a first example of a more complex pattern, we 
alsoo consider the AB-patterns (UP,AB(Z- L)- VP,AB{Z- L)). that consist of alternating 
pulsess of A- and B-type (Theorem 5.6) see Section 5.1.1 and Figure 3.1. Our meth-
odss can be extended (in a straightforward fashion) to include more complex patterns, 
ass the periodically extended 'random' arrays of A- and B-pulses. Such an extension is 
mostlyy a technical exercise, and we will therefore refrain from presenting the details. 

Duee to the singularly perturbed nature of (5.1). the character of the spatially 
periodicc patterns depends strongly on the properties of the fast reduced limit problem 

ff  Ü = U0 ( . 
\\ V, = V^-V + U^V3*.  [ ' 

whichh is obtained from (5.1) by introducing the fast spatial variable £ = xjz and 
takingg the limit e —> 0 (under the assumption that U(£.t) is bounded on IR). This 
iss a scalar equation for the limit function V(^.t)\ UQ e IR is the leading order value 
off  the [/-component of the periodic pattern in the (narrow) ^-region around the Im-
pulsee (Figure 3.1), UQ = UQ(L) depends on the period (— 2L) of the periodic pattern 
(Chapterr 3, Section 5.1.1). The V-component of the periodic pulse solutions is ap-
proximatedd by the homoclinic solution Vh{£,\ L) of the stationary problem associated 
too (5.4) - recall that 02 > 1 (5.2). Both U0(L) and Vh{£:L) have well-defined lim-
itss as L —*  DC, these are the leading order approximations of the homoclinic pulse 
(Uh{0iVh(0)(Uh{0iVh(0) ~ (Up(£; oo), Vp(£; oo)) that is the natural boundary of the family of 
2L-periodicc solutions ( [ / P,A(£; L), VP^A{£,\ L)) (Theorem 5.5). The patterns we study 
inn this chapter, have an asymptotically long period: e2L — O(l) (or larger) in the in-
coordinatee (Theorems 5.5 and 5.6). Nevertheless, this length scale corresponds to the 
naturall  length scale of the [/-components in the regions between two pulses (G(l/e2) 
inn the ^-scaling, see (5.13)). Hence, for L such that z2L = 0(1). subsequent pulses 
off  a periodic pattern are so 'close' to each other that the [/-components remain 0(1) 
inn between the pulses. Thus, the [/-component of a periodic pattern does not (nec-
essarily)) become exponentially small in between the pulses. Also UQ(L) and t4(£; L) 
aree not necessarily close to [/o(oc) and V^(£: DC), i.e. the pattern (f/p(£; L), Vp(£,; L)) 
iss not necessarily close to its homoclinic limit (C/p(£; oo), Vp(^: oc)) (restricted to one 
periodd [0,2L]). 

Unlikee in [27] and [74], we can therefore not assume that the period 2L of 
(U(UPP(£;L),(£;L), VP(£;L)) is 'large enough1. As a consequence, the theory presented here 
extendss that of [27, 74], which is developed for near-homoclinic patterns in which 
alll  components of the periodic pattern are exponentially small between subsequent 
pulses.. On the other hand, the results of [27, 74] are, of course, valid in a much larger 
classs of (not necessarily singularly perturbed) reaction-diffusion equations than (5.1) 
consideredd here. Moreover, our results can (and will ) be checked against [27. 74] by 
consideringg the limit E2L —*  DC. 

Independentt of the type of the 2L-periodic pattern {Up(£; L), Vp(£; L)), the lin-
earisedd stability on IR of the pattern with respect to bounded and uniformly contin-
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uouss perturbations is determined by a linear equation of the form 

—— ó = Ap(^X.L,e)^ (5.5) 

inn which A € C is the eigenvalue that determines the linear growth of a perturbation. 
<p<p : R — C4 its potential eigenfunction, and Ap(£) a 4 x 4 matrix that is 2L-periodic 
(seee Section 5.2 for the details). Floquet theory implies that A E C is an eigenvalue 
off  (5.5) if and only if there is a 7 G S1 = {7 € C : I7J = 1}  and a nontrivial 0(£) 
suchh that <£(£ + 2L) = 70(£) for all { E l . These A = A(7)'s are the 7-eigenvalues. 
andd the full spectrum of (5.5) consists of a number of curves of these 7-eigenvalues, 
parameterisedd by 7 e S1 ([26], Definition 5.7, Proposition 5.8). 

Inn essence, the Evans function P(A, 7; L) for the stability problem (5.5) is a deter-
minantt that determines whether a monodromy matrix associated to a fundamental 
(matrix)) solution *(£; A) of (5.5) has eigenvalues 7 e S1 (Section 5.2.1). As a conse-
quence,, A(7) is a 7-eigenvalue if and only if T>(X(^), 7; L) = 0, counting multiplicities 
([26],, Section 5.2.1). Following the approach of [14, 15], an especially suitable set of 
independentt solutions to (5.5), i.e. a matrix *!>(£; A), can be determined that facilitates 
thee construction of £>(A,7;L) (Section 5.3). As is usual for an Evans function, this 
constructionn breaks down (or has to be adapted [29, 45]) if A is close to the spectrum 
associatedd to the trivial background state, i.e. the solution (U(x,t),V(x,t)) = (0,0) 
off  (5.1). Given that /j, > 0, this spectral set is part of the stable half plane and 
hencee it has no influence on the stability of {Up(£; L), Vp{£\ £,)), so that cutting out 
aa small neighbourhood of this set from the complex plane does not influence the 
stabilityy analysis. Hence, we introduce a second (artificial) small parameter S so that 
0 < K < k < ll  (Remark 5.4) and define 

Cee = C \ {A e C I Re[A] < max( - l, -fi) + 5 and |Im[A]| < <5}, (5.6) 

(Remarkk 5.3). The eigenvalues Xr
3 of the eigenvalue problem associated to the stability 

off  the homoclinic solution Vh(£;L)of (5.4) play a crucial role in the stability analysis 
off  the periodic patterns. These A '̂s do not depend on L, Â  = A^(/32) with Ag = 
\{02\{02 + l ) 2 - 1 > 0. X\ = 0. and Â  < 0 for j = 2.3 J - 1 with J - J (fa) > 2. 
seee [14] and Lemma 5.15. In fact, in the construction of P(A, 7; L) it is necessary to 
distinguishh between the cases in which A is close, and in which A is not close to a Ar. 
Hence,, we define Cr by 

C r = C e \\ (J B{\rj.6). (5.7) 
j '= 00 J - l 

withh S as in the definition of Ce, and B[Xr
j, 6) a small ball around AJ, i.e. 

B(XB(X11
jj.S).S) = {XeC : \X-Xrj\<S}. (5.8) 

Thee following theorem summarises the theory developed in Sections 5.3. 5.4 and 5.5. 

Theoremm 5.1 Assume that (5.2) holds, let 0 < £ <C S < 1 and let T>{\, 7. L) be the 
EvansEvans function associated to the stability problem (5.5) of a fundamental spatially 
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periodicperiodic pattern {Up(£,: L). Vp(£; L)) with period 2L (Theorem 5.5). 

(I )) A G Cr 

ForFor A G Cr and 7 <E S1, V(X, 7: L) can be decomposed into a product of a fast compo-
nent,nent, T>f{\."f-L),  and a slow component, VS{X^\L); T>f{X^:L) / 0 for all X G Cr , 
soso that all 7 -eigenvalues X = X(-)re) G Cr of (5.5) must be zeroes of VS(X, 7; L). 
Moreover,Moreover, X = \{-y,£) = A(7,0) + ö{e) solves Vs{X,r-L) = 0 if and only if A(7,0) 
satisfies satisfies 

T°(X,L)T°(X,L) Hf ^ - ( 1
A 7 ^ f tanh(62v^^) ["1 - <*20iH(\)]  G [-2,2], (5.9) 

A zz A^VA4 + A 

where where 
AA = A(A.L ) = e-£2v7ZTXL € C, witfi [A| G (0,1), (5.10) 

sincee arg[>//i + A] € ( —f, f ) (5.6); 71(A) is an explicitly known expression (5.64) 
thatthat also appears in the stability analysis of homoclinic patterns [14j. The value of 
77 G S1 (and that of 7 G S1, Proposition 5.8) is determined by TS(A,L ) = 2Re[7]. 

(II )) XeBiX^S) 

AssumeAssume that also \a2\ » y/S, |a i| = 0(1), and e2L = (9(1) or e2L » 1 win re-
spectt to 8. 

 If j — 2k is even, then eigenvalue problem (5.5) has no 7-eigenvalues in the ball 
B(yB(y2k2k,ö). ,ö). 

 If j = 2k + 1 is odd and if Ts{Xr
2k+l,L) £ [-2,2], i.e. if there is no 0(1) 7-

eigenvalueeigenvalue described by (5.9) near X = X2k+1, then eigenvalue problem (5.5) has one 
(and(and only one) ^-eigenvalue A(/y) G B(X2k+1, 6) for every 7 G S1 (counting multiplic-
ities);ities); ifTs(Xr

2k+1,L) G [-2,2] then (5.5) has one ^-eigenvalue \{p/) G B{Xr
2k+l,5) 

forfor any 7 G S1 with |Re[7] -
r
2k+1,L)\ » 6. 

( I I I )) A G B ( 0 , < 5) 

AllAll  small 7-eigenvalues in B(X[ = 0.Ö) are 0{eA). 
 IfTs(0,L) £ [-2,2], i.e. if there is no (9(1) ^-eigenvalue near X = 0, then 

A(7)) € [A(-1),A(1)] for all 7 G S1, with A(- l ) < 0 = A(l) ; the multiplicity of 
A(l )) = 0. i.e. the eigenvalue associated translations of (Up(£; L), Vp(& L)), is 1. 

 IfTs{Q,L) G (-2,2), then \(-y) G R \ (A(- l) , A(l) ) for all 7 e S1 uni/i (Reft] -
S(0,, L)\ » 5; A(l) = 0 is simple. 

Thiss theorem is a combination of Proposition 5.20 and the calculations of Section 
5.4.22 (part (I)), Proposition 5.24 (II) , and Lemmas 5.28 and 5.29 (III) . The additional 
conditionss in (II ) are not relevant to the stability question, since (Up{£: L). Vp{£: L)) 
iss unstable if any of these conditions are violated (Remarks 5.25 and 5.26). Based 
onn Propositions 5.41, 5.42 and Section 5.7.2, a similar theorem could be formulated 
forr the stability problem associated to the periodic patterns of AB-type. The main 
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differencee between these two cases is that the explicit expression (5.9) becomes more 
complicatedd in the AB-case (see (5.97) in Proposition 5.41). and that the number 
off  7-eigenvalues near the reduced eigenvalues A2fc+1 is 2 instead of 1 (per allowed 
77 e S1, Proposition 5.42). The analysis is very similar (Section 5.7). In fact, it is 
clearr from the analysis of the AB-patterns, that the same approach can be applied 
too each of the more complex periodic patterns constructed in Chapter 3. Again, the 
mainn difference will be the complexity of the equivalents of (5.9) and (5.97), and the 
numberr of 7-eigenvalues near a X7

2k+l. As an explicit example, we have considered 
thee stability of a AAB B-p&ttem in Remark 5.43. 

Thee methods by which the results presented in Theorem 5.1 have been obtained 
aree based on the approach developed in [14, 15]. It is found that many of the 
buildingg blocks of the theory that led to the decomposition of the homoclinic Evans 
functionn V{X\e) have a natural counterpart in that of the theory for the periodic 
Evanss function X>(A, 7; L, e) developed here. Of course there are some differences. For 
instance,, the homoclinic limit does not have small ö(E'i) eigenvalues (this interval 
describedd in Theorem 5.1 (III ) shrinks to the point A = 0 in the limit L — oc). 

AA more remarkable difference is that the pole-zero cancellation of the homoclinic 
limit ,, also called 'the NLEP paradox' in [14, 15], has become a much more subtle 
phenomenon.. In the homoclinic case, V(X) decomposes into the product V?(X)VS (A) 
forr all A e Ce. The fast component V^(X) is analytic and has zeroes at A*, where A*  is 
asymptoticallyy close to the eigenvalues A£ associated to the stability of the homoclinic 
solutionn Vh(£; 00) of the fast reduced limit problem (5.4). The slow component Vs(A) 
hass simple poles at the zeroes A*  of T>f(X) for j even. Thus, the unstable zero AQ > 0 
ofT>f(X)ofT>f(X) is removed by this cancellation mechanism and the homoclinic pulse can be 
stablee (while its fast reduced limit has an 0(1) unstable eigenvalue). In the periodic 
case,, the decomposition of £>(A, 7) into the product Vf(X, 7)2?S(A,7) breaks down 
nearr the fast reduced eigenvalues A .̂ Outside B(Xj,S), the fast component X^(A,7) 
iss asymptotically close to the periodic Evans function of nearly-homoclinic periodic 
solutionss of (5.4), that has 7-eigenvalues near each Â  (Lemma 5.16). However, 
itt is a priori not even clear whether X>^(A,7) can be extended inside B(Xj,S) as 
aa smooth (analytic) function. As a consequence there is no definite information 
onn the (possible) zeroes of V^{X,^) near A .̂ Thus it does not necessarily follow 
thatt X>S(A,7) has poles - although it is certainly also not clear whether X?S(A,7) is 
analyticc (see Section 5.4.3). Nevertheless, we can apply an adapted version of the 
windingg number arguments of [14, 15] over dB(Xr

J.5) to obtain a result that is very 
similarr to the pole-zero cancellation result of the homoclinic limit (Theorem 5.1 (II ) 
orr Proposition 5.24). 

Theoremm 5.1 contains all information that is necessary to establish the linear sta-
bilit yy of (£/p(£:L), Vp(E,: L)) (see Remark 5.2). Section 5.6 is devoted to the stability 
analysiss of the fundamental periodic patterns. It is found that all patterns of B-
typee are unstable (with 0(1) unstable 7-eigenvalues (Corollary 5.36)). An A-pattern 
{Up,A{£,\L)-,{Vp.A{£,':L)){Up,A{£,\L)-,{Vp.A{£,':L)) with c2L = e2LA > 1 is stable, if it is near a homoclinic 
limi tt that is stable {Corollary 5.32). As L decreases. {UP,A(  ̂ L), (VP,A(& L)) may 
destabilisee by a Hopf bifurcation, or by the saddle-node bifurcation, as it merges 
withh a B-pattern (Theorems 5.38 and 5.39). In Section 5.7.3, a similar analysis is 
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performedd for the patterns of AB-type. There it is established that the AB-patterns 
aree unstable with respect to 0(1) eigenvalues (Corollary 5.45). 

Furthermore,, our explicit methods are considered in the limit L » 1 in somewhat 
moree detail. If A^ £ C \ R is an eigenvalue of the stability problem associated to the 
homoclinicc limit {Uh{0<  vh(0) = {Up{£. oc). Vp(£; oc)) (Theorem 5.5), then it follows 
fromm [27] that there is a curve of -/-eigenvalues {A = A{7),7 € S1}  that approaches 
XXhh as L —*  oc. Here, it is shown that this curve is at leading order a straight line 
betweenn the 'endpoints' A(- l ) and A(+l) , that shrinks, and rotates around its centre 

)) as L increases (Lemma 5.31). Although the B-pulse shrinks to 0, and the A-
pulsee converges to the homoclinic pulse in the limit L — oc, the results of [27, 74] 
cannott be applied to the AB-patterns. In fact, we show that the AB-patterns have 
spectrumm near the eigenvalues of the homoclinic limit for L > 1, which agrees with 
[27],, but that there also are small curves of 7-eigenvalues near every even eigenvalue 
\'\'2k2k associated to the reduced problem (5.4) Lemma 5.46. 

Finally,, in Section 5.8 we consider the restriction of the stability problem posed 
onn M to a bounded interval [0, X] with homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions, 
andd compare our results to [39, 81, 82]. It follows from Section 3.3 that a fundamen-
tall  pattern (t/p(£; L), {Vp{£\ L)) restricted to [0, X] can be of three types, depending 
onn the number of (half-)pulses on the boundaries see also Figure 5.9. The sta-
bilit yy characteristics of a pulse pattern restricted to [0. X] strongly depends on this 
type.. For instance, we show that the saddle-node bifurcation at which an A-pulse 
transformss into a B-pulse generates 0(1) unstable eigenvalues (Corollary 5.36). This 
seemss to be in contradiction with the results of [39, 81], where it is shown that this 
destabilisationn is driven by the small 0(e4) eigenvalues. However, if the patterns 
havee no (half-)pulses on the boundaries, i.e. if the pattern is of the type consid-
eredd by [39, 81], then the most unstable 7 = -1-eigenfimction cannot satisfy the 
boundaryy conditions (Corollary 5.49), and it indeed also follows from our methods 
thatt the pattern is destabilised by the (less unstable) Ö (^-eigenvalues (Corollary 
5.50).. The - 1-eigenfunction is a solution of the finite interval problem if the pattern 
hass half-pulses at both boundaries (as in Figure 5.9). In this case it is destabilised 
byy the 0(1) eigenvalue (Corollary 5.50). We have confirmed these somewhat subtle 
distinctionss by numerical simulations (see Figure 5.9). 

Remarkk 5.2 It follows from Theorem 5.1 that a periodic pattern (Up(£,: L), Vp(£: L)) 
iss linearly stable if all 0(\) eigenvalues are in the complex left half plane, since the 
Ö(eÖ(eAA)) eigenvalues are negative, and the translational eigenvalue at A = 0 is simple. 
Nevertheless,, one cannot conclude that (UP{£,\L),VP{€,\L)) is stable in a nonlinear 
sense,, since the curve of Ö{E4) eigenvalues is connected to A = 0. In this chapter we 
doo not consider the nonlinear stability of periodic solutions of (5.1) on R. In fact. 
thiss issue has not even been settled for the homoclinic limit patterns (see Remark 1.3 
inn [14]), although it should be remarked that the homoclinic limit problem involves 
additionall  problems that do not appear in the periodic setting {Up{£\ L) remains 
boundedd away from 0 for L < oc. while Uh{0 = Up{£: oc) -> 0 as f - ; this 
causess problems in (5.1) since Q2 < 0 (5.2)). The spectrum of the linear problem 
associatedd to a periodic pulse pattern restricted to a bounded interval [0, X] with 
homogeneouss Neumann boundary conditions consists of discrete eigenvalues, and is 
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aa subset of the spectrum associated to that periodic pattern as solution of (5.1) on 
RR (Section 5.8). The translational eigenvalue A(l ) = 0 is not an element of this 
subset,, since its 1-eigenfunction. i.e. the ^-derivative of (UP(^:L).VP(^:L)). is odd 
withh respect, to the boundaries £ = 0 and £ = X. Thus, if all 0(1) eigenvalues are in 
thee stable half plane, the standard results as for instance given in [35] can be applied, 
andd it can be concluded that the bounded domain pattern is nonlinearly stable. 

Remarkk 5.3 In this chapter, the search for eigenvalues is restricted to Ce. The 
complementt of this set. i.e. C \ Ce. contains the essential spectrum of the stability 
problemm associated to the homoclinic solution (Lrh(0- ^ ( 0 ) = (^p{£: o c) - Vp{£- ^c)) 
(Theoremm 5.5, [14]). In the homoclinic limit , the essential, or continuous, spectrum 
containss eigenfunctions that oscillate in the regions beyond the pulse, i.e. that do 
nott decay to zero as £ —* . As already noted, the restriction to A € Cc has no 
influencee on the stability question for (c/p(£: L). Vp(^: L)). Nevertheless, the excluded 
regionn C\Ce may contain 7-eigenvalues of (5.5). for which the 7-eigenfunctions have 
oscillatoryy parts in the regions in between the pulses. See for instance [50]. from 
whichh it follows for the special case of the Hill' s equation, that the essential spectrum 
associatedd to a homoclinic limi t indeed breaks up in intervals of 7-eigenvalues for the 
nearly-homoclinicc periodic solutions. See also Remark 5.52. 

Remarkk 5.4 In this chapter, we use the standard notation/terminology of the anal-
ysiss of (singular) perturbations, such as '<C\ '0(e)' etc., see for instance [22]. Hence, 
thee fact that a statement S£ is valid under the assumption 'Let 0 < e < i 5 < r as 
inn Theorem 5.1 and many other Propositions and Lemmas in this chapter, is equiv-
alentt to the formulation "There is an do > 0, such that for all S < S0 there is an 
ee00 — £Q(S) < 6 such that for all e < €Q, S£ holds'. All statements made in this 
chapterr are under the assumptions that 0 < £ < Cl and that (5.2) holds. 

5.1.11 Existence of periodic pulse solutions 

AA stationary solution to (5.1) is a solution of the ordinary differential equation 

(5.1i; ; 

wheree ' denotes the spatial derivative with respect to the slow spatial variable x. For 
00 < £ <C 1. this system exhibits an invariant slow manifold M. defined by 

MM = {i:  = q = 0.u>0}. (5.12) 

Thee spatially periodic pulse solutions (Up(x).Vp(x)) of (5.1) are periodic solutions 
(iip(x).p(iip(x).ppp(x).i'(x).i'pp(x).q(x).qpp(x))(x)) of (5.11) that consist of long slow segments close to M 
interspersedd by short 'jumps' away from M. We refer to Chapter 3 for the details of 
thee construction, that is based on geometric singular perturbation theory (see [40]). 
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Duringg a slow segment, a solution to (5.11) follows the flow on the slow manifold, 
whichh is given by 

u"u" = z2\iu. (5.13) 

Notee that ^ = O(s), hence the flow on the slow manifold is actually "super slow' 
withh a typical length scale of ö(l/s). The ODE (5.13) has a saddle point S in the 
origin,, with one-dimensional stable and unstable manifolds (u's = {p =
Thee solutions to (5.13) are given by the solution curves 

IVV = {p2 = £2{(iu2 - i / ) }  for v e R. (5.14) 

Forr v —> 0. the curve Yv approaches the union of iu and £s, while for v < 0 the curves 
F^^ cross the p-axis and the u coordinate becomes negative. Therefore we focus on Y„ 
withh v > 0 for the construction of periodic solutions (with positive u). The solutions 
onn Yv can be written as 

u(x:u:xu(x:u:x00)) = Umm(v) cosh(ey/ji{x - x0)). (5.15) 

withh minimum 

tfminWtfminW = * / ^ > 0. (5.16) 

Duringg the 'jumps* away from «M, system (5.11) is written in its fast form 

uu = ep 
pp = - c ua ' r 0 1 +£3(j,u 
vv = q 
qq — v — ua2v@2 

(5.17) ) 

wheree ' denotes the derivative with respect to £. By considering £ — 0. we obtain the 
fastt reduced limit . 

vv = v-ua2vf3\ W = L70, p = P0, (5.18) 

wheree UQ > 0. PQ € R are constants. Note that (5.18) is the stationary problem 
associatedd to (5.4). This system has a homoclinic orbit v^(^:U0)(= Vh(O) given by 

WH&fr)WH&fr)  = (l3^)'2 (sech ( 1 ( ^ - 1 ) 4 ) )^ 

Systemss (5.11) and (5.17) exhibit the same reversibility symmetry as equation (5.1), 

£.x£.x -+ - £ . -x. p -> -p. q-> -q. 

Thee reversibility symmetry plays an important role in the construction and the sta-
bilit yy analysis of the periodic solutions. 

Thee slow manifold M is normally hyperbolic and has (3-dimensional. smooth) sta-
blee and unstable manifolds WU{M)MLA \VS{M) [24. 40]. The intersection Wu{M)Ci 
IVIVss(M)(M) consists of countably many 2-dimensional manifolds (Section 3.1.3). Here, we 
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Figuree 5.1: The take off and touch down curves superimposed on the linear flow 
(5.13)) on M. 

onlyy consider the manifold spanned by solutions to (5.17) homoclinic to M that only 
makee one circuit through the fast space (close to a reduced homoclinic orbit t>£(£; Uo) 
(5.19)).. With a slight abuse of notation we identify WU(M) H Ws(M) with this 
branchh the other manifolds correspond to (unstable) multi-pulse orbits (See Section 
3.1.3).. The one-parameter family of homoclinic orbits {UM(0-PM(S,)- VM(0- QM(0) 

cann be parameterised by the base points of the Fenichel fibers [24] on M. of I T (M)n 
WWSS(M)(M) as a subset of WU{M), i.e. the take off curve Toff C M. and of WU{M) l~l 
WWSS{M){M)  as a subset of WS(M), i.e. the touch down curve Idown C M. These curves 
havee been determined explicitly in Section 3.1.4, 

Toff f 

-**  down {P-{P-
vvdd((

uu) ) 
-PM)--PM)-

\su\sull* * ^W{8^W{8ll.d.d22)) + Ü(s2)} 
(5.20) ) 

where e 

WW {Pi, (3-2 (wh&Mfidt (wh&Mfidt (5.21) ) 

(5.19)) see Figure 5.1. Since D/(32 - 1) > 0 (5.2). both roff)down are tangent to the 
u-axis.. they intersect the stable and unstable manifolds £u-s of the saddle S C M. 
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i.e.. To (5.14). in two symmetric points (^ S) that have the u-coordinate, 

J 2 - I I 

UUhomhom = Uhom(al.a2:01,.g2.p;E) = (W
2
{^32)) ° + ° ^ (5-22) 

Byy construction, these two points represent the (one-pulse) homoclinic solution 
(U(Uhh(0-V(0-Vhh(0)(0) to (5.1), i.e. Uh(O-Vh(O^0 as £ -» : ^ ( 0 - ^ ( 0 are the u-, 
t'-componentss of the solution 7h{£) = (7/^(0,Ph(^), i>ft(0»9fc(0) of (5-17) t n at i s 

homoclinicc to S. For increasing £, 7/j(£) is first exponentially close to £u C .M, then 
'takess off' from M near £u D T0ff. makes a circuit through the fast (t\</)-space O(e) 
closee to (f/hom- 0, t'£(£: t/hom). ^ ( ^ ^hom)) "touches down' on At near ^s n Tdown and 
remainss exponentially close to £s (Theorem 2.1 in [14] with N = 1). For 0 < v < VSN, 
where e 

^^ = Z/SN(S) = j _ 1 , D V Uh + ö(g)with 

(3.25),, the intersections T0ffnr^ and XdownHr,, (5.14) consist of two points, see Figure 
5.1.. Each symmetric pair of points in T0ffdown nTy corresponds - again by construc-
tionn to a solution of (5.17) that is homoclinic to Ai, i.e. u E (0, ^SN) labels two 
familiess of homoclinic solutions, 7 X , A ( £; ^) = {uM,A{£,\v),pM,A{£,\l'),VM,A{t,'->1'), 
qM,A{£',v))qM,A{£',v)) and 7M,s(C; )̂ = {uM,B(&v),PM,B(&1')> vM,B{€,',v),qM,B{£m,v))- If 

 and (UQ.B-,  are the (u,p)-coordinates of roff,down H IV C .M, 
thenn the distinction between the orbits of A- or B-type is made by 

00 < U0tB{v) < U0,BWSN) = USN = UO,A{V$X) < UQA{u) < U0,A{0) = Uhom 

forr v G (0. ^SN)- The orbits 1M.A,B{£,'- U) travel twice along the parts of Tu in between 
(C/O,A,BTT — PQ.A.B) and (t/o./i.ŝ  +PO.A.B)- By construction, the 2L-periodic patterns 
{U{U PP,A,B(£\,A,B(£\ L),VPtA,B(£\ L)) are exponentially close to {UM,A,B{  ̂ V), VM,A,B(£; ^)), 
i.e.. the u- and t'-components of 7JVI, J4,JB(£; f) , for all £ such that W.M,A.B(£; i') < 
UO.A.B-UO.A.B-

Theoremm 5.5 Let £ -C 1 and assume that (5.2) holds. Equation (5.17) possesses 
twotwo one-parameter families of 2L-periodic orbits, 7P,/i(^;t /) = (UP,A(£', U)IPP,A{£,'I V), 

VVPP,A(£;,A(£; V), qp,A(& v)) and 7P,B(£; V) = (UP,B(£; V),PPM&  U)^ VP,B(& U)  ̂ QPM& U))
 with 

positivepositive u, v-coordinates, parameterised by v £ (0, ^SN) (5.23). For each v, 7p,,4.s(£: V) 
consistconsist of a slow piece exponentially close to the part of Tv C M with u < £/O,A,B-

where where 

UU00,AM"),AM") = (tanh(£2 V / ^ . B M ) ) ^ t/hom (5.24) 

(5.22).(5.22). or equivalently. 

LA,B(V)LA,B(V) = - 5 -= arccosh ( °'A£*  ) (5.25) 
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andand a fast jump away from M. 0(e) close to (UQ,A,B, 0, f£(£; UQ.A,B), ^'£(£; UO,A.B)) 
(5.19).(5.19). The orbits 7P , A , B ( £ ; ^ ) intersect the {p = q = 0}-plane twice, so that they 
havehave two internal reflection points at £ = £0 o^d at £ — £0 + LA.B-

lfu[0,lfu[0, | | 7P , B ( £; f ) II —  0 uniformly in £, while 7PiJ4(£; 1̂) —  7/i(£), ^ e homoclinic 
solutionsolution to (0 ,0 ,0 ,0). If v ]  z/gN (5.23), 7P , A ( £ ; ^ ) and 7P i#(£; i/) merge in a saddle-
nodenode bifurcation of periodic orbits. For 0 < ^ < I^SN? UO.BI^) < f̂ SN < ^ O . A ( ^) a^d 

£ O , B ( ^)) < £ SN < £ O , A ( ^ ), «ü^ene 

UsNUsN = f/min(^SN)\/— ~ 1" 0 ( E ), ^ d 

c2L SNN = - ^ arccosh J ^2 * + ° + 0 ( e) (5.26) 
vv A* * ^ 

TTiee orbits 7P , A ( £ ; * / ) , 7 P , B ( £ ; ^ ) correspond to 2L-periodic patterns ( [ / p^ (£ ;L ) , 
VP,A(£'IL)),VP,A(£'IL)), (UP,B{£',L),VP,B(£,'IL)) in (5-1) with L = LA,B{V). The internal reflec-

tiontion points £n = £0 -^^LA^, n E Z, are ai the minima/maxima of' £ /P,A ,B(£; L(V)), 

^ P , A , B ( £;; £ (^) )- ^4s £ —» oo, i/ie fundamental periodic pattern of type A approaches 
thethe homoclinic pattern (£^(£), V^(£)) uniformly in £, i.e. 

^P^^P 0̂0-L^-L +̂L]+L] \\(U\\(Uhh(0,Vh(0)(0,Vh(0) ~ (UPA^L),VPA^m\  ̂ 0 as L ^ o o ; 

(^ / i (0 )^ f t (0 )) c an a^ so èe denoted by (UPyA(£,; 00), Vpij4(£; 00)). 

Thiss Theorem is a combination of Theorem 3.6 and Corollary 3.7 (with iV = 1). The 
relationss (5.24), (5.25) and (5.26) cannot be found explicitly in Chapter 3, but follow 
fromm a straightforward analysis using (5.14) and (5.15). 

Iff  we set £0 = 0 at the maximum of the fast pulse, then the orbits 7JM , B ( £) 
andd 7 P , B ( £ ; ^ ) are exponentially close in e for £ G [—2LB(V) + T/£,2LB(V) — y/e], 

i.e.. almost for two full periods of 7 P I B ( £ ; £ B )- Note that the  are not optimal 
andd could be improved to 0(e) quantit ies. However, as £ approaches  i.e. as 
1M,B(01M,B(0 and 7 P , B ( £ ; ^ ) approach T0 ĵdown C\TV, then 7 P , B ( £ ; ^ ) jumps (again) away 
fromm M, while 7 . M , B (0 remains exponentially close to M. for all |£| > 2LB — \fe. 
Onee can construct a solution 7P , A B ( £ ; V) of (5-17) that is exponentially close to both 
7 A I , B ( £ )) and 7P , B ( £; V) on this same ^-interval, and that remains exponentially close 
too 1M,B(0 for £ £ [—LB(V) — LA(V) + y/ë, LB(V) + LA(V) — y/e\, i.e. beyond the take 

off/touchh down points of 7P I B ( £ ; v). This new solution 7P )A B ( £ ; V) takes off/touches 
downn at the A-intersections of T0ff :down H Yv, i.e. exponentially close to a 7P,.4(£; ^ ). 
Thee 7P , A B ( £ ; v) is periodic with period 2LAB = 2L^ 4- 2LB-

T h e o r emm 5.6 Let e <C 1 and assume that (5.2) holds. Equation (5.17) possesses a 
familyfamily of 2L-periodic orbits, 7 P , A B ( £ ; ^ ) with positive u,v-coordinates, parameterised 
byby v € (0,^SN)>' L — LAB(V) = LA + LB with LA,B(V) as in Theorem 5.5. The orbits 

7 P , A B ( £ ; ^ )) intersect the {p — q — 0}-plane twice and have two internal reflection 
pointspoints at£, = £A and a i£ = £# = £A + LA+LB- The orbit7P,AB(£;^) is exponentially 

closeclose to an orbit 7PiJ4(£; u) on the intervals [£4 — L + nL + y/e, £,A + L + nL — y/e], 
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f i e Z .. where ")P.A{€'- V) IS translated such that £ = £.4 is a reflection point of 7p..4(£: ^) 
atat the centre of an A-pulse. and exponentially close to an orbit 7P . B ( £: V) on intervals 
[£B[£B - 2Ln + nL + y/ê.^B + 2LB + nL - <Jï\. n e Z. where £ = £# defines the centre 
ofof the B-pulse of 7P, .B(£: V). 

AsAs v \ I^SN- ~!P.AB(£'-V) merges with 7p„4(£:i /) (or 7P.#(£: V)). but with twice its 
period,period, since 

LAB(")LAB(") = LA{u) + LB{u) > 2LSN 

forfor all v £ (0. ̂ SN)- i-f- the saddle-node bifurcation of Theorem 5.5 can also be seen 

asas a period-doubling bifurcation. 

TheThe orbits 7P. . . IB(£: V) correspond to 2L-periodic patterns (UP,AB(^'- L)-VP.AB{^'- L)) 

inin (5.1) with L — LAB{V). The internal reflection points £n = £.4 + nL. n £ Z. are 
atat the centres (maxima) of the alternating pulses of A-type (n even), or of B-type (n 
odd). odd). 

Again,, a more general result has already been proven in Theorem 3.8. The fact 
thatt LAB(V) >  2 L SN has not been explicitly noticed in Chapter 3. but follows from 
straightforwardd calculations. 

5.22 Stability of periodic patterns 

Lett {Up(£),Vp(€)) be a periodic pulse solution to (5.1) as described in the previous 
sectionn with minimal spatial period 2L. The ideas we wil l develop in this section 
aree valid for arbitrary periodic solutions, both for the fundamental periodic solutions 
andd for the periodic solutions of AB-type. After developing the general theory, we 
firstt study the stability of the fundamental solutions (Theorem 5.5) in the Sections 
5.33 5.6 and then the stability of the solutions of AB-type in Section 5.7. 

Wee investigate the linear stability of the periodic solution against perturbat ions 
inn £?C(R.M2). i.e. the space of bounded and uniformly continuous functions, and set 

U(S,U(S, t) = £/p(0 + u(Z)ext V{S. t) = Vp(0 + v(S)ext. 

Afterr substi tut ion into (5.1) and linearisation we obtain 

ƒƒ « K = -E2 [a,Up-1Vp^u + d ^ V ^ v ]  + c4 (,/ + A) u ( 

{{  r « + [hU^V*-1 - (1 + A)] v = -a2V?-xV%>u l ' ' 

Notee that we switched to the fast scale £ = x/s. Equivalently, we can write the 
eigenvaluee equation as a 4-dimensional system. 

o(0o(0 = Ap(Z:\. 5)0(0- (5-28) 

wheree 0 = (u.p = u?. i\ q — v^)f. The matr ix Ap is given by 

AApp(£.\.e)(£.\.e) = 
( ( 

\ \ 

0 0 
- 2 0 1 f - ' - 1 l ^ + £ 4 ( AA + /.i) 

0 0 

-ovUfVf -ovUfVf 

1 1 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

00 0 \ 

-e^w^v^--e^w^v^-11 0 
00 1 

-ihupv^-ihupv ̂ + ii  + x) 0 J 
(5.2 2 9) ) 
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Thee theory for linear ordinary differential equations with periodic coefficients like 
(5.27)) is well developed. This Floquet Theory leads to the concept of 7-eigenvalues 
[26]. . 

Definitio nn 5.7 A £ C is a ^-eigenvalue of eigenvalue problem (5.28) if (5.28) has a 
solutionsolution 0(£: A) that satisfies 

0(££ + 2L :A)= 70(£ ;A). (5.30) 

forfor some 7 £ S1. The corresponding eigenfunction 0(£; A) is called a 7-eigenfunction; 
77 £ S1 for which (5.30) is satisfied is called the Floquet multiplier of 0(£; A). 

Notee that if 0(£) satisfies this condition in one point, it automatically satisfies it in 
everyy point. 
Itt was shown in [26] that any bounded solution to (5.28) can be written as a combi-
nationn of 7-eigenfunctions and hence that the spectrum of the linearisation about a 
periodd pattern consists entirely of 7-eigenvalues. In general, the spectrum of a lin-
earisedd problem with periodic coefficients like (5.28) consists of a number of ioops', 
wheree each loop is an image of S1. However, because of the reflection symmetry 
presentt in the particular system (5.28), this image will have a special structure. 
Thee matrix Ap(£: A) (5.29) inherits the reflection symmetry of the periodic solution 
{Up(£),Vp(£))i{Up(£),Vp(£))i i.e. for every reflection point £0 of the pulse solution we have Ap(£o + 
rj\rj\  A) = Ap(£o — 77; A) for all A and all r]  — £ — £o- This immediately implies that 
iff  0(£) is a solution to (5.28), the reflection of 0(£) in any reflection point is also a 
solution.. We denote the reflection of 0(£) in the reflection point £0 by R<P(£o — n), 
wheree 7) = £ — £0 and R is defined by 

R R 

fu(0\ fu(0\ 

Wo/ / 

// «(0 \ 
-P(0 0 

VV  -Q(O J 

(5.31; ; 

Byy applying this reflection symmetry to a 7-eigenfunction, it follows that if A is a 
7-eigenvaluee then A is also a 7-eigenvalue. Let 0(£) be a 7-eigenfunction associated 
too the 7-eigenvalue A. i.e. 0(£) is a solution to (5.28) that satisfies 0(£ + 2L) = 70 (0. 
Then,, setting £0 — 0. the reflected solution 0(£) = Ró(— £) is also a solution of (5.28). 
Clearlyy this solution satisfies 0(£ + 21) = R0(-£ - 2L) = ) = 70(0- Hence. 

0(£)) is a 7-eigenfunction and A is a 7-eigenvalue. 
Thee general results in [26]. combined with the reflection symmetry in this particu-

larr problem, lead to the following characterisation of the spectrum of the linearisation 
aroundd periodic pulse solutions of the type analysed in this chapter. 

Propositionn 5.8 The spectrum of the linearisation around a periodic pulse solution 
(Up.(Up. Vp) consists of a number of (degenerate) curves of'7-eigenvalues. Each curve can 
bebe parameterised by X — A(7) = A(7). where 7 £ S1 is the Floquet multiplier of the 
associatedassociated 7-eigenfunction. i.e. the image of S1 covers each curve of ^-eigenvalues 
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twice.twice. The periodic pulse pattern is linearly stable, if apart from a translational 1-
eigenvalueeigenvalue at the origin, every spectral curve is completely in the stable half plane 
{Re[A]]  <0} . 

Remarkk 5.9 It is important to distinguish between two notions of (geometric) mul-
tiplicit yy of an eigenvalue A. First, the ^-multiplicity of an eigenvalue A is defined 
ass the number of independent (generalised) 7-eigenfunctions to (5.28) for one par-
ticularr value of 7. On the other hand the (total) multiplicity of A as an element of 
thee spectrum is given by the number of independent (generalised) eigenfunctions of 
(5.27).. i.e. the number of independent bounded solutions to (5.27). It follows from 
thee fact that any bounded solution to (5.27) can be written as a combination of 7-
eigenfunctions,, that the total multiplicity of A is given by the sum of 7-multiplicities 
overr all 7 for which A is a 7-eigenvalue. 

Remarkk 5.10 The spectral curves indicated in Proposition 5.8 are not necessary 
disjoint:: two or more curves may intersect, may be connected at the endpoints of 
thee curves, or may coincide partially or completely. HowTever. in all cases it is still 
possiblee to parameterise the curves by the Floquet multiplier of the associated 7-
eigenfunction. . 

Remarkk 5.11 In general, the reflection R(p(£o — r})  of a solution in a reflection point 
£00 is different from the solution 0(£o + f])- However, in two special cases Ró(^o — n) 
iss not independent of 0(£o + v)> l-e- R<J>{£o ~ rl) — #0o(£ + v) f° r some number 9. 
First,, a solution such that i?0(£o ~ V) = <£(£o + vi) {@ = 1) is called symmetric in 
thee reflection point £o- The evaluation of the symmetry condition for 77 = 0 yields 
thatt 0(£) is symmetric in £0 if and only if its p- and g-components vanish in £o-
i.e.. if and only if u(£) and v(£) are even with respect to £0- Second, a solution such 
thatt R<j>(£,Q — 77) — — 4>(£,o + rj) (0 = —1) is called anti-symmetric in the reflection 
pointt £0: <ƒ>{£) is anti-symmetric in £0 if and only if its u- and t'-components vanish 
inn £o< i-e- if  a nd only if u(£) and r(£) are odd with respect to £0 Note that it is not 
possiblee to have 0 ^ . Symmetrical and anti-symmetrical solutions to (5.28) play 
ann important role in the stability analysis of pulse patterns on a finite interval with 
homogeneouss Neumann boundary conditions, see Section 5.8. 

5.2.11 The monodromy matrix and the Evans function 

Usingg the concept of 7-eigenvalues and 7-eigenfunctions, the stability problem of the 
periodicc pattern (Up(t;), Vp(t;)) can be reduced to the problem of solving the linearised 
equationss (5.28) over just one spatial period of the pattern, chosen to be the interval 
[—L,, L] , with the boundary condition <p(L) = jé(—L). This problem is studied using 
thee monodromy matrix A//,(A. E) associated to (5.28). that is defined by 

f(L:\.E)f(L:\.E) = V(-L:\.s)ML(\.s). (5.32) 

wheree ty^X.s) is a fundamental matrix solution to (5.28). The eigenvectors of 
A/L(A.C )) are related to the 7-eigenfunctions of (5.28). Consider an eigenvector v of 
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ML(X.E)ML(X.E) with corresponding eigenvalue p. Then 0(£) = ^ (Ov is a solution to (5.28) 
whichh satisfies <j>(L)  = p0( —L). This argument can be reversed, if there exists a 
solutionn <£(£) to (5.28). such that 4>{L) — p4>{-L), then p is an eigenvalue of M L ( A ) . 

Therefore,, A is a 7-eigenvalue if and only if ML{X,e) has an eigenvalue 7 £ S1. 
Thee eigenvalues p of the monodromy matrix depend on A. Since the elements of 

Mi(X)Mi(X) are analytic functions of A, the p(X) are at least continuous in A. The eigen-
valuess of M L (A) are implicitly defined as the roots of the characteristic polynomial 

P(A,, p\ L, e) = det [A/L(A; e) - pi). 

Followingg [26, 27], we define the Evans function £>(A, 7; L, e) associated to the linear 
eigenvaluee problem (5.28) as the restriction of P(X,p) to p = 7 G S1, 

£>(A,, 7; L, e) = det [ML(A; e) - 7I] . 

Sincee £>(A,7;L) = 0 if and only if 7 is an eigenvalue of M L (A), the zeroes of the 
Evanss function correspond to 7-eigenvalues of (5.28). The elements of M L (A) are 
analyticc functions of A, hence P(A, 7; L) is an analytic function of both A and 7. The 
orderr of a zero A0 of £>(A, 7; L) with 7 fixed gives the algebraic 7-multiplicity of the 7-
eigenvaluee Ao- Note that this is not necessarily the same as the algebraic multiplicity 
off  7 as an eigenvalue of A /L (A 0) , since the latter is defined as the order of the zero 
forr fixed A. See [26] for an example where the two multiplicities are different. On 
thee other hand, the geometric multiplicity of 7 as an eigenvalue of M L ( A 0 ) is always 
equall  to the geometric 7-multiplicity of Ao-
Althoughh the matrix ML(X,e) depends on the choice of the fundamental matrix 
solutionn in (5.32), the eigenvalues of ML(X,E) are independent of that choice. In 
fact,, if ^ ( 0 and \t(£) denote two fundamental matrix solutions, there exists an 
invertiblee constant matrix C such that *&(£)  = ^ ( 0 ^ a nd thus we can write M L = 
^ ( - L ) _ 1^ ( L )) = C~1MLC. Hence, the eigenvalues of Mi are independent of the 
choicee of the fundamental matrix solution in (5.32), so that P(A,7;L) does not 
dependd on this choice. Similarly, the monodromy matrix can be expressed on a 
differentt basis, without changing its eigenvalues. In particular, we will express Mi 
withh respect to the basis V — V(X) spanned by the 4 columns of \I>(—L), ^f(-L) = I 
withh respect to V, so that MitV = #{L) (with respect to V). With a suitable choice 
off  the fundamental matrix solution in (5.32), the monodromy matrix takes a form 
thatt simplifies the evaluation of the Evans function considerably. 
Thee monodromy matrix ML has 4 eigenvalues pt. counting their algebraic multiplic-
ity.. Therefore, the algebraic multiplicity of any A € C is at most 4. Alternatively, 
thee Evans function can be expressed as 

4 4 

V(\.V(\.TT.L.e).L.e) = l[(pi{\.e)-n). 
i = i i 

wheree pi(X:e) denote the eigenvalues of ML. Though this form stresses the relation 
betweenn 7-eigenvalues and the eigenvalues of M L (A), its use is restricted to situations 
wheree one has expressions for the eigenvalues of M L (A). It follows from Abels theorem 
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andd the fact that Tr[Ap{^)}  = 0 (5.29) that the 4 eigenvalues p{ of ML{X.s) satisfy 
P\p2pspAP\p2pspA = 1- We can deduce a stronger result using the reversibility symmetry in 
(5.28).. If (5.28) has a solution with o{L) = po( — L). then there also exists a solution 
satisfyingg ${L) — -0{—L). These two solutions correspond to the eigenvalues p and 
\j\j  p of M L (A). Hence, the eigenvalues of Mi (A) come in pairs p and 1/ p. This implies 
thatt the algebraic multiplicity of 1 is always 2 or 4. The geometric multiplicity of 
ann eigenvalue 1 can be odd. Also note, that if A is not a "/-eigenvalue. Mi(X) has 
twoo eigenvalues inside S1 and two eigenvalues outside S1. For real A, all elements 
off  Ali(X) are real. Therefore, the eigenvalues of AIi(X) are real or come as a pair 
off  complex conjugated eigenvalues p and p, and thus, if p is an eigenvalue of Mi(X) 
withh A € IR, so are 1/p. p and If p. Therefore, if Mi{X) has one non-real eigenvalue 
pp with \p\ -£ 1. the other 3 eigenvalues are automatically given. 

Remarkk 5.12 The 7-eigenfunetions, monodromy matrix and the Evans function 
aree defined with respect to the minimal period 2L. However, in some cases, like 
thee analysis of an AB-pattern close to the saddle-node bifurcation (Section 5.7). or 
inn the restriction to bounded domains (Section 5.8) it is useful to consider the pe-
riodicc solution and the associated linear eigenvalue problem as 2mL-periodic. for 
somee integer m > 2. Since the 2mL-periodic eigenvalue problem describes the same 
stabilityy problem as the 2L-periodic eigenvalue problem, they share the same spec-
trum.. On the other hand, the description of the spectrum in terms of 7-eigenvalues 
iss different for the 2mL~periodic eigenvalue problem. A 7-eigenfunction $(£) for 
thee 2L-periodic eigenvalue problem, satisfies 0(£ + 2rnL) = 7" '0(0' hence it is a 
7m-eigenfunctionn of the 2mL-periodic eigenvalue problem. For each curve A — A(7) 
off  7-eigenvalues in the spectrum of the 2L-periodic eigenvalue problem, the spec-
trumm of the 2mL-periodic eigenvalue problem contains m connected curves of 7-
eigenvalues.. Also, the monodromy matrices and the Evans functions are different. 
Sincee Mmi(X) — (Mi(X))m, the monodromy matrices Mmi(X) and M L (A) have the 
samee eigenvectors and their eigenvalues are related by pmi = p™- Hence the ze-
roess of the Evans function T>(X,~f.mL) occur for the same values of A as those of 
T>(X.",;T>(X.",;  tnL). but for different values of 7. 

5.33 Stability analysis for fundamental patterns 

Thee ideas in the previous section can be applied to any of the periodic pulse solutions 
discussedd in the Introduction. In this section, we study the linearised stability prob-
lemm for fundamental periodic pulse solutions (Theorem 5.5). whereas the stability of 
thee periodic solutions of AB-type will be treated in section 5.7. 
Usingg the translational invariance. we shift the solution so that one of the pulses is 
att the origin. The stability problem is studied on the symmetric interval [-L.+L] 
aroundd the pulse, i.e. the two boundaries are halfway to the next pulse. Note that 
withh this choice both the endpoints,  and the origin are points of symmetry of 
thee periodic pulse solution. Around the pulse in the origin we define the pulse region 
7VV that divides the interval into three parts. The width of Vo is chosen such that 
Vp(£:: L) is exponentially small everywhere outside Vo but Up(^: L) is to leading order 
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constantt over the pulse interval. This (for instance) leads to the following choices 

measuredd in the fast (£-) scale. In the outer regions X+ and J_. we can approximate 
thee matrix Ap(^; X.E) (5.29) up to exponentially small error by the limit matrix 

AAXX(X,E)(X,E) = 

(( 0 1 0 0 
e4(AA + ^) 0 0 0 , ( . 

oo o o i '  [0-óó} 

\\ 0 0 1+A 0 

Thee eigenvalues and eigenvectors of this matrix are given by 

A M (A )) = ) = , A 2.3(A,E) = S(A,5) = 2 v ^ + A 
EEl4l4(X)(X) = Ef {\) = f , £;2.3(A,e) = Es {X.e) = (1. 2 y/JTTX, Q,0)1 

(5.34) ) 
Manyy of the results in this section require that Ax is hyperbolic, i.e. that its eigen-
valuess have non-zero real part. This is. by definition, the case for A G Ce (5.6). 
Moreover,, the eigenvalues of A  ̂ satisfy |AS| <C |A^| in Ce, i.e. equation (5.27) ex-
hibitss a natural splitting in slow and fast solutions. 

Remarkk 5.13 The fundamental periodic solution {UP,A{£\ L), VP,A{£,\ L)) restricted 
too [— L, L] converges to the homoclinic pulse solution (Uh(£),Vh(£)) on R as L — oc 
(Theoremm 5.5). The linearisation around {Uh{Q,Vh(£)) is given by 

0(OO = ^ ( ^ A , e ) 0 ( O- (5-35) 

Ann eigenfunction of the linearisation around (£//,(£), Vh(£)) is a solution to (5.35) that 
decayss to zero as |£| — oo. The matrix Ah.(£\ A) can be obtained by taking the limi t 
LL -  ̂ oc in Ap(£; A). By Theorem 5.5. ||AP(0 - Ah(£)\\ -+ 0 uniformly in £ € [-£,, L] 
forr L — oc; ||AP(£) - ^ ( O l l is exponentially small (in L) outside the pulse region. 
Thus,, the results of [27. 74] on the stability of nearly homoclinic periodic waves can 
bee applied to our problem (see Section 5.6.1). The analysis of the periodic eigenvalue 
problemm (5.27) has many elements in common with the analysis of the homoclinic 
eigenvaluee problem (5.35) in [14]. Therefore, wTe will refer to [14] and [15] at various 
placess in the following analysis for further details. 

5.3.11 Fast solutions and the fast reduced limi t problem 

Followingg Section 5.2.1. we choose a suitable fundamental matrix solution to express 
thee monodromy matrix. Since Ap(£) is exponentially close to the limit matrix A-^ 
onn the outer regions, solutions to (5.28) behave like combinations of  ̂  ̂ and 

^  ̂ on X- and X+. Therefore, it is natural to choose a fundamental matrix 
solutionn for the calculation of ML(X) that consists (to leading order) of the 4 solutions, 
definedd by the boundary conditions ö;(-L) = E;e~A 'L . i — 1 4. 
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Lemmaa 5.14 Let A e Ce (5.6) and let <2>{(£:A.c) be the solution to (5.28) that 
satisfiessatisfies <p{{— L) — e~A LE+. Then, there exist an analytic (transmission) function 
tf(\,e)tf(\,e) and a positive number C, such that 

e-e-xfLxfLo{(+L:\o{(+L:\ ::c)c) = tf{\.£)Ef
+ + u(e-CL). 

wherewhere the ö{e~CL) rest term is spanned by {E_,ES
+,ES_}-

Proof.. This is a natural result as in general a solution to (5.28) grows as eA ^ o n I+ . 
AA full proof of this statement involves the Elephant Trunk procedure [28]. For this 
construction,, there is no essential difference between the case £ € R and £ G [—L, L); 
wee refer to [28, 14, 15] for the details. D 

Wee define <$>2(£: A, ) = Ró[{—£; X.e) (5.31) as the second independent solution of 
*(£;A,e).. Note that if t/(A,£) ^ 0, <t>((-L)  = tfeAfLEf_ (to leading order), i.e. a 
multiplee of E_. 

Inn the limit L —> oo, the solution 4>{{$,) corresponds to the solution 0i(£) of the 
homoclinicc linear stability problem (5.35) as defined in Lemma 3.5 of [14]. This 
solutionn 0i (£) was defined as the unique solution of the linear eigenvalue problem, 
thatt decays to 0 as e~A ^ as £ — — oo. In this limit , the transmission function 
tf(\,e)tf(\,e) corresponds to the fast transmission function ti(X,e) as defined in Lemma 
3.66 in [14]. 

Obviously,, the solution <p{ is not a 7-eigenfunction. Instead, the fact that 4>[{L) 
iss exponentially large and <t>[{—L)  is exponentially small suggests that there exists 
aa solution to (5.28) such that 4>*(L)  = p(f)*(—L), with p = 0(e2AL). It is necessary 
forr the forthcoming analysis to obtain a more detailed knowledge of the transmission 
functionn £^(A), which can be obtained by studying the fast reduced limi t problem 
(5.4). . 

Wee approach this problem in two ways. First, since taking the limit e — 0 means 
thatt L = ö{lje2)  oo, we consider this problem as that of a single homoclinic pulse 
onn IR. This means that we determine the homoclinic pulse solution V/i(£) of (5.4) and 
studyy its linear stability. This approach has the advantage that we can obtain explicit 
resultss on the location of the spectrum. Alternatively, we consider the wavelength L 
ass an independent large parameter and look for periodic pulse solutions to (5.4) of 
periodd L. The stability analysis of this reduced periodic solution gives insight in the 
stabilityy issue of the periodic solutions of the full problem. As we will see below, the 
twoo ways of looking at the problem are closely connected. 

Thee reduced equation is rescaled by setting V(£) = U0
a2 2~ W(£), so that the 

differentiall  equation for W reads 

WWtt = W  ̂ -W + W02. 

Thiss equation has a stationary homoclinic pulse solution ic/i(£: #2)1 given by (5.19). 
Thee linear stability of this pulse solution is determined by the linearised equation 

(C(Crr - X)w = W& + [foiwhit))02-1 - (1 + A)] w = 0. (5.36) 
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whichh has the form of a Schrodinger equation with a sech-squared potential. The 
positionn of part of the spectrum can be predicted, because the derivative w^iO of the 
homoclinicc pulse solution is an eigenfunction corresponding to A = 0. Since Wh{0 is 
ann odd function and it has one zero, there must exist an eigenfunction that is even 
andd without zeroes. This even eigenfunction corresponds to a positive eigenvalue. 

Althoughh the exact location of the eigenvalues of (5.36) can be obtained using 
methodss from classical mathematical physics (see for example [49]), we follow a 
somewhatt different approach here. Therefore, we write (5.36) as the system 

00 = Ar(0*l>  with ip{0 = (u>(£), wit))', (5.37) 

wheree the matrix A r(£) is given by 

ArAr®®=={{ -fh(wh(0)to-i + (i + \) 0 )

Alternatively,, the matrix Ar can be obtained by taking the limi t of the lower diagonal 
2 x 22 block of Ap(£) (5.29) and scaling out U0. For |f | » 1, the matrix Ar{£) is 
exponentiallyy close to the limi t matrix 

AArr = ( ° l 

000 ^ 1 + A 0 

thatt has eigenvalues Ar  = f and eigenvectors E^ = , with A-̂ " as in 
(5.34). . 

Considerr the unique solution ^ i ( 0 to (5.37) that satisfies l i m ^ - , » ^ i (£ )e_ A / s = 
E^.. In general, this solution grows as eA ^ for £ » 1 and, similar to the behaviour of 
4>4>xx for f » 1, defined in Lemma 5.14, there exists an analytic transmission function 
ttrr{\){\)  such that l i m ^ s o ^ J e - ê = tr(X)Er

+ [14]. Hence ^ ( 0 is bounded as 
££ -» oc if and only if tr( A) = 0 and thus the position of the eigenvalues of the stability 
problemm associated to the homoclinic pulses corresponds to the zeroes of tr(X). The 
transmissionn function tr(X) can be calculated explicitly using a transformation of 
(5.36)) to a hypergeometric equation, see [14] and Section 5.4. 

Lemmaa 5.15 All zeroes of the transmission function tr(X) associated to the fast 
reducedreduced limit problem (5.36) are given by X = Xr, with 

A JJ = 4 [& + l - . 7 ' ( # 2 - l ) ] 2 - l . forj= 0,1 J - l . (5.38) 

withwith J such that 

Notee that A[ = 0 and that A£ > 0 as was predicted above. 
Alternatively,, we study the stability of spatially periodic solutions to (5.4) with 

periodd L > 1. Since the period of these pattern is long, the spatially periodic 
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solutionss wp(€) are close to the homoclinic pulse solution Wh(£) on [-L.L].  The 
linearisationn about u-p(0 is given by (5.36). or by the system (5.37), with wh(£) 
replacedd by wp(£). To this system we associate a 2 x 2 monodromy matrix M£(A), 
dennedd by 

* r(L:A )) = #r(-L;A)A/£(A) , 

wheree \I>r(£: A) is a fundamental matrix solution to the reduced eigenvalue problem, 
andd the Evans function 

Pr (A, 7;L )) = det[M£(A) - 7 / 2 ] . 

Ass the columns of the fundamental matrix solution ^ r ( 0 - w e choose the two solutions 
Wi(0Wi(0 and ^ ( O ' that satisfy 

<(-L )) = e~AfLEr
+ and V2(0 = Rtf(-t), 

wheree R is the 2-dimensional equivalent of the reflection operator R introduced in 
Sectionn 5.2. Note that since i/>i decays to 0 as eA e as £ —» -oc, it is exponentially 
closee (in L) to ip\ if £ = - L . For general A, the solution \jjf  grows as eA * for £ » 1 
andd therefore, we can define an analytic transmission function tp(X) and a positive 
numberr C = C{X) > 0 such that < ( L ) e -A ' L = ^ ( A ) £ ; + ö ( e -C j L ) £ : , as in Lemma 
5.14.. It is clear that the two transmission functions ££(A) and tr(X) are closely related. 
Therefore,, note that the periodic solution V r(£) is uniformly exponentially close to 
thee homoclinic solution Vp(£) on [-L,L]  and that ipi(-L) is exponentially close to 
iJji(-L).iJji(-L).  Hence, the two transmission functions are exponentially close to each other. 
Thee monodromy matrix can be expressed on the basis Vr = { ^ ( - L ) , ^ - ^ ) } . 
Therefore,, we write 

<(L)) = mr
ntf(-L)  + mr

21tf(-L)  , . 
it$(L)it$(L) = m1 2< ( - L ) + m ^2 ^ ( - L ) ?

 l ' ; 

withh vli-L) = e~AfLEr
+ (Lemma 5.14) and ^(-L) = ity'f(L ) = trpe

AfLEr_ + 
ö(eö(e((--AfAf--cc^^LL)E)Err

++ .. Since < ( L ) = trpe
Af LEr

+ + ö{e(Af ~c^L)Er_ and < does not contain 
ann £7-term, we have m^ = ö(e~CL). Furthermore, by looking at the E\ terms in 
thee first line of (5.40). we find m\x = trpe

2ArL + h.o.t. Following a similar reasoning 
forr <$£,(L), we find to leading order 

M ^  ̂ ~ ( m5 l mi2) ~ [  0 ( e -c t ) T^r^2A'L ) ' l ' 

Thee exact expressions of the elements are Af£(A) are not needed to get leading order 
expressionss of its eigenvalues. Due to the reversibility symmetry in the problem, we 
knoww that det[M£] = 1. Since Tr[A/£] = 0{e2Ai L). the eigenvalues of the monodromy 
matrixx are given by 

pprr
11(\)(\) = t;(X)e2AfL and p^{A) = - i -

P\\P\\AA) ) 
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(upp to exponentially small errors in L). Hence, there are no -)-eigenvalues to the re-
ducedd eigenvalue problem if trp(X) = Ö{\). However, the above leading order analysis 
breakss down if trp{X) becomes exponentially small, which implies that ^-eigenvalues 
off  the reduced periodic eigenvalue problem may occur if tr{\) is exponentially small. 

Lemmaa 5.16 Let A_y be given by (5.38). For each 0 < j < J - 1 there exists a curve 
ofof 7-eigenvalues A (̂->) with \Xrj - AJ(7)| < e~CL for some constant C > 0. There are 
nono other 7-eigenvalues in (5.36). 

Thiss Lemma can be proved with the methods developed here, however, this result 
alsoo follows directly from the literature [27]. The Lemma implies that every periodic 
pulsee solution to (5.4) with large enough spatial period is unstable (this is a special 
casee of a well-known result, see [50, 27]). 

Thee two reduced transmission functions tr(X) and ££(A) are. by construction, 
leadingg order approximations of tf(X) if A is not close to the reduced eigenvalues AJ. 
00 < j < J - 1 (5.38), i.e. if A 6 Cr (5.7). 

Lemmaa 5.17 Let XeCr, then tf (A) = tr(X)+0(e) uniformly in A. so that tf(X)  ̂ 0 
andand 0(1) with respect to e for X £ Cr. 

Proof.. As for Lemma 5.14, the proof of the statement, t*(A) = ££(A) + O(s) is com-
pletelyy analogous to the proof of the corresponding result for the stability of localised 
homoclinicc pulses on R, therefore we again refer to [28, 14, 15] for the technical de-
tails.. Since by construction |tJ(A) - tr(A) | < e~CL for some C > 0 and L = 0(\/E2), 

thee Lemma follows from Lemma 5.15. D 

Thee relation between the fast ingredients of the Evans function V(X,^\e) and those 
off  the fast reduced limit problem are much more subtle for A close to AJ, and will be 
discussedd in detail in Sections 5.4.3 and 5.5. 

5.3.22 The slow solutions 

Inn the previous section, we constructed two fast solutions <2>{2 to (5.28), which fol-
lowedd to leading order the behaviour of the reduced equation. In this section, we 
determinee a special set of two solutions 0f  2 that are independent of the two fast 
solutions.. In general, a solution grows as the most unstable eigenmode (eA ^ ) in the 
outerr regions ( for A e Ce). However, it was derived in [14] for the stability analysis of 
thee homoclinic pulse that there exist solutions to the linearised homoclinic equations. 
thatt do not grow as eA  ̂ as £ — . Furthermore, it was shown in [14] that the 
behaviourr of these solutions determines the location of the eigenvalues associated to 
thee stability of the pulse solutions. Therefore, we will here also impose on the slow 
solutionss the condition that they do not grow as the most unstable eigenmode. 

Wee also impose a second condition on the slow solutions of  2-
 t n e subspace of 

solutionss $s(£; A) = spanjof (£: A), &%(£; A)}  must be invariant (as a subspace) under 
translationn over one spatial period 2L, i.e. we require that 0\ 2 satisfy 

span{^(ee + 2Z,).(&|(5 + 2L)}=span{^(0.« i>| (0}  (5-42) 
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forr all ( e l . Since Ap(£: A) (5.29) is 2L-periodic in £. 0(£ + 2L) is a solution of (5.28) 
iff  <£>(£) is. It follows (by straightforward linear algebra) that it is always possible to 
choosee two independent solutions of (5.28), such that they satisfy condition (5.42). 
However,, together with the condition that <f>\  and 4>2 do not grow as eA Ki, <p\ and 
022 are determined uniquely, as we will see in Lemma 5.18 below. 

Byy (5.42). d>\ 2{L) € $S(L: A) can be written as a linear combination of <t>\ %2{—L), 
i.e.. there exist coefficients m^ such that 

4>f(L;A,£)) = mn(A,e)^f(-L;A,e:) + m2i(A,e)0|(-L;A,£) , , 
4>4>ss

22(L;\,e)(L;\,e) = m12(A,e)0f(-L;A,e) + m22(A,e)01(-i;A,e) ' l ' } 

Duee to the 2L-periodicity and the linearity of (5.28), (5.42) is automatically satisfied 
forr all £ if it is satisfied in one point, i.e. if (for instance) (5.43) holds. 

Lemmaa 5.18 Let A <E Cr (5.7). Then, there exists a 2-dimensional subspace of solu-
tionstions <£>s(£: A) = span{0i(£; A), <£|(£; A)}  of (5.28) that is invariant under translations 
byby 2L, where the solutions 0f  2(£; A) satisfy the following properties. 

(i)(i)  There exists a positive 0(1) number C = C(X) such that 

0f(£;A,£)) = Es
+(\,E)eA°t + 0(e~c^) 

0S(E;A,e)) = E°_(\,e)e-ASS + 0{e~c^), 
(5.44) ) 

for^el^. for^el^. 

(ii)(ii)  There exists an 0(1) number Cv = CV{X), such that ||0f  2(£)|| < Cv and 
uuBB

li2li2{0{0 = l + O(e) for ZeVo. 

(in)(in) There exist transmission functions Uj = tij(X,e) and a positive 0(1) number 
CC — C(X), such that 

d>l^:X.£)d>l^:X.£) = tuE
s
+{\,e)eASZ +t21Et(X^)e~A  ̂ +0{e~c^) 

0i(fcA,£r)) = t12E
s
+{\,£)eASZ +t22E

s_{\,e)e-A°Z +0(e-
c^) 

(5.45) ) 

forfor £ e IA 

TheThe subspace <(>S(£:A) is uniquely determined by (5.42) and properties (i),(ii)  and 
(Hi).(Hi). Furthermore, the subspace $s(£) is closed under reflection in £ = 0, i.e. if 
<P<PssiOiO e $5(£;A), then ms{-0 e $*(£; A). 

Notee that the coefficients m^ in (5.43) and the ttJ in (5.45) are at leading order 
relatedd by 

MMss(x(x A _ ( mn{X,e) m12(A,£) \ _ ( i i i(A,e)/A 2 i 12(A, £)/A 2 \ 
( A , £ )) ~ I ™ 2 i ( ^ ) m22(A,e) ) ~ { A2t21(X.£) AH22(X,e) ) ' {bAb} 

withh A = A(AS) as in (5.10). 
Proof.. The proof consists of three parts. First, we prove that there exist two 
independentt solutions to (5.28) that do not grow as the most unstable eigenmode 
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(E(Eii
++ eeAA 1̂1) on both outer regions T_ and 1+. Then, we prove that these solutions 

satisfyy the properties in the Lemma. Finally, we show that these solutions can be 
perturbedd to span a subspace that satisfies (5.42). 
Definee £_(£;A) as the linear 3-dimensional space of solutions of (5.28), spanned 
byy the solutions that satisfy the three boundary conditions <P(—L) = E^.E  ̂ and 
S+(£;A)) as the 3-dimensional family of solutions, spanned by the solutions that 
satisfyy the three boundary conditions 4>(+L)  =  It follows from a dimension 
countt that the intersection £-(£; A) D £+(£; A) exists and is at least 2-dimensional. 
Furthermore,, 0{(O is contained in E_(£;A) by construction, but it is not part of 
£+(£;A),, since tf(X)  ̂ 0 on Cr (Lemma 5.17). Therefore E_(£; A) n E+(£;A) is 
exactlyy 2-dimensional. 

Thee solutions in £_ D £+ are spanned by two solutions 0i,2(O> that satisfy the 
propertiess (i) (Hi) in the Lemma. In particular, we have 

«MfcA.e)) = E%{Ke)e*'* +0(e~c^) 
02(^;A,£)) = £i(A,E)e-A '^ +0(e~c^), { } 

forr £ 6 1- and for some (well defined) positive 0(1) number C and there exist 
transmissionn functions t\\ and £21, such that 

0i(OO = tnE
s
+(\,e)eASt + t2lEi(\,e)e-ASZ + 0(e-ct) 

MOMO = h2Es
+(\,e)eA3Z + t22El(\,e)e~A3Z + 0(e-cZ) { ' 

forr £ e 2+. The proof of the existence of a solution 0i(O of (5.28) with these 
propertiess is essentially the same as the combined proofs of Lemmas 4.4-4.7 in [15]. 
Thoughh the proofs given in [15], apply to the study of an eigenvalue problem for 
thee linearisation about a homoclinic solution, the proofs carry over to the periodic 
eigenvaluee problem. The proofs in [15] are by contradiction, showing that a solution 
thatt does not satisfy (5.47) in J_ must grow as E^_eA $ in X+ and is obviously 
nott in E+ - see [15] for a full proof. To prove the existence of 02, we consider 
0*(OO = #01 (£), which by (5.48) is given by 

d>*(£)d>*(£)  = i21E
s
+(\,£)eASS +tuE

s_(\.E)e~ASt +0(e-c^) 

forr £ € T_. Thus, 02 can be constructed as a linear combination of 0i and 0*. 
Thee solutions 01 2 do not satisfy (5.43) exactly, but since 0i:2 € E_f lE+ , there exists 
coefficientss m^, i,j — 1,2 such that 

éi(L)éi(L) = mnói(-L) + m2]<p2(-L) + Ö(e-°L) 
02(L)) = m1 20 i ( -L ) + m224>2(-L) + Ö(e-CL), 

wheree the ö(e~CL) terms are spanned by E+ and EÏ_- Thus, the solutions 0i.2(O 
(5.47)) are exponentially close to the desired solutions 0f  2 that satisfy (5.43). and 
thuss (5.42). exactly. We adapt 01.2(0 by 

0?(OO = 0i (0 + e -( C + A ' , L (a i i0 { ( O + a2i0£(O) 
05(00 = 02(0 + e-^+A^L(al2é{(0 + a22O

f
2(0h 
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wheree a .̂ i.j = 1.2 are free 0(1) constants. Note that the correction terms are at 
mostt 0(e~cL). Lemma 5.14. Using the structure of <p{  2 . the solutions 0]<2(O 
cann now be made to satisfy (5.43) exactly, by making ö(e~CL) corrections to the 
m.j-"ss thereby defining the m^'s and choosing the ttj/s such that there are no 

restt terms spanned by E+ and E_. This straightforward linear algebra exercise 
determiness the «ij's. and thus the G>II 2(0'S- uniquely. 
Thee observation that $s(£) is closed under reflection in £ = 0 follows immediately 
fromm the uniqueness of <&*(£)  Suppose, that there exists a solution <j) s (£) € $s(£), 
suchh that ito*(-£) ^ $s( 0 and let o* be an independent element of $s. Then, the 
subspacee <£>*(£) = sp&n{R<ps(—t;),R0*{-t;)} is a second subspace of solutions that 
satisfiess the properties in the Lemma and that is invariant under translations by 2L. 
Thiss contradicts the fact that $*' is determined uniquely by the properties in the 
Lemmaa and (5.42).

Remarkk 5.19 In the homoclinic limit L —> oc, the slow solution 0f(£) converges 
onn [-L.L]  by construction to the unique solution of the stability problem (5.35) 
associatedd to (£4(£),14(0) = (Up{£,;oc),Vp(£,;oc)), that satisfies 

limm (^(Oe-A* € = £^and lim 0?(Oe~A '5 = (0.0.0.0)' 

(Theoremm 5.5, Remark 5.13, [14]). Furthermore, since Ap(£,; A) converges to Ah(^X) 
uniformlyy on [-L.L]  (Remark 5.13), the transmission functions tlj{\)  converge to a 
homoclinicc limit t^(A) as L — csc. In this limit , the slow solution <f)\{£) satisfies (by 
construction), , 

limm tf(Oe"A"*=*ii(A)E;, 
£—»x x 

soo that </>f (0 is an eigenfunction of (5.35) if and only if tfT(A) = 0. Note, that the 
notationn used here is different from the notation used in [14], 4>l(0 and ^ ( A ) are 
denotedd by O2(0 and t2(A) in [14]. It has been shown in [14] that all (non-trivial) 
eigenvaluess A/, (^ 0) of (5.35) correspond to zeroes of £2(A), i-e. of t'n(A). 

5.3.33 The decomposition of the Evans function 

Wee consider the vectors 

vf(A)) = <?{(-!; A) = e-A'LE{ 
==  tf(X)e+AfLEf_ +ö(e^f-c^] 

ee+\'L+\'L EEs_s_ +0{e-CL) 

v2'(A)) --
vf(A)) = 
v|(A)) = 

== <P{(-L:X) 
==  0\{-L:\) 
== ^(-L;A ) 

(5.49) ) 

andd express the monodromy matrix A/L(A. 7) with respect to V — {v{ . v^, vf, v2} . 
Sincee of and o2(0 satisfy (5.42) and (5.43). the monodromy matrix has the form 
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wheree each entry denotes a 2 x 2 matrix. The matrix Ms is defined in (5.46). M? is 
byy construction at leading order equal to A/£ (5.41) with tr(X) replaced by t^(X) 
Lemmaa 5.17. The eigenvalues of ML{X) (5.50) are independent of the coefficients 

inn the block B(X), so that the Evans function can be decomposed 

Z>(A,, r- L) = det[Ms(A) - 7/2] det[A//(A) - -yl2]  = Vs{\, 7; L)Vf (A, 7: L). 

Propositionn 5.20 For all A 6 Cr (5.1) and 7 E S1, the Evans function Z>(A,7) 
associatedassociated to (5.28) can be decomposed into a product of a fast and a slow component, 
2?̂ ^ (A, 7) and Vs(X, 7), that are given by 

£>'(A,7;L)) - -7^(A)e2A / j L ( l + £>(£)) 

V°(X,V°(X,rrL)L) = 7 2 - ( ^ n ( A . 0 ) + A2i22(A,0) + O ( ^ 7 ++ x (5.51; 

wif/ii  A = A(A, L) as m (5.10). The fast Evans function P^(A, 7) is non-zero in Cr 

soso that all 7-eigenvaluess A = A(7, e) of (5.28) in Cr must be zeroes of the slow Evans 
functionfunction DS(A,7); A = A(7,e) = A(7, 0) + 0(E) is a ^-eigenvalue if A(7,0) solves 

Tr(M s(A))) = ^ i n ( A , 0 ) + A 2 i 2 2(A,0)e[ -2 ,2] (5.52) 

withwith 7,7 € S1 determined by Tr(Ms(A)) = 2Re[7J. 

Thee 0(e) corrections in (5.51) are clearly uniform in 7 € S1 and L = 0(1/e2), but 
wee cannot yet conclude that they are uniform in A (for A E Cr), since we need more 
insightt in the structure of tn(A,e) and t22(X,e) - see Section 5.4.2. 
Proof.. Due to the structure of M^(X). 7 € S1 does only appear linearly in the 
leadingg order expression of Z)^(A,7) for 7 € Cr . Since t^(X) is bounded away from 
zeroo in Cr (Lemma 5.17), it follows that P-^(A,7)  ̂ 0 in Cr . The determinant 
off  MS(X) - 7/2 can be computed using (5.46). Since $s(£; A) is symmetric under 
reflectionn in £ = 0 (Lemma 5.18). it follows that the eigenvalues of MS(X,E) come 
inn pairs. ps(e) and l/ps(e). Hence. det[AF(A,e)\ = 1, so that (5.51) follows. The 
magnitudee of the leading corrections in (5.51) follow in a straightforward fashion. 
Furthermore, , 

Tr(A/ s(A.0))) = -L t „ (A.0 ) + A2* 22(A,0) = P*(0) + * 
A 22 " 11V ' ' ~ v ' ' r y~,  pS{Qy 

Thee observation that ps + l/ps G [-2,2] if and only if ps = 7 6 S1, implies (5.52). D 

Remarkk 5.21 Since the eigenvalues of Mr,(X) come in pairs, pi.2 and l/pi.2- and 
sincee one of these pairs is formed by the eigenvalues of A/S(A), ps and l/ps. it follows 
thatt the eigenvalues of Aff(X) also form a pair, pf and  The approach of Section 
5.3.11 yields that pf = tf(X)e2A* L at leading order (for A € Cr) . 
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5.44 The 0(1) 7-eigenvalues 

InIn this section we determine the coefficients of the slow monodromy matrix MS(X) 
(5.46)) for A £ Cr . which yields by Proposition 5.20 explicit expressions for the 7-
eigenvaluess of equation (5.28). Furthermore, the possible existence of 7-eigenvalues 
nearr the reduced eigenvalues A ,̂ i.e. A ^ Cr , is considered. 

5.4.11 The jump J(X.e) 

Ass in [14, 15], we determine t\\ and t22 by relating the expressions for the slow 
solutionss é\ 2 hi the outer regions J_ and J+ to over-all properties of 4>\ 2 over the 
pulsee region VQ. We denote the value of (pi 2

 o n the boundaries of VQ by (pf _ = 
0f(—j^)) and <j>l  + — <fil{-j^).  Thus by (5.34), the 1; and q components of <j)\  are 

exponentiallyy small (i.e. ö(e~c/^)) and the leading order parts of the u and p 
componentss of 0*  are given by 

«ii  _ = 1, 

«1-- = !
p f „„  = A5, 

Notee that the expected difference Asp*  — pf + — pf _ between the right and left 
boundaryy of VQ is proportional to As — Ö(E2). 

Thee two outer regions are connected to each other by the pulse region VQ where the 
fastt components are 0{\). We know from Lemma 5.18(h) that the u-component of 
4>\4>\  2 is to leading order constant over the pulse region. On the other hand, since 
bothh uf and vf are 0(1) over the pulse region, the first equation of (5.27) tells us 
thatt it££ — Ö(E2) on the pulse region. Therefore, there is a change in p over the 
pulsee region given by Avp\ = fv u* ccd£ = 0{E2)< which is of the same order as the 
expectedd difference Aspf. This yields the leading order matching conditions 

" ii  + = u\ - , *n +*2i = 1; 
AAssp\p\ = Avp\ , As(tn~t21) 
w l ++ = u2.- * *2i +t22 = 1; 
AAssppss

22 = AvP
s
2 , As(t12-t22) 

wheree the expressions in the second column follow from those in the first by sub-
stitutionn of the leading order parts of uf  and p?  (5.53). Thus,the transmission 
functionss tlj can be expressed in terms of the jumps in the derivative A-ppf  2. 
Inn general, i.e for general solutions 0s £ <&s (Lemma 5.18), the jump in ps over the 
fastt field VQ is given by 

AArrp*p* = J(\.6)ub
0 + h.o.t.. (5.55) 

4.+ + == tn +t 21--
U2.++ — *21 + ^22̂  
plpl++  = As(tu-t2i) 
plpl++  = As(t12-t22] 

(5.53) ) 

AAss + Avp\\ 

AAss + Avp
s
2-

(5.54) ) 

wheree u*  is the (to leading order constant) value of us in VQ. The function J(\,E) 

denotess a unit jump in the derivative, i.e. the jump in the derivative if UQ — 1. The 
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changee in p is found by integrating uf „  over the pulse region, 

AAvvppss = [ u^dt; = - c2 f a1U^~lV^ul + 3xU^V^-lvsd£, + h.o.t. (5.56) 
J-PoJ-Po Jr0 

wheree we have replaced ws(0 by its leading order value UQ. We also substitute UQ in 
thee second equation of (5.27), which implies that vf satisfies at leading order 

v^v  ̂ + \02-l \02-l faKfaK22 (^p(0)P3_1 - (1 + A) v = -a2U?-1 (Vp(0f2 < (5.57) ) 

Wee see that the solution vs is proportional to UQ, SO that we can scale out this 
constantt by writing vs — UnU* tt88

00rr
B B 

J(\,e)J(\,e) = ^f- + h.o.t. = -e2 ( a i t C " 1 ! ^ 2 +0iU?1VJ?*-1vsdS + h.o.t. 
uuoo Jv 

Wee now return to the evaluation of the transmission functions and thus set UQ — \ 
andd vs — vf. 

Equationn (5.57) is defined only for £ (E Vo and we a priori need two boundary 
conditionss to determine the exact solution vf. It is a non-trivial procedure to obtain 
thee exact boundary conditions. Since 0f and 0| span a family of solutions that is 
invariantt under translations by 2L, there are two conditions that relate 4>\ 2(C) to 
0ff  2(£ + 2L). However these conditions concern both the u and v-components of (j>\  2. 
Inn particular this means that the boundary conditions (on the boundaries of Vo) on 
vfvf can only be formulated if the values of wf  2{L) are known. Fortunately, the exact 
boundaryy conditions are not necessary to determine a leading order expression for 
vf.vf. To show this we approximate (5.57) by a problem that is defined for £ € R. 
I tt was noted in the existence analysis in Section 5.1.1 that the periodic solution 
{Up(£),Vp(£)){Up(£),Vp(£)) is exponentially close for £ e [—L,L] to the solution (UM{£), K M ( 0 ) 

thatt is homoclinic to M. (5.12). Hence the restriction to Vo of a solution defined on 
RR to 

vvuu + 0 2 -1 1 32U^{V32U^{VMM{0f{0f22-'{l-'{l  + \) ==  -a2U%-1 (VM (0)' ' (5.58) ) 

satisfiess (5.57) up to exponentially small errors. Note that this expression is obtained 
fromm (5.57) by replacing Up and Vp by Uj^\ and VM and setting UQ = 1. or alter-
nativelyy by direct linearisation around {UM^M)- The solution vf(£) is known and 
exponentiallyy small at the boundaries of the pulse region ((5.44),(5.45)). We may 
thereforee conclude that the solution vf to (5.57) must be exponentially close to a 
boundedd solution V{n of (5.58), independent of the precise boundary conditions. 

Sincee (5.58) is a Sturm-Liouville problem, there exists a unique bounded solution 
Vin{£,)Vin{£,) to (5.58) if A € Cr . Therefore, the change 'unit jump' in p is in terms of vin(£,), 
UM:UM:  and VM given by 

J(X,e)J(X,e) = «IU^-«IU^- 11 (vM(O)01 + W% (VM(O)01-1 vin(0 d£d£ + h.o.t. 

file:///02-l
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Notee that we have replaced the integration over the pulse region by an integration 
overr E, since the contributions of the integrals outside VQ are higher order terms [VM 
decayss exponentially fast). To simplify this expression we approximate UM an(  ̂KM 
by y 

UUMM(0(0 = Up(0) and VM(0 = (Up(0)ra^^-l)wh(O 

andd scale the fast component by setting 

ViniS)ViniS) = - a a t t / p t O ) ) -1 - 0 ^ ^ - 1 ^ ^ ^ ) . 

soo that equation (5.58) scales into 

(C(Crr - X)w = wa + [f t (wh(0f2-1 - (1 + A)] w = (wh(0f2 . (5.59) 

wheree Cr is the operator of the reduced linear eigenvalue problem (5.36). Note that 
thiss is exactly the same inhomogeneous problem that was derived in the study of the 
eigenvaluess of the linearisation about the homoclinic pulse solution in [14]. In terms 
off  the bounded solution Win to (5.59), the leading order part of J{X,e) is given by 

J(X,e)J(X,e) = -£2W(/3i,02)C/oD/(/3a"1) [<*i  - <*20iKW]  (5-60) 

wheree W(ft 1,02) has been defined in (5.21) and TZ(X) is given by 

*<A>> = WIR R \ fX W - ( ^ ) K ( 0 ) ^ ^ - (5-61) 

Notee that 1Z(X) corresponds to the 7Z{X) defined in [14], the only difference is the 
1/W{/31/W{/3UU3322)) factor. 

Lemmaa 5.22 For X E Cr, the unit jump J{X,e) — J{X,L,e) is given by 

J{X,J{X, L,e) = - 2 e2
v ^ t a n h ( ^2

v ^ L ) [c*i - a20in{\)]  (1 + 0{e)), (5.62) 

wherewhere the O(e) correction is uniform in X E Cr and in L = G(l/e2). 

Proof.. The proof follows immediately from the above calculations (and (5.24)), 
whilee keeping track of the magnitude of the leading order correction terms. The 
observationn that the approximation is uniform in A € Cr is based on the fact that 
thee function 7£(A) is uniformly bounded in Cr , see [14].

Thee solution Win of (5.59) has been determined in terms of hypergeometric func-
tionss in [14]. We will not give all details of this calculation, instead the interested 
readerr is referred to [14]. The transformation into hypergeometric function starts 
withh the observation that Wjn decays as e~^1+A^' as £ —> . Therefore we search 
forr solutions of the form 

wwinin(0(0 = CF{Z){wh(S)f 
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wheree P = \/\ + A, F(£) is the new unknown function and C is a constant that is 
forr convenience set to be 

[2(&&  + l ) p ^ > / ^ - D 
{3{322 - 1)2 

Afterr the introduction of a new independent variable 2 € (0,1) by 

11 f1_wh(0 

22 V wh{£) 

thee inhomogeneous equation (5.59) is transformed into the inhomogeneous hyperge-
ometricc differential equation (' — d/dz) 

z{\z{\ - z)F" + [c-(a + b+ l)z] F' - abF = [z(l - z)]V-n/{fr-D,  (5.63) 

withh a, b and c given by 

_2Pj-202_2Pj-202 2P - / j 2 - 1 2P + & - 1 

Thee solution space of the homogeneous part of (5.63) is spanned by the hypergeo-
metricc functions 

HH11{z){z) = F?{a,b\c\z) and H2(z) = # i ( l - z) = F?{a, b\c\l - z). 

Notee that the symmetry around z = \ corresponds to the reversibility symmetry 
££ <-> —£ in (5.59). The bounded solution to the inhomogeneous problem can then be 
foundd using a classical variation of constants approach, see appendix B in [14] for the 
details.. Using the solution F(z) thus found, the expression for 7£(A) can be written 
as s 

with h 

BW.MM  = ^ ^  ƒ' [,(i - z)?*-™"*-»  «fa. 
^(P22 +1) y0 

Apartt from a constant, the function 5(/?i,/32) corresponds to Vy(/3i,/32) in the defi-
nitionn of 7£(A) (5.61); 7£(A) corresponds to 7£(A) as defined in [14]. 

Obviously,, the function 7£(A) is essential for the evaluation of (5.60) - [14] for 
moree details. Therefore we give a few important characteristics of 7£(A) that can be 
obtainedd without the transformation to hypergeometric functions. The inhomoge-
neouss equation (5.59) does not necessarily have a bounded solution if A is equal to 
onee of the eigenvalues A^ (5.38) of the operator Cr. A bounded solution to (5.59) 
existss if and only if the corresponding eigenfunction Wj(£) satisfies the solvability 
condition n 

/ / 
02 2 u.h(OrM(0 ## = o. (5-65) 
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Sincee the eigenfunction trj corresponding to the eigenvalue Xj is even for j even 
andd since Wh is even, the solvability condition is not satisfied for j even. Hence for 
AA = Aj, j even, there exists no bounded solution to (5.59). The function 7Z(\) is 
meromorphicc and has a simple pole at each of the even eigenvalues A^. (and nowhere 
else).. On the other hand, the eigenfunctions w k̂+x are odd for the odd eigenvalues 
AJJjt+i-- so that the integrand in (5.65) is odd and the integral vanishes. Thus, for the 
oddd eigenvalues there exists a bounded solution to (5.59). though it is not unique. 
Nevertheless,, 7l(X) is well-defined in X k̂+l and smooth in a neighbourhood of A£fc+1. 
Inn particular it is easy to verify that if A = \\ = 0, (5.59) is solved by 

wheree C may be any real number. Thus, (5.61) can be evaluated at A = 0. 

K(0)) = STÖi(^I)£ <*« = *b' (5'66) 

sincee ihh is odd. We conclude by (5.62),(5.2) that, at leading order, 

J (0,, 0) = -2E2  ̂ (j^TJ + l) t a n h ^2 ^ ! ) . (5.67) 

Remarkk 5.23 For general 02, 7l(X),7l(X) (5.64) is expressed in terms of (integrals 
over)) hypergeometric function F(z). However, F(z) reduces to a product of poly-
nomialss of at most order k if 02 — j™y = 3, 2, | , . .. (k — 2,3,...). For example, 
thee classical Gierer-Meinhardt problem has 02 ~ 2, so that TZ(X) is based on cubic, 
quadraticc and linear polynomials [14]. 

5.4.22 Explicit expressions for the 0(1) slow 7-eigenvalues 

Thee leading order expressions for the transmission functions t  ̂ can be determined 
byy solving the equations (5.54). By (5.55). this results in 

(5.68) ) 
withh AS(X. E) — e2\j'[i  + A (5.34). The leading order approximations tlj(X.Q) of 
tjj(\,£)tjj(\,£) can all be expressed in terms of 

J(^)J(^)  y/ï * i / „ 2 
2A s(A.c)) s/i^X 

t anh(^v^L)) [ai - a2#ift(A) ] + 0(E). (5.69) 

Lemmaa 5.22. Note that e2L = 0(1) - Theorem 5.5 - so that tij(X.O) indeed does 
nott depend on E. Moreover, we have found that tlJ(X.E) is uniformly bounded as 
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functionn of A for AGCr . so that we now also may conclude that the O(E) corrections 
inn (5.51) Proposition 5.20 are uniform in A (A G Cr) . 

Withh these expressions and with (5.46), we have for A 6 Cr obtained a leading 
orderr expression for the 'slow' monodromy matrix, 

A/s(A,0) ) 

(5.10);; A/s(0,0) can be evaluated explicitly; M s(0,0) = 

A2 2 

V V 

f l - ^ ^ \ \ 

- A 2 2 

2A* * 
J J 

2A5 5 

) ) 

A2 2 

1 1 J J 
A 22A* * 

(
J J 

2A* * 

\ \ 

) ) 

^^ A 2 ( ^ + l)tanh(e2v7H0 A2 ( l + ( ^ + 1) t a n h ^ ^ L ) )^ 
(5.70) ) 

(5.67),, where A0 = A(0,L) (5.10). Substitution of the expressions (5.68) and (5.69) 
inn (5.52) gives the desired leading order expression for the position of the slow 7-
eigenvaluess (5.9) in Theorem 5.1 with, of course, TS(A,L ) = Tr(A/s(A, 0)). 
Thee 7-eigenfunctions 0*  corresponding to the ö(l)-eigenvalues, are of the form 

^(O=c10f(O+c2^(O, , 

wheree (ci, C2Y is the eigenvector of Ms that corresponds to the eigenvalue 7 of Ms. 
Therefore,, 0*  has the same properties as 0f and 0|. Of course, we have so far only 
paidd attention to the stability problem restricted to one spatial period (centered 
aroundd £ = 0). By construction, the u-component u*  of 0̂  is to leading order 
constantt over any pulse region Vn, i.e. the pulse region centered around £ = 2nL, 
andd is give by u*  = «^.(0)7" with in principle u*(0) = cx + c2, however, u*(0) 
cann be set to be 1 (by choosing c\  ̂ appropriately). Since the leading order part 
off  the t'-component i'*  of 0*  is a combination of the leading order parts of vf and 
t'|,, the leading order part of i'*  in a pulse region is a multiple of t'in, the bounded 
solutionn to (5.58). Hence, the leading order part of v  ̂ on E is given by the uniform 
approximation n 

^ ( 00 = 5 > ^ n ( £ - 2 n L) (5.71) 

Notee that v  ̂ satisfies (5.57) with UQ = 7n - on each pulse region Vn, up to 
exponentiallyy small errors. 

5.4.33 Near the reduced eigenvalues Â  

Forr A €i Cr (5.7), the position of the 7-eigenvalues of (5.28) is determined by Proposi-
tionn 5.20. To complete the picture, it is necessary to determine the (possible existence 
of)) zeroes of V(X,7) for A near Â  (5.38), i.e. inside the balls B(Xj,6) (5.8). Since 
AQQ > 0. the presence of a 7-eigenvalue in B(XQ.S) would imply the instability of the 
periodicc pulse solution. Furthermore, X[ = 0, so that the 7-eigenvalues in B(X[,6) 
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cann in principle also lie in the unstable half plane. Thus, the analysis of the eigen-
valuee problem near the eigenvalues of the reduced eigenvalue problem is crucial for 
thee stability of the periodic pulse solutions. 

Afterr the introduction of the concept of a 7-eigenvalue and the monodromy matrix 
Mi.Mi. the analysis of the Evans function for periodic patterns has been remarkably 
similarr to that of the Evans function for localised homoclinic patterns, as developed 
inn [14. 15] especially concerning the technical details of the construction of the 
fastt and slow functions 0J'2(£; A,e). This is no longer the case for £>(A,7) near the 
reducedd eigenvalues A^. although the difference is rather subtle. 

InIn the context of localised patterns, the Evans function can be decomposed into 
aa product of two transmission functions, t\{X) and ^(A) (x a constant), where t\(X) 
correspondss to t-^(X) in the limit L —> 00, and £2 (A) to i n (A) (Remark 5.19). Us-
ingg the analyticity of f 1 (A), it is shown in [14] that ^i(A) must have a zero A*  near 
eachh of the reduced eigenvalues Â  (compare to Lemma 5.17)). However, this zero 
iss not automatically a zero of the associated Evans function, since it is also shown 
inn [14] that t2(A) has a (simple) pole at A*  for j even. This zero-pole cancellation 
phenomenonn for even reduced eigenvalues is the resolution to the so-called 'NLEP 
paradox1,, which states that pulse solutions may be stable, although the fast com-
ponentt of the Evans function, £i(A), has an Ö{1) unstable zero at AQ [14, 15]. The 
polee of £2(A) corresponds directly to an obstruction to the construction of the slow 
solutionn 4>2(0, that corresponds to 0f(£) here (Remark 5.19). 

Inn the periodic setting, the homoclinic decomposition of the Evans function into a 
productt of ti(A)  and £2 (A) corresponds to the decomposition V(X^) = T>f (X,'y)Vs(X,/y) 
-- Proposition 5.20. It follows from the proof of Lemma 5.18 that the construc-
tionn of (p\ (£) also breaks down for those A for which t^(X) = 0, since in that case 
4>\(04>\(0 € S_(( :A)nS+( ( ;A) , so that the space £_(£; A)flX +(£; A) cannot be spanned 
byy two functions 4>\(£) and 02(£) that are both independent of ) (which is nec-
essaryy for the construction of the monodromy matrices Mf(X) and MS(X) Section 
5.3.3).. This is completely analogous to the homoclinic case. However, the fact that 
tf(X)tf(X) = 0 does not necessarily imply that there exists a zero of P^(A,7). t^(X) is just 
onee of the ingredients of the matrix M^(X). Hence, there is no natural counterpart 
off  A*  in the periodic case, so that there is no obvious 'NLEP paradox' in the periodic 
casee (such a 'periodic NLEP paradox' would be based on the existence of zeroes of 
T>f(X,T>f(X, 7)). Likewise, there are no obvious poles for DS(A, 7). 

Moreover,, it is a priori not clear that either one of P^(A, 7) or Vs(A, 7) is analytic 
nearr a reduced eigenvalue A .̂ The transmission function ^(A) is analytic by Lemma 
5.144 (a result that is completely analogous to that for t\{X) in the homoclinic case). 
However,, the matrices MS{X) and M^(X) are determined by the decomposition of 
thee vectors è\2{L:X) with respect to the span {vf -^}  = {ól'^i—L: X)} - Section 
5.3.3.. Since {vj'2 }  is not orthogonal, all coefficients will in principle depend on all 

vectorss v{'3. Due to the obstructions in the construction of <2>f2(£
: A) for t*(X) = 0. 

itt can a priori not be concluded that vf  2 depend analytically on A near a Xr-, As a 
consequence,, it is a priori unclear whether the V^S(X, 7)'s are analytic near Xj. 

Off  course the fast and slowr Evans functions T>^S(X. 7) are. by construction, ana-
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lyti cc for A G Cr. Thus, both functions must have analytic continuations into the balls 
B(XB(Xrr

jj,5),5) (5.8). However, the interpretation of T>f's(\,y) in terms of well-determined 
monodromyy matrices M^'S(X) (Section 5.3.3) becomes unclear near Xr

y For instance, 
itt follows from a more detailed analysis (not given here) that the leading order ap-
proximationss given in Lemma 5.18 obtain leading order corrections as A approaches 
A^.. Therefore, we are forced to conclude that the decomposition of 2>(A,7) into 
aa product of P^A.7) and Vs(X, 7) does not give insight into the existence of 7-
eigenvaluess near A .̂ Nevertheless, we can use the decomposition for A € Cr and 
0(6)0(6) near A^, and apply a winding number argument. 

Propositionn 5.24 Let 0 < £ <§: 6 <C 1 and /i » 6, \a2\ » y/6. and \ax\ = 0(1) 
withwith respect to 6. Assume that the period 2L of the fundamental periodic pattern 
{U{U pp{Z;L),Vp{£,\L)){Z;L),Vp{£,\L)) (Theorem 5.5) satisfies e2L = 0(1) or s2L » 0(1) with respect 
too. too. 
(i)(i)  If j = 2k is even, then eigenvalue problem (5.28) has no 7-eigenvalues in the ball 
B(X^6). B(X^6). 
(it)(it)  If j = 2k + 1 is odd and if Tr(A/s(A£fc+1,0)) g [-2,2], then for every 7 G S1, 
eigenvalueeigenvalue problem (5.28) has exactly one -y-eigenvalue X(-y) G B(X2k+116) (count-
inging geometric multiplicities), and X(~f) G K; if Tr(A/s(A2fc+1,0)) G [-2,2] then 
(5.28)(5.28) has one -^-eigenvalue X(^) G B{Xr

2k+x,6) fl R for any 7 G S1 with |Re[7J -
iTr(M*(A^ + 1,0)) |»<5. . 

Onlyy the local 7-eigenvalues near Â  = 0 are relevant for the stability analysis. 
Thesee small eigenvalues are studied in the forthcoming section, in this analysis both 
subcasess of (it) wil l be encountered (Lemmas 5.28 and 5.29). It will be explained in 
Remarkk 5.30 why the second subcase of (ii)  does not contradict the general theory 
developedd in [27]. In this thesis we do not pay further attention to the 7-eigenvalues 
nearr Xr

2ki 1 < 0, k > 1 (that only exist for 1 < fi2 < 2 (5.39)). 

Proof.. In the proof we consider the balls B(Xrj,S) around Â  with radius 6 > 6 with 
66 as defined in (5.7), so that dB(Xr

y 6) C Cr . With a slight abuse of notation we do 
nott distinguish between this 6 and d>. i.e. we assume that dB(XTj.6) c Cr for the 6 
thatt appears in the Lemma. 

(i)(i)  The (leading order) condition (5.9) on the existence of 7-eigenvalues can be writ-
tenn as 

_ V ^ _ rr RV(\R fi\\ l - 2 A 2 R e [7 ] + A4 

// Aai -Q2/3i7e(A:/3i,/32) = - - r-r——, , 2 r , . (5.72) 
vVV + X (1-A4) tanh(£2

N / / IL ) 
Iff  A is 0(6) close to an even eigenvalue Xr

2k. the absolute value of the left hand side 
off  this identity clearly is » 1 with respect to <5, since H(X) has a simple pole at A^.. 
i.e.. |ft(A)| = 0{1/S) and fi » 6, \Ql\ = 0(1), a2 » v^; E2L = 0(1), 0 < |A| < 1 
andd |1 - AI = 0(1) by the assumption on L, so that the right hand side is 0(1) with 
respectt to 6 for 7 G S1. This implies by Proposition 5.20 that £>(A,7) cannot have 
zeroess on dB(Xrj. 6). Hence, for any (fixed) 7 G S1. we can define the winding number 
W(V.dB(XW(V.dB(Xrryy6))6)) of £>(A.7) over the contour dB(Xr

j.S). Since V(X.'y) is analytic as 
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functionn of A in B{Xp 6)), W(D, 0B(AJ, 6)) = the number of zeroes of V{\, 7) = the 
numberr of 7-eigenvalues of (5.28) for this given 7 inside B(Xpö)). 

Onn dB{XTp5), P/ (A,7) and Vs {X^) are defined (and analytic), Z>(A,7) can be 
decomposedd into the product D-f(A,7)Ds(A,7), and the approximations given in 
(5.51)) are uniform in A, 7. L Proposition 5.20 (in combination with the uniform 
approximationss of tij(X) in Section 5.4.2). Thus. 

w(v,dB)w(v,dB) = j-j3Big^dX 

-- 2 7̂ f dB dVt(\n) dA + 2™ f dB dVa{Ki)  d^ 

JOBJOB _ ^ r a i , 2 A /L  a A  ̂ JdB -72-TrfA/^A,0) H + l UA 
dBdB _7 r ( A ) e2A /L  uyx  ̂ JdB ~f2-Tr(Ms(\,0)h + l 

==  W ( r (A), dB) 4- W(72 - 7Tr(Ms(A, 0)) + 1, dB) 4- O(e) 

11 + Q(£) 
2ni 2ni 

(5.51),, (5.52),(5.9). The transmission function tr(X) is analytic in B(X2k,S)) and 
hass a unique zero at A f̂c ([14]. Section 5.3.1), so that W(f r(A), <9£?) = 1. The trace 
Tr(A/s(A.. 0)) depends on A through 7Z(X) (5.9) and is thus meromorphic on BfA^ , 5)) 
withh a simple pole at A£fc ([14], Section 5.4.1). By the conditions on the parameters 
fj,fj, and cti,2, it follows that |Tr(A/s(A, 0))| 2> 1 with respect to 5 on ^ (A^ . S)), so that 
f o r 7 G S1 , , 

W(72-7Tr (M s(A,0))) + l , d£) = W(Tr(M5(A,0)),<9£) 

== W(n(\),dB) = -l. { } 

Hence,, for any 7 G S1, 

W(P,, dB) = W(tr(X),dB) + W{Tl{X)1dB) + 0(E) = 1 - 1 4- O(E) = 0, 

sincee W(D,dB) G Z (and 0 < e « 1). This proves that there are no 7-eigenvalues 
mB(XmB(Xrr2k2k,6). ,6). 
(ii)(ii)  Both the slow Evans function Vs'(A, 7) and Tr(Ms(A, 0)) are smooth as function 
off  A on dB(Xr

2k+1,6) (5.9), so that 
2>-(A,, 7) = 72 - 7Tr(M*(A , 0)) + 1 4- O(e) =  7

2 - <yTr{M*(X r
2k+1,0)) 4- 1 4- 0(«5), 

forr A G o ^ A ^ . ^ ) (Proposition 5.20). The condition Tr(Ma(A£fc+1,0)) £ [-2,2] 
impliess that 72 - 7Tr(Ms(A,0)) 4- 1 / 0 for all 7 G S1. If the condition holds, 
thiss is true for all A G £(A£fc+1,<5) since Tr(Ms(A,0)) is well-defined and smooth on 
B(X2B(X2k+lk+l ,S),,S), unlike £>S(A,7). The approach of the proof of (i) can now be applied 
withoutt any modification, up to the arguments leading to (5.73), since now clearly 
W(722 - 7Tr(M s(A , 0)) + 1, dB) = 0. This yields, 

W{V.dB)W{V.dB) = W{tr{X).dB) + W{-f2-iTr{M s(X,0)) + l.dB) + O(e) ( 

==  l + 0(e) = l, { } 

soo that there indeed is a unique 7-eigenvalue G B(X2k+1,ö) for any 7 G S1 if 
Tr(AfTr(Afss(X2(X2k+lk+l .0}).0}) ^ [—2.2]. Since complex eigenvalues of (5.28) come in pairs, it 
followss that A(7) G R. 
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Iff  Tv(Ma{\r k+l.O)) = Tv* e [-2.2], then 72 - -;Tr(.Us(A.O)) + 1 = 0 has two so-
lutionss 7!*  2 £ S1 with Re[7i2] = ^Tr*. Hence, for any 7 e S1 with |-> -71* 2 | = 0{S), 
722 - 7Tr(Ms(A.0)) + 1 = 0{5) as function of A e B{\r2k̂ .8). As a consequence, 
wee do not know the number of zeroes of 72 - 7Tr(A/*(A , 0)) + 1 in B(M2k+vS) for 
thesee r s. Nevertheless, if I7 - 7^1 » 6 then clearly 72 - 7Tr(jLP(A.0)) + 1 ^ 0 for 
AA e B(\2k+1,S) and (5.74) can be applied. D 

Remarkk 5.25 If e2L becomes small, the right hand side of (5.72) is large (if 7 is 
nott too close to 1). so that (5.9) will have solutions for H{\) large, i.e that there are 
7-eigenvaluess ( 7 ^ 1) near the poles of 71(A). Hence, the periodic patterns of type 
BB must be unstable for e2LB small enough, since these patterns have 7-eigenvalues 
(77 ^ 1) close to AQ > 0. Here, we will not work out the details of this statement. In 
Corollaryy 5.36 it will be shown that all patterns of type B are unstable. 

Remarkk 5.26 The conditions in Proposition 5.24 on the parameters fi and oL 2 

cann slightly be weakened. Nevertheless, as in [14] they correspond directly to the 
instabilityy results. It is shown in Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 of [14] that the homoclinic 
pulsee is unstable if //, |Q2[ is too small, or |a i| too large. Equivalently, there will 
bee spectrum near the even eigenvalues Â  under these circumstances, i.e. the long 
wavee periodic pattern will be unstable if ji  < fic. |c*i| > Q1IC or |a2| < a2.c for some 
^ c , Q l , c . Ö 2 , cc > 0. 

5.55 The small eigenvalues 

Propositionn 5.24 established the existence of 7-eigenvalues near 0 = A[. Since the 
derivativee of the wave is a 1-eigenfunction for A = 0, there exists a curve of small 
7-eigenvaluess connected to A = 0 (Proposition 5.8). 

5.5.11 An explicit expression for A = A(~/) 

Lett 0̂  be a 7-eigenfunction, so that <p^ satisfies <p~,(L) = 70„( -L) . Asymptotically 
closee to A = 0, the 7-eigenfunctions is expected to be similar to the derivative of 
thee wave, however, since Up(£) is 2£-periodic. it can not satisfy the 7-boundary 
conditionss if 7  ̂ 1. Therefore, we have to add a perturbation to the u component, of 
<£->> that is of the same order {0{£2)) as Üp. Since the leading order perturbation in 
thee fast t'-component follows from the order of the perturbation in u (through (5.27)). 
wee also add an Ö{e2) perturbation to Vp. Therefore, we propose in our search for 
thee small eigenvalues the following expansions for the u and r components of o-, 

u^t)u^t) = Üp{Z)+E2
Ul(S:£) and r,(£) = Vp(£) + £

2
Vl(  ̂ e). (5.75) 

withh the 7-boundary conditions 

u.u.;;{L){L)  = -)u^(-L) and ü^{L) = 7Ü.(-L). 

Althoughh it is quite natural to expect that the 7-eigenfunctions have this structure 
forr A close to 0. it is a priori not necessary. However, if we find small 7-eigenvalues 
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byy 'ansatz' (5.75). then we know by Proposition 5.24 that all 7-eigenfunctions must 
bee of the form (5.75). 

I tt is again not necessary to explicitly consider the 7-boundary conditions on the 
fastt components of ö^. In fact, the choice of Vp(£) as the leading order part of v-, is 
nott a priori obvious, since Vp(£) does not satisfy the 7-boundary conditions. However, 
itt has been argued in Section 5.4.2 that r7 can be approximated (uniformly in R) by 
aa summation of shifted localised solutions (5.71), i.e. the leading order approximation 
off  v-y is exponentially small outside the pulse region(s). Here, the leading order part of 
vvinin{£){£) in (5.71) is given by Vp(0- since ug = the leading order part of Üp(£) = 0{E2) 
inn (5.57), so that there is no inhomogeneous term in the leading order ^„-equation 
(5.58).. Note that the higher order terms of v7 can also be written in the form (5.71), 
vivi is exponentially small in all outer regions. On the other hand it is not useful 
too write the slow part of 07 in a form similar to (5.71). Since the u-component of 
ann eigenfunction to (5.27) decays only on an 0(c~2)-length scale, the terms coming 
fromm n / 0 give a leading order contribution to the u-component on \-L, L]. Instead 
wee consider the u-component directly in the first equation of (5.27), with its explicit 
7-boundaryy conditions. 

Forr notational convenience, we introduce the operator L{ for the left hand side in 
thee second equation of (5.27) 

dp dp ^^  = ^ + [ ^ a 2 ^ - 1 - l ] , 

soo that v1 must solve 

(C{(C{ - A K = -azUp^Wp82^. 

Sincee the pair {ÜP{£),VP(€)) solves the eigenvalue problem (5.27) for A = 0, the 

operatorr L{ satisfies the useful relationship 

Notee that this is an exact expression, i.e. we have not introduced any approximations 
off  f/p(0 and of Vp(£). We substitute the expansions of u7 and v1 (5.75) in the 
eigenvaluee problem (5.27). After elimination of the terms containing Up and Vp in 
thee resulting expression, the linear problem for ui(£) and t'i(£) reads 

ff  Ü! = - e2 [ Q i t / p
Q l - 1 ^ « i + . / 91 C / °1 ^ - 1 t . i ] + e4 ( , *  + A)Ul 

\\ C{vy = p-a2U^-lV Ûl 

Furthermore,, the 7-boundary conditions on u7 yield 

ÜÜPP(L)(L) + E2
UI(L) = 7 (Üp(-L) + e^i-L)) 

l)p(L)l)p(L) + e^u^L) = 7 (Üp(-L) + E^i-L)) . 

Soo far, we have not considered the magnitude (with respect to E) of A. The second 
equationn of (5.76) suggests that A = 0(E2). However, we will derive a solvability 
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conditionn for the second equation of (5.76) to show that A = 0(s4) and to derive an 
explicitt expression for A(7). Therefore, we rewrite the second equation of (5.76) as a 
problemm involving the operator Cr (5.36). We approximate the pulse around £ = 0 
by y 

wheree UQ is the leading order (constant) value of Up(t;) in the pulse region (Theorem 
5.5),, and wh(£) is denned in (5.19). Thus, C[ = Cr+  higher order terms, and the 
leadingg order part of the second equation of (5.76) is given by the inhomogeneous 
equation n 

-C»,, = A ^ — A A - » ^ - a 2t V , - ° , / ( a ' - , , » A « , ., (5.77) 

wheree w\ denotes the leading order part of v\. The homogeneous problem Cw = 0 
iss solved by wh (Section 5.3.1), so that we have the following leading order solvability 
conditionn for (5.77) 

A A 
Wi Wi 

- a 2 / ( / 3 2 - l ))  „ , r r - l - a 2 / ( ^ 2 - l ) „ „ A U~^^->wU~^^->whh - a2U--^^->w Ûl) = 0, 

wheree (f\g) is the standard L2-inner product on R. Since U0 is constant we find 

A A - a 2 / ( / 3 a - l ) //  ]  v „  TT-l-a3/(02-l 
UrUr 2n2n"-"- LL'(*'(* hh \*h)- *2Uöl-a3nP2-1}<*H  I <«1 ) = o, 

whichh yields (at leading order), 

££22aa 1 {wh\w Ûl) 
22UU00 (wh\wh) 

I tt follows from (5.76), that ü\ = ö{eA) in the outer regions and ü\ = ö{e2) in the 
pulsee region. Therefore, the first derivative ii\  is at most 0(e2), so that u\ is to 
leadingg order even. However, since Wh is an odd function, this even leading order 
termm gives no contribution to the integral in the numerator, so that we need to 
takee the (odd) higher order terms into account. To approximate the integral in the 
numerator,, we substitute the leading order Taylor expansion of u-i(£) around £ — 0. 

ii  ( ^ K 2 ( M 0 ) + MQ)O ,t i U v > ' g2 Q ? . m 

UU00 (wh\wh)
 2U0 (wh\wh) 

Notee that the third and higher derivatives of u\ are 0{eA) or smaller, as can be 
verifiedd by taking the derivative of the first equation of (5.76) and evaluation of the 
resultingg expression in £ = 0. Finally, using integration by parts, the expression for 
AA is written as 

22 |a2| 1 fwfr+1(% , 

wheree the dependence on 7 is only due to ^1(0:7). From this expression for A we 
concludee two things. First, since u'i(0; 7) = ö(e2), we see that A = ö(eA) and second 
thatt A is proportional to the derivative tii(0). A careful error-analysis of the above 
leadingg order arguments yields that the leading order correction to (5.78) is ö(s5). 
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Remarkk 5.27 The expression for A was derived as a solvability condition for the 
leadingg order part of vi. Alternatively the same result can be found directly from 
thee full equation for v\ in (5.76) by multiplying both sides of the second equation of 
(5.76)) by Vp(£) and integrating the result over one period 

j ++ VpC{vl(i^ = ̂ l VpVpd^-a2J VpUp-'V^mdS. 

Thee crucial point in this calculation is to show that the integral on the left hand side 
iss 0(£4), whereas the second integral on the right hand side is Ö{c2). The latter is 
easilyy shown by substituting the Taylor series expansion of u\ in the integral as was 
donee above. The former requires somewhat more work. 

5.5.22 The position of the ö(eA) spectrum 

Sincee we know that A{7) = ö(£4), we can at leading order neglect the terms contain-
ingg A from (5.76), so that the linear problem for the leading order parts of u\ and vi 
iss written as 

Thus,, the leading order parts of u\ and v\ satisfy the linear eigenvalue problem 
(5.27)) for A = 0. The set of solutions for u\ and v\ to (5.79) is at leading order 
thee same as the set of solutions of (5.27) for A = 0. We showed in Section 5.3 that 
eigenvaluee problem (5.27) has two types of solutions that have u-components that are 
exponentiallyy small in the outer regions  The derivative of the wave (Up, Vp) is a 
fastt solution of (5.27) for A = 0 - Section 5.3.1. Since this solution can be absorbed in 
thee leading order part of u and v (5.75), it does not contribute to {u\,v\). Therefore, 
thee solution of (5.79) must be e $a(£,A) (Lemma 5.18), i.e. (ui,i ' i ) is spanned by 
thee slow solutions {{u\, v{), {us

2, v|)} , so that there exist constants cL and c2 such 
that t 

« i ( 0 = C i « i (00 + c2«S(0 (5.80) 

forr all £ e [-L,L].  The constants c\ and c2 are determined by the 7-boundary 
conditions.. We now need to express üi(0;7) in terms of c\ and c2. We integrate 
ui(0ui(0 over the left half of V0 and obtain 

11 f° 
7^(0)) = üi(—j= ) + ƒ t uxdi. 

Sincee the leading order part of ül is an even function (see (5.76) and recall that the 
leadingg order parts of u\ and v\ are even), we have 

r°r°  1 fVS 1 
ƒƒ üxd$ = - ƒ ü  ̂ + h.o.t. = -J (0)u1(0) + h.o.t. 
^ 7 ?? ^ - 7 ? 
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(5.55),, (5.56). By (5.44) and Lemma 5.18 we thus have 

^ ( 0)) = eJv^( Cl - c2) + -{cx+ c2)J{0) + h.o.t. = ö{e< [5.81) ) 

(5.67).. For notational convenience we re-introduce the vector notation of the previous 
Sections,, i.e. the 7-eigenfunction <£>-> = (u^t i^, t'^.r-y)*  is expanded as 

<PM)<PM) = Mt) + £2M0, (5.82) ) 

where0oo - {ÜP,ÜP,VP, VPY and fa = (m.üi.vi.vx)1 is given by 0l(£) = cl(^)4>s
1{^) + 

c2(7)^2(0'' w i t n ci,2 ^ above. As in Section 5.3.3. we decompose <p1(-L) and 07(+L ) 
withh respect to V = {vf , v |}  - {0f ( -Z), <^(-L)}  (5.49), with, by (5.44), 

v * = e - A S ( o> L £ ; ( 0 ) = e -£ 2^ L L 

0 0 

VV 0 ) 

andd v̂  ,, + eJv^L 
0 0 

VV 0 / 
upp to exponentially small corrections. By (5.43), 4>\{L) is given by 

0i(L )) = ci<f>\{L)  + c2è
s
2{L) = {cimn + c2mi2)i'J + {cim2\ + c2m22)v2' (5.83) 

withh rriij  = ra^O) as in (5.70), and, up to exponentially small corrections,
by y 

<f><f>00

(U(UPP{-L)\ {-L)\ 
UUPP(-L) (-L) 

0 0 

VV 0 J 

==  £2^Um-m ( — v? - A0v^ (5.84) ) 

wheree Umm = Umin(v) is the minimal value of Up(£) (5.16) and Ao = A(O.L) (5.10). 
Combiningg (5.82), (5.83) and (5.84) yields, 

<M-L )) = £2(vWminX- + cJvfC-Z) + c^vTZ/minAo + c2) v^(-L ) 

0^{L)0^{L) = e2{,/jlU min— + dl)v
s
1(-L) +62{y/JIUminA0 + d2)v

s
2(-L), 

ZAo o 

wheree d\ and d2 are related to C[ and C2 by 

S)=Jt f ' (0 ' 0,ft ) ) (5.85) ) 

(5.70).. The 7-boundary condition ó-,(L) — ryé-){ — L) induces the following leading 
orderr equations for c\2, 

-\Z&U-\Z&U minminAoAo +d2 = -)(-y/^UminA0 + c2) 
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whichh is equivalent to an inhomogeneous matrix problem, 

( J i r ( 0 . 0)) - ll) (fy = (l - l ) v ^ ^ m i n A ^ J - (5.86) 

Wee conclude that we have gained full control over the 0(e4) 7-eigenvalues: they are 
att leading order given by (5.78), with üi(0;7) as in (5.81), and c\ and c2 determined 
byy (5.86) and (5.70). Moreover, we know by the reversibility arguments of Section 
5.22 that A(7) = A(7) and that u\{^\-y) = i*i(£;7) - recall that £ = 0 has been set 
ass a point of symmetry. Thus, cl2{ï) = cl2{l)  by (5.80). Since 7 € S1 is the only 
non-reall  ingredient in the 7-boundary conditions that determine c1 2, we also know 

thatt c1 2(7) = cx 2(7) (exactly). Hence, cli2{l)  = £1,2(7) anc*  w e m ay conclude that 
thee small eigenvalues are real, i.e. A(7) £ R. 

Lemmaa 5-28 Suppose that the eigenvalues p and l/p of M's(0,0) are not in S1. 
Then,Then, the small ^-eigenvalues have the following properties (for all 7 6 Sl): X(j) £ 
R.. A(7) = 0(£4). A(- l ) < 0. A(l) = 0 has multiplicity 1, and A(- l ) < A(7) < 
A(1)=0. . 

Proof.. We know by Proposition 5.24 that there must be 7-eigenvalues and 7-
eigenfunctionss within the ball £?(0, S) (5.8). The above analysis is based on our 
controll  of the full set of independent solutions of the linear eigenvalue problem (5.28) 
(forr A = 0), as developed in Sections 5.3 and 5.4. We have constructed the small 
7-eigenfunctionss and we know that A(7) € R and A(7) — 0(£4). For 7 = — 1, c\ and 
C22 do at leading order not depend on J7(0), 

cii  = ~c2 = -2y/ÏÏUmin ° 2 (5.87) 

(5.86).. Since c1 +c2 = 0, the slow derivative ü:(0) (5.81) is also independent of J(0), 
soo that the sign of Wi(0), and hence the position of the small 7-eigenvalue (5.78), is 
determinedd by the sign of cx — c2- We know by (5.87) that cx — c2 < 0, so that 
A ( - 1 ) < 0. . 

Inn principle, all 7-eigenvalues can be determined with the same procedure. (Note 
thatt A/s(0, 0) — 7/ is invertible as 7 is by assumption not an eigenvalue of Ms(0, 0).) 
Thee result of such a calculation yields that A(7) is in between A( —1) < 0 and A(l ) = 0. 
D D 

Iff  M5(0,0) has an eigenvalue 7*  in S1, there is a singularity in equation (5.86), 
thee coefficients C1.2 become unbounded as 7 —> 7*. Hence, the above approach, that 
iss based on the expansion (5.75), is no longer valid if 7 is asymptotically close to 7*. 
Nevertheless,, Proposition 5.24 (ii)  can still be applied, and it can be concluded that 
theree are (uniquely determined) 7-eigenvalues near 0 for all 7 G S1 not too close to 
7*.. Moreover, the small spectrum can also still be determined explicitly. 

Lemmaa 5.29 Let 0 < e <§; 5 < 1 and let 7*  € S1 with |Im(7*)| > 6. Suppose 
7**  G S1 is an eigenvalue of A/*(0,0). Then, 
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(i)(i)  The 0(eA) spectrum consists of two disjoint parts. G\ C {A > 0}  and a*_ C {A < 
A(- l )) < 0 } . For-; G S1 such that h ~ 7 *| » ^ Ah) G < i/|arg(7)| G [0. | arg(-y*)|). 
wherewhere A(l ) = 0 is simple, and A(7) € er!! z/ [ arg(7)| G (| arg(7*)|, 7r]. 
fii jj  There exist a \*_ < 0 and o AÜJ_ > 0, suc/i that all A £ [AI , —5) and all A G (<5, A+] 
aree 0(1) 7-eigenvalues. 

Proof.. (^ The methods by which the small 7-eigenvalues can be determined based 
onn (5.78), (5.81), (5.86), (5.70) - are valid for the 7's considered in this Lemma, so 
thatt A(7) can be explicitly computed as a function of 7 ^ 7*, or, equivalently, 
ass a function of arg(7) G [0, | arg(7*)|) U (| arg(7*)|,7r]. It follows that the function 
AA = A(arg(7)) € M is monotonically increasing with a singularity at | arg(7*)|, i.e. that 
A(7)) > 0 for 0 < arg(7) < |arg(7*)| and A(7) < A(- l ) < 0 for n > arg(7) > 
|arg(7*)|. . 
(ii)(ii)  Since Tr[Af s(0,0)] = 2Re(7*) G [-2,2] -Proposition 5.20-, we know that there 
existt A*  < 0 and A; > 0, such that - 2 < Tr[A/ s(A.0)] < 2 for all A G [AI.A^] . 
Althoughh the eigenvalues of A/s(A.0) may not provide an accurate approximation of 
thee zeroes of VS(X) inside B(0,S), they do so outside 3(0,6) (Section 5.4.3). Hence, 
inn the intervals [AL.-<5) and (<5,A+], we have - 2 < Tr[M*(A.0) ] < 2 which implies 
thatt £>S(A,7) = 0 for some 7 G S1 if A G [A!_, -6) U (J, A^] - Proposition 5.20.

Thee unbounded A-intervals &*+  and a*_ are by construction only determined for 
AA = ö(sA). Beyond this magnitude, the small 0(eA) eigenvalues merge with the 
0(\)0(\) eigenvalues, that for the same reason - will not be 0(1) for 7 close to 7*. 
Hence,, for A > 0 and for A < A( — 1) — Ö(54), there is a (smooth) transition of 
thee 0(£4) eigenvalues into 0(1) eigenvalues. We do not consider the details of this 
transitionn here. Neither do we go further into the details of the appearance of the 
7**  singularity into the interval of ö(e4) eigenvalues, i.e. we do not consider the cases 
thatt 7*  is close to . 

Remarkk 5.30 One can also interpret Lemma 5.29 as a result on how the small 
eigenvaluess appear as an 0(eA) 'hole' in the 0(1) 7-curve of large eigenvalues. To-
gether.. Lemmas 5.28 and 5.29 show that the spectrum near A = 0 behaves as can be 
expectedd from the general literature on eigenvalue problems for periodic systems (see 
forr instance [50]). The critical eigenvalue at A = 0 is either the upper bound of an 
intervall  of 7-eigenvalues (Lemma 5.28). or the lower bound (Lemma 5.29). On the 
otherr hand, Lemma 5.29 seems to contradict the results of [74] that are obtained in 
aa more general setting under the assumption that the spatial period of the periodic 
pattern.. 2L. is large enough. There, it is shown that the 7-curve of eigenvalues that 
includee A = 0 must be a smooth closed curve, i.e. the hole or singularity described 
inn Lemma 5.29 seems to disagree with [74]. However, it will be shown in Section 
5.6.11 that A/*(0.0) cannot have eigenvalues 7*  G S1 for L (too) large. Hence, for 
largee L the spectrum near A = 0 is governed by Lemma 5.28, that agrees completely 
withh [74]. For the same reason, the second subcase of Proposition 5.24 that is 
alsoo associated with the existence of an eigenvalue 7*  G S1 of A/s(0. 0) does not 
contradictt the theory of [27] (that is also developed for L large enough). 
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5.66 The stability of fundamental periodic pulse so-
lutions s 

Inn the previous sections, we have developed the machinery by which we can calculate 
thee 0(1) and 0(s4) "/-eigenvalues of the linearisation around a fundamental periodic 
pulsee solution. In this section, we apply these results and determine the stability and 
instabilityy of the fundamental periodic pulse patterns. 

5.6.11 Periodic solutions with large spatial periods 

Inn [27] the stability of periodic patterns that limi t on a homoclinic pattern as the 
periodd tends to oc has been studied. It was shown that for large enough spatial 
periodss the 7-eigenvalues of the periodic eigenvalue problem are close to the spectrum 
off  the linearisation around the homoclinic pulse solution. More precisely, it was shown 
thatt for every closed curve K that does not intersect the spectrum of the homoclinic 
pulse,, there exists an Lc such that for all L > Lc and for each 7 on the unit circle 
thee number of 7-eigenvalues (counting -)-multiplicity) inside K equals the number of 
eigenvaluess of the homoclinic pulse solution inside K. 
Ourr quantitative methods enable us to determine in detail the convergence of the 7-
eigenvaluess to the eigenvalues of the homoclinic eigenvalue problem. In this section, 
wee consider |A| = |A(A,L) | (5.10) as a small parameter - note that A(X,L) G C for 
AA ^ R - i.e. we assume that e2L is so large that, for all A € Cr , |A(A)| <C 1 with 
respectt to the (artificial) small parameter S as introduced in (5.6) and (5.7) recall 
thatt AS(A) ^ 0 for A £ Ce. We obtain approximations of both the distance between 
thee curve of 7-eigenvalues and their homoclinic limi t A^ and of the length of the 
curvee of 7-eigenvalues. 

Thee position and multiplicity of the non-trivial O(l) eigenvalues A/,., i.e. A,,. 7̂  0, 
off  the homoclinic stability problem are known from [14]. In fact, they correspond 
too zeroes of ^ ( A ) = lim^—oc tn(A), see Remark 5.19. Such an eigenvalue can 
onlyy have multiplicity 2 if two real eigenvalues merge (and leave the real axis as 
twoo complex conjugated eigenvalues by changing a parameter). This happens for 
aa special value of fj,. // = /̂ compiex(ai< ^2: A./:^)- that can be determined explicitly. 
Moreover,, A/, is 0(6) close to the essential spectrum associated to the homoclinic 
stabilityy problem, i.e. A/, ^ Ce (Remark 5.3. (5.6)). if ]// - /iedge| — 0(S)< where 
A'edgcc — ^edge(ai-c>2</?i, $2) is a critical value of (i (that can be determined explic-
itly )) at which a new (homoclinic) eigenvalue appears from the essential spectrum 
[14].. Eigenvalue A/, cannot be 0(6) close to an eigenvalue Xj of the fast reduced limit 
systemm if // > 6. \a2\ > 0{\/S) and |oij = 0(1) for some 0 < e < 6 < 1 (Remark 
5.26).. Therefore, we formulate the following assumption, 

(A)) fi, |/i - /icompicx|, |// - /iedgel, M, l«i I = 0{\) with respect to |<5|. 

soo that we know that A^ is simple and isolated and that A/,.A(7) C Cr - where 
A(7)) is the curve that limits on A/, in the limit L —> oc. Note that this assumption 
cann be slightly weakened (Remark 5.26). 
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Lemmaa 5.31 Let 0 < e <C S <C 1 and consider L such that 0 < |A(A)| <C 1 
withwith respect to S for all A G Cr . Le£ Assumption (A) be satisfied and let Xh ^ 
00 öe an eigenvalue of the linearisation (5.35) around a homoclinic pulse solution 
{Uh{Q-{Uh{Q- Vh(£) = (UP!A{£'< OC),VP,A{€'< 3C)) (Theorem 5.5). Then there is a zero Xp(L) 
ofof tn(A,0) suc/i t/iaf lAfe - AP(L)| = G(A(0)2.£). w/tere Ap E R i/ Ah G R. For 
77 G S1, the "(-eigenvalues A(7) o/ (5.28). that limit on A/, /or L  ̂ oc. are given by 

A(7)) = Ap -
 [7J A(A,) 2 + 0( |A(Ah) |4,e) , (5.88) 

withwith -^(A/^O) T̂  0. J4S a consequence, X{^) is up to ö(\A(Xh)\4) corrections ap-
proximatedproximated by the straight interval connecting A(l ) E C to A( —1) G C. and 

|A(1)) - A(- l ) | = 4 ^ ; ^ + 0(\A(Xh)\\e), 

min7 € S.. |AP - A(7)| = |AP - | + ö(\A(Xh)\\e) = 0(\A(Xh)\\e), 

soso i/ iaimiiL Y€Si |A h-A(7)| = O(A(0)2, |A(Ah)|2,e). 

Notee that it also follows from (5.88), that the orientation of the A(7)-interval, i.e. the 
argumentt of A{1) — A( —1), remains constant as a function of L if A^ E K. However, 
arg[A(l)) - A(-l) ] is a periodic function of L if Xh <£ R, since A(Xh,L) £ M (5.10) 
inn that case. Thus, as L increases, the curve of 7-eigenvalues approaches A/, as a 
shrinkingg interval, which rotates around its centre  = Ap + C?(|A(A/,,)|4). 
Proof.. Since A^ G Cr and |A(A)| <C 1 with respect to S for all A^ G Cr , the results 
obtainedd in the previous sections can be applied. Thus, A(7, s) = A(7,0)+O(e), where 
A(7,0)) is a solution of (5.52) Proposition 5.20. The (leading order) transmission 
functionss *ii, 22(A,0) are given by (5.68) and (5.69). Tr(Ms(A,0)) can only be 0(1) 
withh respect to |A| if *n(A,0) = 0(|A|2) (i22(A,0) cannot be C?(|A|-2) since that 
impliess that tu(X,£) = Ö(|A|~2) as well (5.68)). Thus. (5.52) can be rewritten as 

ttuu(X.0)(X.0) = 2A(A)2Re[7] + 0{\A\\e). (5.89) 

Itt follows from Assumption (A) that t^(A, e) — 0 (see Remark 5.19) and that 

^(X^(Xhh,s),s) ^ 0 (and 0(1) with respect to S). In fact, 

^n(A,0)) = ^1(A,£)(tanh(e2v^L ) + C9(£))= 1̂(A,£)(l + C?(|A(0)|2,£)) (5.90) 

(5.68),, (5.69), which yields that i n (A. 0) must have a zero A = AP(L) with AP(L) = 
XXhh+O(\A(0)\+O(\A(0)\22

::s)s) and that ^(Xh:0) + 0 and 0(1) with respect to 8. Thus, (5.88) 
followss by a direct Taylor expansion of (5.89). D 

Thee quantitative control over periodic solutions on large intervals also yields a more 
qualitativee result, that is similar to more general statements in the literature [27. 74]. 

Corollar yy 5.32 Let (£/p(£: L), Vp(^\ L)) be a family of fundamental periodic solu-
tionstions of (5.1) parameterised by its spatial period 2L and let (Uh(£)i Vh(0) = (Up(£\ cc), 
Vp(^;oc))) be its homoclinic limit. If (Uh(£).Vh(£)) is (spectrally) stable, respectively 
unstable,unstable, as solution of (5.1) on R, then there is an Lc such that (£/p(£; L), Vp(£; L)) 
isis (spectrally) stable, resp. unstable, on M for L > Lc. 
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Thee (in)stability of the homoclinic pattern can be determined by the methods of 
[14].. For instance, it is shown in [14] that (£//,(£). Vh(0) is stable as solution of the 
classicall  Gierer-Memhardt problem (5.1). (5.3) for p > A'Hopf = 0.36... and that it is 
destabilisedd by a Hopf bifurcation as p decreases through /i-Hopf- It follows from our 
analysiss that the same is true for periodic patterns (Up(£: L). l'p(£ : L)) with L large 
enough. . 
Proof.. The essential spectrum of the stability problem associated to (£//,(£). V,,(0) 
iss C C \Ce. If (Uh{0' ^4(0) is «table or unstable then all eigenvalues A/, / 0 must be 
boundedd away from the imaginary axis. It follows from [27] that for L large enough 
alll  0(1) 7-eigenvalues are in the same half plane as their homoclinic limits A/,. Since 

IV(Jl/'(0.0))) = A (
1

0 ) 2 ^ 1 + O ( l ) > l 

(5.70).. (5.2) for L » 1. it follows that Ms(0.0) cannot have eigenvalues 7 € S1. thus 
alll  non-translational small eigenvalues are in the stable half plane for L large enough 
(Lemmaa 5.28).

Remarkk 5.33 By (the proof of) Lemma 5.28. in combination with the information 
onn U0 and Umln (Section 5.1.1). it follows that the asymptotic length of the interval 
off  small 7-eigenvalues is Ö(eAe~2e ^lL) for large L. 

5.6.22 The destabil isation of fundamental periodic pulse solu-
tions s 

Ass L decreases the curves of 7-eigenvalues. i.e. the solutions A(7) of (5.9), increase in 
lengthh and move away from the homoclinic eigenvalues. Therefore, it is possible that 
(partt of) a curve that is in the stable half plane for large L, crosses the imaginary axis 
intoo the unstable half plane as L decreases. As in the homoclinic case [14]. whether 
(andd when) this occurs can only be determined by direct evaluation of (5.9). On 
thee other hand, it is possible to analyse whether JIF(O.O) has an eigenvalue in S1. 
Recall,, that if M s(0,0) has an eigenvalue in S1, there exists unstable 0(1) spectrum 

Lemmaa 5.29. 

Lemmaa 5.34 The matrix Ms(0,0) has an eigenvalue 7 = - 1 G S1, i.e. A( — 1) = 0, 
atat L — LSN(p). The eigenvalues p.l/p of Ms(0.0) are not in S1 if L > LSN(p). If 
LL < L5N, p, \jp G S1. and for every 76 S '\ {1} . there exists a uniquely determined 
LLcc = Lc(")) such that 7 is an eigenvalue of Ms(0.0) at L — Lc: 1 is never an 
eigenvalueeigenvalue of Ms (0,0). 

Proof.. The eigenvalues p of Ms(0. 0) are (at leading order) determined by Ts(0. L) = 
Tr(M*(0,0))) = p+l/p (5.9). Here. (5.9) can be written as 

ƒ(A0.. 7) - <*i  - ^3,71(0: ^ . 32) = 1 + — 5 - > 1 (5.91) 

Ajj-2AjJRe[7]]  + l 

^5.66).. where 

ƒ(£(,.-,)) = 
( A ? - l ) ( A ? - i ) ) 2 2 

[A?? - I? 
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withh A0 = A(0). It can be checked that /(Ao,7) is monotonous as function of 
Aoo € (0,1). Clearly / (A 0.1) = 1 for all A0. so that (5.91) does not have a solution 
forr 7 = 1. On the other hand, 

22 2 2D 

/ ( A o , - l )) = {*° 2
 + ]\  ^ t a n h - V v ^ ) = ^ h o m 

( A J - 1 )22 v v ^ ' \UQ 

byy (5.24). This yields by (5.23) that (5.91) is satisfied at the saddle-node bifurcation. 
Thuss A/s(0,0) has an eigenvalue — 1 if L — LSN(/i) . Since /(Ao,7) < / (A 0, —1) for 
alll  7 / - 1 and A0 G (0,1), it follows that /(AoN^7) < 1 + ^ j if T ^ - 1 - For 
A 00 < A§N = A0(L SN(^)) (or equivalently if L > LSN), / (A 0,7) < / ( A 0 , - l ) < 
11 + Q _x, so that (5.91) cannot be satisfied, i.e. A/s(0,0) cannot have eigenvalues in 
S11 for L > LSN(fi). Moreover, lim^o—l /(Ao,7) = +oo for all 7 7̂  1, so that there 
existss a Ao = A0(Z<) > AQN for every 7 7̂ 1 such that (5.91) is satisfied, i.e. there 
iss an Lc such that M s(0,0) has eigenvalues 7.7 6 S1 at L = Lc. D 

Remarkk 5.35 For a given 7 £ S1, the critical period 2LC of the fundamental pattern 
att which M5(0,0) has an eigenvalue 7, can be explicitly determined through (5.91), 

^C(T)) ~ ~2 r, /TT arccosh ( 1 + (1 - Re[7]) 
££222^/Ji2^/Ji V D 

Note,, that Lc(^) < Lc( —1) = LSN (see (5.26) and recall that 2arccoshv/ïF = 
arccosh(2F- l ) ). . 

Corollar yy 5.36 Let {Up(^: L), Vp(£; L)) be a fundamental periodic solution of (5.1). 
IfIf  it is of type A, i.e. if L > LSN{V), then there exists a S > 0, such that there is 
nono 0(1) spectrum in the ball B(Q,S) (5.8): all small non-translational eigenvalues 
areare negative and contained in B(0,S). If (Up(£; L), Vp(£,; L)) is of type B, i.e. if 
LL < LSN(^), then are positive real 0(1) ^-eigenvalues; the small eigenvalues may be 
eithereither positive or negative. Hence, the periodic patterns of type B are always unstable 
asas solutions on R. their most unstable 7-eigenvalues are always of 0(1). 

Thiss corollary might seem to contradict the results obtained in [39, 82] in which 
itt is shown that the destabilisation at the saddle-node bifurcation is induced by the 
0(E0(EAA)) eigenvalues. However, this is not the case, as is explained in Section 5.8.2, see 
especiallyy Corollary 5.50. 

Off  course, it is not claimed in Corollary 5.36 that all periodic patterns of type A 
aree stable. As was already noted, an A-pattern may destabilise by a Hopf bifurcation 
(seee also [39, 82]). Though (5.9) gives an expression for the 7-eigenvalues, it gives 
noo direct analytical insight in their positions. Therefore, we give a number of proto-
typicall  examples of the development of the curves of 0(1) 7-eigenvalues in the next 
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sectionn for the classical Gierer-Meinharclt case (5.3). Al l calculations of 7-eigenvalues 
aree based on evaluating (5.9) with the help of Mathematica. Note that 82 — 2. so 
thesee calculations do not involve hypergeouietric functions (Remark 5.23). 
Proof.. If L > LSN(jt). Lemma 5.34 yields that Tr [M s(0,0)] g [ -2,2]. so that 
itt immediately follows that there is a 6 > S > 0 (with S as in (5.6)) such that 
theree are no 0(1) 7-eigenvalues inside B(0.6) (Proposition 5.20. Section 5.4.3). If 
LL < LSN((J>). there exists an eigenvalue 7*  of Ms(0, 0) in S1 (Lemma 5.34). Then by 
Lemmaa 5.29, there exists an interval of positive unstable 0(1) 7-eigenvalues. Thus, 
(5.28)) has positive 7-eigenvalues if L < Lsx(fi). i.e. the periodic B-patterns are un-
stable.. The statements on the small spectrum are based on Lemmas 5.28 and 5.29.

R e m a rkk 5-37 Lemma 5.34 only shows that A = 0 is an O (I) — 1-eigenvalue to 
leadingg order (in E) if L = Ls\(ft). However, it can be shown in various ways that 
AA = 0 indeed exactly is an —1-eigenvalue at the saddle-node bifurcation. In fact, the 
bifurcationn at L = LSN((I) can be seen as an period doubling bifurcation, since the 
fundamentall  pat terns of A- and B-type bifurcate at LSN((I) into the periodic AB-
pat terns.. with twice the period of the original A-. B-patterns. The structure of the 
marginallyy unstable —1-eigenvalue also indicates that the A-, B-patterns bifurcate 
intoo an AB-pattern at L = Lsx(fi). 

5.6.33 The classical Gierer-Meinhardt equation 

Inn this section we apply the theory developed in the preceding sections (i.e. in essence 
Theoremm 5.1) to the special case of the classical Gierer-Meinhardt equation (5.1) with 
(5.3).. We consider as examples two special cases (/J, = \ and fi = 1), and consider 
thee period 2L of the fundamental periodic pat tern {UP,A(€'< L), VP,A(£,'< L)) of A-type 
ass bifurcation parameter. 

T h e o r emm 5.38 Let 0 < e <C 1 and consider // = 1. Let (UP.A(£,: L), VP.A{Z> L)) 
bebe a fundamental periodic pattern of (5.1) with (5.3) Theorem 5.5. Then, all 
fundamentalfundamental patterns of type A are spectrally stable as solutions of (5.1) on M., 
i-e.i-e. (UP.A(&L),VP.A(S:L)) IS stable for L > ^ Z S N = ^ | l o g [ \ /2 - 1]|. As e2L 
decreasesdecreases through XgN, then (UP,A(£'° L), VP,A{& L)) is destabilised by the saddle-
node/period-doublingnode/period-doubling bifurcation associated to the real 0(\) ^-eigenvalues A(7); the 
firstfirst eigenvalue to cross the imaginary axis is the —1-eigenvalue. 

T h e o r emm 5.39 Let 0 < e <§C 1 and consider fi = | . Let (UP,A{£,\ L), Vp,A(£; L)) 

bebe a fundamental periodic pattern of 5.1) with (5.3). Then. (UP.A(£: L).VP.A(£'- L)) 

isis spectrally stable as solution of (5.1) on M. for L > ^-Z-[j0pf = ^TT^1 (> LSN)-

AsAs £2L decreases through Lnop{, then (UP,A(£,'< L),VP,A(£,< L)) is destabilised by two 

complexcomplex conjugate branches of 0(1) 7-eigenvalues \(~f): the first eigenvalues to cross 

thethe imaginary axis are 1-eigenvalues. 

Thee proofs of Theorems 5.38 and 5.39 can be obtained by direct evaluation of (5.9), 
seee especially Section 5.4.1 and Remark 5.23. Note that both theorems confirm the 
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Figuree 5.2: The leading order representations of the curves {A(-,):~, £ S1}  C Ce of 
0(1)) 7-eigenvalues as given by Theorem 5.1 for the classical Gierer-Meinhardt case 
(5.3)) with /7 = 1.0 and e = 0.1, for various values of L = s2L. In (a) L = 5.2.1.5.1 
andd L = LSx = | log[^2 - 1]| = 0.88... (Theorem 5.38). It is shown in (b). I = 0.75. 
andd (c). L = 0.5. that also the complex valued "/-eigenvalues cross through the 
imaginaryy axis (for L < LSN)- Note that the ö{e ) 'hole' of small 7-eigenvalues near 
00 (Lemma 5.29) is not represented in (b) and (c). and that part of the spectrum with 
negativee imaginary part is not plotted in (b) and (c). 

1 . 255 r 
Ree [A] 

- O . 7 5 I --

Figuree 5.3: The real part of (all possible) C(l) 7-eigenfunctions as function of L = 
ss22LL for the classical Gierer-Meinhardt case with /i = 1.0 and z = 0.1. The dashed 
linee denotes (the real part of) the 1-eigenvalues. the thick line the — 1-eigenvalues. 
thee thin line the : all other 0(1) --eigenvalues are in the grey area. 
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(b) ) 

(c) ) 

Figuree 5.4: The leading order representations of the curves {A(')); ^ e S1}  C Ce of 
0(1)) "/-eigenvalues as given by Theorem 5.1 for the classical Gierer-Meinhardt case 
withh // = 0.5 and e = 0.1: L = e2L = 5. 2.5.1.5.1.25 in (a). At L = LHopf = 2.0... 
(>> ZSN = \/2| log[-\/2 — 1]| = 1.24... (5.26)), two complex conjugate A(l)'s cross the 
imaginaryy axis (Theorem 5.39). A branch point crosses the imaginary axis (and the 
smalll  spectrum) as L decreases from 1 (b) to 0.6 (c). 

Re(A) ) 

Figuree 5.5: The real part of (all possible) 0(1) "/-eigenfunctions as function of L 
forr the classical Gierer-Meinhardt case with fi = 0.5 and e = 0.1. The dashed line 
denotess the 1-eigenvalues, the thick line the — 1-eigenvalues. the thin line the
eigenvalues:: all other 0(1) "-eigenvalues are in the grey area. Note that the region 
off  -.-eigenvalues is bounded from below by C \ Ce. that extends up to A = fi (+6) 
(5.6). . 
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0 .22 0 .4 0 .6 0 .8 1 1 .2 1 .4 1 .6 

Figuree 5.6: The stability region of a fundamental 2L-periodic pulse solution 
{U{U PtPtA{^',L),VA{^',L),VPlPlA{^',L))A{^',L)) of the classical Gierer-Meinhardt equation (5.1) with (5.3) in 
(fi.(fi. L)-space. In the shaded region the periodic pulse solution is unstable. The curves 
denotee the (/./. Z,)-values where a complex conjugate pair of 1-eigenvalue (dashed) or 
off  —1-eigenvalue (solid) crosses the imaginary axis. The bold line represents (//. L S N )-
pointss where a real —1-eigenvalue passes through the origin (5.26). The inset shows a 
blow-upp for large L near /; = //Hopf • the /i-value of Hopf-bifurcation of the homoclinic 
limitt pat tern. 

resultt obtained in [14] on the stability of the homoclinic pat terns (U/, (£), V), (£)) = 
(L(LTT

PP.A(£;.A(£;:: °°)) V[>.A(£,'- 3O)) (Theorem 5.11 in [14]). that corresponds to the limits L —> 
occ in Theorems 5.38 and 5.39. Of course, the analytical information on L S N is based 
onn Corollary 5.36 and (5.26). Note also that it follows from Lemma 5.28 that we do 
nott need to pay attention to the small Ö(EA) eigenvalues (for pat terns on R. this is 
nott the case for periodic pat terns on bounded intervals - see Section 5.8). 

Thee outcome of the Mathematica-assisted calculations is presented graphically in 
thee Figures 5.2 -5.5. In these Figures. L = e2L has been chosen as natura l bifurca
tionn parameter. Note that these Figtires supply more information than described in 
Theoremss 5.38 and 5.39. For instance, it follows from Figure 5.2 that the complex j -
eigenvaluess do cross the imaginary axis for // = 1. this only occurs after the pa t tern is 
destabilisedd by the saddle-node bifurcation. In Figure 5.4 it is shown tha t the branch 
pointt of two combined curves of "/-eigenvalues may pass through the imaginary axis, 
andd thus through the small spectrum. The precise interaction between a branch point 
andd the small spectrum is a subtle higher order effect that has not been considered 
inn the analysis of Section 5.5. Finally, we note that the spectrum associated to 
thee B-patterns (£/,,.#(£: L), Vp./j(£: L)) seems to cover large parts of the real axis 
(AA < AQ = | , Lemma 5.15) as L decreases. This observation can be proven with the 
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methodss developed in this chapter (see also Remark 5.25). 
Inn Figure 5.6. the critical (destabilizing) values of L as function of fi are presented. 

Hence,, this figure gives the values of L and ft for which a fundamental periodic pattern 
{U{U PP,A{£-,A{£- L), VP,A(^'- L)) is (spectrally) stable. Moreover, it can be concluded from Fig-
uree 5.6 that (UP,A{£,'< L). VP.A{£- L)) is destabilised by the saddle-node bifurcation for 
A**  > A*SN-Hopf — 0.84.... i.e. the scenario described by Theorem 5.38. and by the Hopf 
bifurcationn scenario of Theorem 5.39 for fi < /usN-Hopf — 0.84.... Note that there 
iss a vertical asymptote at fi — /inopf — 0.36..., the Hopf bifurcation value of /.i that 
(de)stabilisess the homoclinic pulse pattern ([//,(£). Vj,(£)) = (Up 4(£: oc), Vp A(£>: oc)) 
[14]. . 

Althoughh this is not clear from the Figure, the lines representing the 1- and the 
—— 1-eigenvalues have countably many intersections near \i = ^Hopf as L —> oc, the 
firstt of these is shown in the inset of Figure 5.6. This is due to the rotation of 
thee (shrinking) interval of ^-eigenvalues A("y) as L —> 00 described in Lemma 5.31. 
Thus,, for (i close to //Hopf- {UP,A(£'< L), VP,A{£' L)) may either be destabilised by a 
complexx conjugate pair of i ( l ) - or of -;<( —1)-eigenvalues (see the inset of Figure 5.6). 
Thiss behaviour also implies that a pulse pattern {Up{E,:L).Vp(E,\L)) may change its 
stabilityy a (finite) number of times as function of L if ji  is chosen close enough to 
MHopff  (and (.i > /̂ Hopfi so that (UP_A(^: L).Vp^A(Ei: L)) is stable for L large enough -
Corollaryy 5.32). 

5.77 The periodic orbits of AB-type 

Inn this section, we study the linear stability of the periodic solution {UP,AB{£,'-> L), 
VVPP.AB{£,'-.AB{£,'- L)) of AB type with period 2L (Theorem 5.6). The general results from 
Sectionn 5.2 apply to this case. For reference, we recall the main ingredients. The 
linearisationn around {UP,AB,VP,AB) is given by 

wheree APIAB{£,'- A) = Ap(£; A) (5.29) with UP,AB and VP.AB substituted for Up and Vp. 
Again,, the spectrum consists entirely of 7-eigenvalues. so the study of the eigenvalue 
problemm can be restricted to one period. For technical reasons, this interval will 
bee chosen different than in the stability analysis of the fundamental periodic orbits. 
Usingg the translational invariance, we assume that UP,AB(0 has a minimum in £ = 0. 
Thee first pulse, which we assume to be of A-type. is then located at ^4 = LA — LA(v) 
(5.25).. The second pulse is then located at £# = 2LA + LB = 2L — LB{V). The 
eigenvaluee problem is studied on the interval [0.2L]: hence we define the associated 
monodromyy matrix MAB by 

** ABAB(2L)(2L) = *AB(Q)MAB(\,e), 

wheree ^AB{£,) is a fundamental matrix solution of (5.92). The Evans function asso-
ciatedd to (5.92) is defined by 

VVABAB(\.-(\.-tt)) = det[MAB(\.s)--)!]. 
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Itt follows from the existence analysis (Theorem 5.6) that on the interval [0,2L>i], 
thee components UP,AB{0 and VPiAB{0 are uniformly exponentially close to Up(£) 
andd Vp(£), the U. K-component of the fundamental periodic solution of A-type with 
periodd 2LA > 2LSN{^) that has a pulse in £4. Therefore, the matrix APtAB{£) is 
exponentiallyy close to APyA{£) for £ € [0,2LA], where APiA{£) is the matrix obtained 
inn the linearisation around {UPiA(€),Vp,A(£)). Similarly, for £ e [2LA,2L], the ma-
trixx AP,AB(0 is uniformly exponentially close to AP,B{£), the matrix obtained from 
thee linearisation around the fundamental periodic solution {UPtB(£), VP,B{0) w i t n 

periodd 2LB. In the analysis in this section, we will divide the interval [0,2L] in the 
subintervalss [0, 2LA]  and [2LA,2L] and approximate the solutions on these intervals 
byy the solutions to the eigenvalue problem of the fundamental periodic solutions. 
Ass in the analysis of the fundamental periodic patterns, we will determine 4 inde-
pendentt solutions to (5.92), such that the fundamental matrix MAB(X) spanned by 
thesee solutions has a form that facilitates the evaluation of VAB. Since AP^AB(^: A) 
iss exponentially close to the limit matrix A » (A) (5.33) outside the pulse regions, so-
lutionss to (5.92) behave to leading order as combinations of £,£e ^ and ££e * * 
inn these outer regions. Hence, we again look for a splitting in fast solutions 4>{2 

andd slow solutions 0f  2. The analysis is - by construction - very similar to that 
off  Sections 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5, therefore we will refrain from giving the full analytical 
details. . 
Wee define the pulse regions around the pulses by 

VAVA = {U--7=,U + -r) and VB = (tB-J-,zB + A=). 

andd the outer regions by 

J00 = [0,£4--p], X ^ ^ - K - L £B -_L] and J2 = fo, +-L , 2L]. 
yy££ v£ V£ v£ 

Remarkk 5.40 For L = LSN, the A- and B-pulses of the AB-periodic orbit are 
actuallyy the same. Hence, the AB-periodic solution with period 2L consists of 2 
copiess of a fundamental periodic solution with half the period, i.e. a period L. This 
impliess that the 7-eigenvalues for the linearisation around (UP,AB, VP,AB) are the 
samee as the 7-eigenvalues for the linearisation around (UA,VA), though the Floquet 
multiplierr of the corresponding eigenfunctions is different. Hence, the spectrum is 
thee same, but the parameterisation of the curves of 7-eigenvalues is different (Re-
markk 5.12). Since a solution 0*  that satisfies 0*(£ + L) =  70*(£)i also satisfies 
4>*(t;4>*(t;  + 2L) =  720*(£), the Floquet multiplier of the eigenfunctions runs over the 
unitt circle twice as fast. Therefore, we consider one curve of 7-eigenvalues of the 
linearisationn around {UP,A(£), VP,A(0) as two curves of 7-eigenvalues of the lineari-
sationn around (UP,AB(€),VP.AB(£)). S i n ce A = 0 is an 0(1) -1-eigenvalue for the 
linearisationn around (E/p^fO, VP.A(0) at L = L5jV , A = 0 is an C(l) 1-eigenvalue for 
thee linearisation around {UPtAB(£),VPtAB{£)) at L = LSN (Lemma 5.34). Actually. 
AA = 0 is a 1-eigenvalue of 7-multiplicity 2. since the derivative of the AB solution is 
alsoo a 1-eigenvalue. 
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5.7.11 The O (I) 7-eigenvalues 

Wee define <p{ as the solution to (5.92), that satisfies <f>{{0)  = e~^LE!
+. In general, 

aa solution grows as the fastest growing eigenfunction E{eA € on every outer region. 
Sincee the total length of the outer regions is (to leading order) 2L, we expect that 
theree exists a transmission function tfAB{\). such that e~A L4>l{2L) = tABE+ + 
exponentiallyy small terms. We make this more precise by first tracking </>{(£) over 
thee interval [0, 2LA]  and then over [2LA,2L]. On [0,21^], the matrix AP,AB(£) is 
exponentiallyy close to AP.A(£). thus the solution </>{(£) behaves to leading order as the 
solutionn 0 ^ ( 0 to (5.28), with Ap(£) = APtA(£), that was defined in Lemma 5.14. 
Hence,, there exists a transmission function ^(A) , such that up to exponentially small 
terms, , 

4>{{2L4>{{2L AA)) = tA(X)eAfi2LA-L)Ef
+ + h.o.t., 

wheree tfA{\) = tf{X;LA) + exponentially small terms, with tf{X:LA) the transmis-
sionn function, defined in Lemma 5.14 for the stability analysis of the fundamental 
periodicc solution with period 2LA. Similarly, on [2LA.2L]. the matrix AP.AB(0 
iss exponentially close to AB(£). Hence, the solution 0*(£) to (5.92), defined by 
ó*(2Ló*(2LAA)) = e~A'' lBEf

+, behaves to leading order as the solution ${, with L = LB, 
definedd in Lemma 5.14. Hence, there exists a transmission function tB(X), such that 
upp to exponentially small terms, 

0*(2L)) = tfB(X)eAfLBEf
+ + h.o.t., 

wheree tfB(X) = tf(X: LB)+  exponentially small terms, with tf (A: LB) the transmission 
function,, defined in Lemma 5.14 for L = LB. Since (p{{2LA) is to leading order a 
multiplee of é*(2LA), we have 

e-e-AA'' LL<t>{(2L)<t>{(2L) = tAB(\)E{ 

upp to exponentially small terms spanned by {EL,E^_,EL}, and 

ttABAB(X)(X) = tA(X) tfB(X) + h.o.t. = tf(X: LA) tf(X: LB) + h.o.t. (5.93) 

wheree all higher order terms are exponentially small. It was shown in Section 5.3.1, 
thatt the zeroes of tf(X\LA) and tf{X:LB) are close to the eigenvalues Â  of the 
reducedd eigenvalue problem. Hence, we conclude that tAB{X) has no zeroes in Cr 

(5.7). . 
Wee again define <j){  by ó{{0 = R(p{{-0- Following Subsection 5.3.2, we define 

twoo slow solutions <f>\ a that are independent of (p( 2 and that span a linear subspace 
off  solutions $s(£) that is invariant, under translations by 2L. Since the ideas in the 
prooff  of Lemma 5.18 also apply to (5.92), we know that in all outer regions such 
solutionss are exponentially close to spani{E$_.EL}. Therefore, $s(0) is spanned by 
thee vectors 

vff  = Es
+ + exp. small and v2 = Es_ + exp. small. 
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Togetherr with the vectors 

0{(O)) = e~AfLEf
+, 

^2(0)) = ^ s( A ) eA / L £ { + h . o . t ., 

VABVAB - {v{ , v£, vf, v |}  is a basis of C4. Note that, for technical reasons, this choice 
off  the slow base vectors differs from the choice of the stow base vectors in (5.49) by a 
factorr 1/A, respectively A. With respect to VAB-, the monodromy matrix MAB has 
thee form 

IlAB{A)IlAB{A)  V B(\) M' AB(X)J 

ass in (5.50), so that the Evans function again splits into a product of a fast and a 
sloww Evans function, 

VVABAB{\,1){\,1) = det[MAB - 1I]det[M f
AB - 1I]  = ^ B ( A , 7 ) 7 ^B ( A , 7 ) . 

Thee same reasoning that was applied to the eigenvalues of M? in Section 5.3.3, also 
appliess to the eigenvalues of MAB. Hence, M{B(X) has no 0(1) eigenvalues if A e Cr : 
theree are no fast 7-eigenvalues in Cr . 
Thee matrix MAB is easily determined by using the similarities between the AB-
solutionn and the fundamental solution. Consider the slow solutions <p\ 2(£) defined 
by y 

# (0)) = e~A W f = AAv{, 0»(O) = eA W | = -= -v |, 
A-A A-A 

wheree A ,4 = A(A,L^ ) (5.10). In J0, these solutions are given by 

0!(OO = E*_eAate-L*)  + exp. small 
02(00 = Es_e~AS^-L  ̂ + exp. small 

Ass in (5.45), there exist transmission functions tfj = tfj(\), such that for £ e lx 

<t>l(0<t>l(0  = t^E'+e^'^-  ̂ + t^Ete-A'^-L  ̂ + exp. small 
0UO0UO = t&E'+eA'U-LA) + t&ELe-A'«-LA) + exp. small. 

Hence,, £ = 2L^, we have 

0i(£)) = ^nvfeASjL^ + t$xv
s
2e-ASLA + exp. small 

01(00 = 4 v f eA U ^ + t^e~A"LA + exp. small. 

Withh respect to {vf , v^} , the transmission over the A-pulse is at leading order given 
by y 

M%=M\{\)=M%=M\{\)=  nA\ h2 . (5.94) 
VV tfi*  t$2AA) 

Notee that due to the different choice of basis, there appear no factors A^ and l / A \ 
inn the off-diagonal elements of MS

A, as opposed to Ms (5.46). Since for £ e [0. 2LA\ 
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thee matrix AP,AB{Q is uniformly exponentially close to AP<A(£), the transmission 
functionss tf- are to leading order the same as the transmission functions ttJ (5.68), 
thatt were derived in the stability analysis of the fundamental periodic solution with 
periodd 2LA. 
Now,, by essentially the same arguments, the transmission over the B-pulse, i.e. from 
££ = 2LA to £ = 2£ = 2LA + 2L#, is up to exponentially small errors given by 

1 1 

11 f 
—— v>2 — *f 2vf^ - + *f 2v!A f l , 

wheree AB = A ( A , L B ) . Thus, with respect to the basis {vf ,v | } , the transmission 
overr the B-pulse is described by the matrix 

M%M% = M'BW= | " " A ' è ' " ) • (5-95) 

Combiningg the results over the A- and B-pulses, the total transformation is given by 

MMABAB{X)=M{X)=M SS
BB(X)M%{\), (X)M%{\), 

i.e.. by 

—— (1 + — ) 
M%BW=\**M%BW=\**  JB

2AS JB 

2~K*2~K* A ' B ( 1 2A-V V 2A* A ^ ( 1 2A 
[5.96) ) 

wheree % f = J
2\f  ̂ = ° ^ i s § i v e n i n (5"69) w i t h L = LA-B' T h e a b o v e a i i a l y s i s 

yieldss the following counterpart of Proposition 5.20. 

Propositionn 5.41 For all A 6 C r and 7 e S1, the Evans function T>AB{^-1) can be 
decomposeddecomposed into a product of a fast and a slow component. The fast Evans function 
VVABAB(\,-y)(\,-y) is non-zero in C r , all 7-eigenvalues A = A(7,e) € C r of (5.92) must 
bebe zeroes of the slow Evans function T>s

AB(\,y); A = A(7, e) = A(7, 0) + 0{e) is a 
7-eigenvaluee if A(7,0) solves 

Tr(MlB(A))^(ll + ^)(l + ^ ) + 

1 _ A ï ï i _ ^ _ 2 ^ ^ e [ - 2 , 2 ]] (5.97) 
2ASS \ 2AS / 2Aa 2AS l J v } 

withwith 7.7 € S1 determined by Tv(MAB) = 2Re[7J. and A = A,4AB = e - A SL L 
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5.7.22 Near the reduced eigenvalues 

Thee methods developed in Section 5.4.3 can directly be applied to the periodic orbits 
off  AB-type. 

Propositionn 5.42 Let 0 < e <C ö <C 1 and \L » S, \a2\ » Vö, and \ax\ = 0(1) 
withwith respect to 5. Assume that the period 2LB of the B-part of periodic pattern 
{Up,An(£,<{Up,An(£,< L),VP,AB(€- L)) satisfies e2LB = O (I) with respect to S. 
(i)(i)  If j — 2k is even, then eigenvalue problem (5.28) has no 7-eigenvalues in the ball 
B(X^Ö). B(X^Ö). 
(ii)(ii)  If j = 2k + 1 is odd and ifTv(Ms

AB{X
r
2k+1,0)) i [-2,2], then for every 7 e S\ 

eigenvalueeigenvalue problem (5.92) has (precisely) two 7-eigenvalues Ai t2(7) € B(A£fc+1,<5) 
(counting(counting multiplicities); if Tr{M£ B(A£fc+1, 0)) e [-2,2] then (5.28) has two 7 - ei-
genvaluesgenvalues X^l) € B(\$k+1J)nMforanyy 6 S1 s(Xr

2k+1,Q))\ » 
5. 5. 

Thee main difference with Proposition 5.24 is the fact that (5.92) has two 7-eigenval-
uess near the odd fast reduced eigenvalues X^k+i' which is n° t surprising given the 
observationss in Remark 5.40. 
Proof.. The proof is very similar to that of Proposition 5.24, therefore we focus on 
thee differences with Proposition 5.24 and refer to the proof of that Lemma for more 
technicall  details. 
(i)(i)  It follows from Proposition 5.41 and (5.93) in combination with Lemma 5.17 that 
thee winding number W(T>AB,dB(X2k,6)) can be decomposed into 

W(VW(VABAB,dB),dB) = W((tr)2,dB) + W(72 - 7Tr(M^ B(A,0)) + l,dB), (5.98) 

wheree we have used that det(M^B) = det{M%)det(MA) = 1. The trace of MAB 

consistss of a sum of products of the meromorphic expressions JA(X) and JB(X) 
((5.97),, Lemma 5.22). Hence, for 6 small enough 

w(vw(vABAB,, dB) = w((tr)2
: dB) + win2, dB) = 2-2 = 0 

forr all 7 G S1. 
(ii)(ii)  If Tr(A^B(A£ fc+1.0)) i [-2,2] then 7

2 - 7Tr(M^ B(A,0)) + 1 ^ 0 for A € 
B(XB(Xrr

2k+v2k+vS),S), so that (5.98) reduces to W(VAB,dB) = 2 + 0 = 2 for all 7 e S1. 
Iff  Tr(M^B(A£fc+1,0)) = 7*  e [-2,2], then this argument can be applied for 7 G S1 

suchh that |Re[7] - iTr(M s{A^ + 1,0))| » S. D 

Inn the next section we will find that the periodic patterns of AB-type are always 
unstablee with respect to the 0(1) eigenvalues. Hence, the small (and again 0(E4)) 

7-eigenvaluess are less relevant for the stability of the AB-patterns (on R. see Sec-
tionn 5.8). Nevertheless, we will very briefly sketch a procedure that is very similar 
too that of Section 5.5 (but computationally more involved) by which the small 
eigenvaluess can be determined explicitly. 

Wee write the eigenfunctions as a perturbation of the derivative of the A-part 
(££ € [0.2LA])  and of the B-part (£ € [2L.4.2L]) of the pattern, i.e. we make the 
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ansatz z 
O,(00 = O0(0 + = V ( 0 for ^€ [0 .2L4 ] 
0,(00,(0 = 90O(O + E2O?(O f o r ^ [ 2 L 4 . 2 L ] , 

wheree 4>0(£) =  ( L ) P , ^ B ( 0 - ^P . ^ B ( 0 ^P , . 4 B ( 0< ^ B ^ ) ) ' a nd ^ is a constant (not 
necessarilyy e S1). that needs to be determined in the process. By the methods of 
Sectionn 5.5. we find at leading order over the A-region [0. 2LA] that 

\a \a 
0202 + 1 

andd over the B-region [2L.4.2L] that 

A " b ) - EE 3I + i t / 0 ( M » " ' , 0 ' l ) ƒ *»« ' 

Ass in Section 5.5 we introduce 2 x2 constants c\'2 that describe the decomposition 
off  &f'B{£) with respect to slow solutions {(f>l(£\  LA.B),<J>1(& LA,B)}- Thus, we have 
introducedd in total 5 unknown constants (0,cff). The ö(e4) 7-eigenvalues are 
noww determined by imposing 5 conditions: 2 7-boundary conditions. 2 matching 
conditionss in £ = 2L,4. and XA(I) = ^0(7)-

Remarkk 5.43 As an example of a more complex pattern, we may consider the 
AABB-patternn (UPIAABB(0^P,AABB(0) that consists as solution of (5.1) on R of 
aa periodic array of two A-pulses at distance 2L^, followed by two B-pulses at dis-
tancee 2LB. It can be shown by an approach that is completely analogous to that 
off  Section 5.7.1 that the part of the spectrum of the stability problem associated to 
(U(UPP,AABB{£),V,AABB{£),VPP,AABB{£)),AABB{£))

 i n Cr is determined by the matrix MAABB(X), with 

M'AABBWM'AABBW = MB(X)MB(\)MA(\)MA(X). 

Hence,, the equivalent of Proposition 5.41 can be formulated immediately, with (5.97) 
replacedd by the condition Tr(MAABB(X)) E [-2,2]. This expression is a polyno-
miall  of degree 4 in the meromorphic functions JA(X) and j7s(A), so that we ob-
tainn the equivalent of Proposition 5.42 in which there are 4 7-eigenvalues near the 
oddd fast reduced eigenvalues X2k+1 for every allowed 7 € S1. An analysis near 
thee saddle-node/period-doubling bifurcation like that of Lemma 5.44 below will 
showw that there again are 0(1) unstable eigenvalues, i.e. that the AABB-pattern 
(U(UPP.AABB(0-.AABB(0-VVP.AABB(0)P.AABB(0) i s unstable. 

5.7.33 Stability analysis of periodic orbits of AB-type 

Ass for the case of fundamental patterns, expression (5.97) can be explicitly evaluated 
withh the aid of Mathematica. The results of such an evaluation for the classical 
Gierer-Meinhardtt case (5.3) are shown in Figure 5.7. We see in this Figure that 
forr L > 2LSx- the AB periodic solution (UP.AB{£'- L)- VP.AB(€'< L) is unstable with 
respectt to real 0(1) 7-eigenvalues (in the classical case). This observation can be 
provenn for general parameter combinations. 
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Figuree 5.7: The real part of (all possible) 0 (1) 7-eigenfunctions as function of 
LL = e2L for the periodic solution {UP^AB{£,\ L), VPIAB(£I L) of AB-type of the clas-
sicall  Gierer-Meinhardt equation (5.1) with (5.3) with /u = 1.0 and e = 0.1. Note 
thatt L > 2LSN = | log[\/2 - 1]| = 1.762... The dashed line denotes (the real 
partt of) the 1-eigenvalues, the solid line the — 1-eigenvalues: all other 0 (1) 7-
eigenvaluess are in the grey area. Subfigures (a)-(d) show the curves of 7-eigenvalues 
forr L = 2LSN- 1-765,1.82,1.85: (a) also appears in Figure 5.2(a), with a different 
7-parameterisation.. the saddle-node/period-doubling break-up point at 7 = — 1 in 
(a)) corresponds to 7 =  in 5.2(a) (Remark 5.40). Note also that as L.L —> oc. 
thee 4 curves of 7-eigenvalues approach the eigenvalues A;,. A;, of the homoelinic limi t 
[14],, and X'n = | , A2 = — | as described in Lemma 5.46. 

L e m m aa 5.44 There exists a critical length L = L*{j.i)  > 2L.5\-(/') such that the 
stabilitystability problem associated to the solution (UP.AR(£,'- L). VP,AB(£] L)) of (5.1) of AB-
type.type. has positive 0 (1) 7-eigenvalues for all L e (Lsy{ji). L*(fi))-

Similarr to the case of the destabilisation of the fundamental pat terns of type A 
(Corollaryy 5.36). there seems to be a contradiction with the results of [81] in which 
patternss of AB-type are studied on a bounded domain. However, this is again not 
thee case - see Section 5.8.2. 
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Proof.. The proof is based on a local analysis of Tr(M^B(0,0)), i.e. (5.97) at A = 0, 
nearr the saddle-node bifurcation, i.e. for both LA and LB close to L$N- Thus, we 
introducee the artificial small parameter S with 0 < t « (5 « 1 (that is not necessarily 
relatedd to S in (5.6), (5.7)) and set v = USN — Ö (recall that v — VSN determines the 
saddle-nodee bifurcation (5.23)). 

Itt follows by (5.34). (5.67) that. 

2 2 
A.B A.B ^ ww = -(l  + - ) t anh (, V ^ L 4 . B ) = - 6 Ï T ^ - . 

wheree we have introduced 

bb = ^—- > 0 (5.99) 

(5.2).. It follows from a straightforward perturbation analysis on LAB = LA,B(^SN — 
S)S) that 

AA22
AA = A2

SN - dx \fö + d2S + ö(<5\/5), A% = A2
SN + dx v^ + d2ö + G{SVS), 

where e 
4 4 
SN SN 

22 yfïiUSN 61-A2
SN iiUz

SN 

and,, by (5.26), (5.23), (5.22), (5.99), 

2VVM M 
AASNSN = A(0, L57V) = Vb + 1 - A USN=UQ(LSN) 

W(pW(puu(3(322)Vb)Vb + T 

Substitutingg all this into (5.97) at A = 0 yields by extensive, but straightforward, 
calculations s 

Tr[Af^(0 ;; L ( , s„  - * ) ) ] = 2 - ^ (1 + f r>(1 + 26> _ j _ 5 + O(öVó), 
33 &  ILU\ SN SN 

sincee Tr[M^ B(0; L5iV = ^ S N ) ) ] = 2Re[7J = 2 (see Remark 5.40). Therefore, 
Tr[AlTr[Al ABAB(0\(0\ L{VSN ~ <5))] € [-2, 2] at */ = ^siv — 5 for all allowed parameter combina-
tions,, so that A = 0 is a 7-eigenvalue of (5.92) for 7 e S1 with 

4y^^ / ( l + 6)(1 + 26) , m,„ 
arg(7>> = ^ i ^ V Fb + °{S) 

(Propositionn 5.41). The existence of 0(1) 7-eigenvalues 7(A) > 0 for L asymptoti-
callyy close to LSN now follows from the continuity of Tx[M\B{\:  L)] as function of 
A.. • 

Inn fact, we have proved that A = 0 is a 7-eigenvalue for all L € (2LSN(AO: £O(A0) f° r 

aa certain LQ{^) >  2LSN(AO- For the classical Gierer-Meinhardt case with fi = 1 it 
followss that IQ (1 . 0 ) — 1.84... (see Figure 5.7 (c) and (d)). Figure 5.7 also shows that 
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L*(1.0)) = oc in the classical Gierer-Meinhardt case, with L*(fx) as defined in Lemma 
5.44. . 

Lemmaa 5.44 thus implies that the small eigenvalues do not play a role for the 
stabilityy of {UP,AB(& L),VP,AB(& L)) as solution on R if L is increased from LSN(V) 

~~ a situation that is similar to that of the periodic solutions of B-type (Corollary 
5.36). . 

Corol lar yy 5.45 The period-doubling bifurcation of the periodic pattern (UP,AB{OI 
VP,AB{0)VP,AB{0) °f AB-type from the fundamental patterns (£/p(£; LA.B), Vp(& LA.B)) gen-
erateserates 0(1) unstable 7-eigenvalues. 

I tt is a priori not excluded by Lemma 5.44 that the AB-patterns gain stability at 
LL = L*(fi).  This is not the case, however. In principle, one could analyse relation 
(5.97)) to confirm that also for general parameter combinations LQ(H) < 00 and 
L*(n)L*(n) = oc; moreover. A = 0 is a - 1-eigenvalue for the AB-pattern at L = LQ(H), 
andd A = 0 cannot be a 7-eigenvalue for L > LQ(/I). For the parameter combination 
off  the classical Gierer-Meinhardt problem (5.3). these statements follow from the 
directt evaluation of (5.97) presented in Figure 5.7. Here, we refrain from performing 
thesee (fairly extensive) computations and only consider the limi t case L ;§> 1, or 
equivalentlyy 0 < I / < 1 . 

Thiss limi t is especially interesting, since it is a result for periodic orbits with 
arbitrari lyy large period, but the results of [27] and [74] cannot be applied. Although 
thee ampli tude of the B-pulse decreases to 0 as L —• 00, the {UP,AB{£,),VP>AB{£,)) 
pat ternn is not exponentially close (in L) over the interval [0, 2L] to the localised 
homoclinicc limit pa t te rn (i.e. the limit of the A-pulse as L —> oc). Thus, we cannot 
usee [27] to conclude tha t (5.92) only has eigenvalues near those of the homoclinic 
limit.. In fact, this is not even correct. 

L e m m aa 5.46 Let 0 < u <C 1 and assume that condition (A) - Section 5.6.1 -
holds.holds. Let [UP,AB{Z,\ L(V)),VP,AB{Z,'< L(v))) be a periodic pattern of AB-type and let 
(Uh{£),Vh(£))(Uh{£),Vh(£)) be the homoclinic limit that appears from the A-pulse of the AB-
patternpattern on the interval [0,2LA{V)\ in the limit v —> 0 (Theorem 5.5). Let Xh 
bebe an eigenvalue of the linearisation around ( ^ ( 0 » ^ i ( O ) - F°r anu 7 ë S 1 and 
anyany homoclinic eigenvalue A/, there exists a 7-eigenvalue X('y) of (5.92) such that 
\\h\\h — A(7)| = 0{v,e). Moreover, for any 7 € S 1 and any even eigenvalue A£fc G C e , 
2k2k € {0 ,1 , . . . , J — 1} (Lemma 5.15), there exists a ^-eigenvalue A(7) £ R of (5.92) 
suchsuch that \Xr

2k - A(7)| = O^IW^-^.E). 

Thus,, although the B-part of the AB-pulse shrinks to 0 in the limit v —> 0, it does have 
aa leading order effect on the spectrum of (UPIAB(Z- L{V)), Vp^AB{{,\  L(v))). Unlike the 
homoclinicc limit, there always is (real) unstable spectrum in (5.92) recall tha t 
AJJfcc > 0. Note tha t the Lemma is confirmed by Figure 5.7, since for L ;§> 1 there is 
reall spectrum near the two fast reduced eigenvalues of the classical Gierer-Meinhardt 
casee (5.3). A£ = f and A£ = - f . 

Proof.. The proof follows the same approach as the proof of Lemma 5.31. with 
(5.52)/(5.9)) replaced by (5.97). therefore, we need assumption (A) to ascertain tha t 
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XhXh is simple, isolated and G Cr - as in Lemma 5.31. Here, we choose S - (5.7) such 
thatt 0 < v < ó < 1. 

Wee need to be careful about the magnitudes with respect to the small parameter 
vv of the two asymptotically small expressions £2

V / /7Z,B(^) and AA{y). Note that 
AsAs = 1 at leading order, so that A = AAAB = AA at leading order in v. A 
straightforwardd asymptotic calculation with (5.14). (5.15) and (5.20) yields that 

ee22y/jlLy/jlLBB{v)=Ö(v&).{v)=Ö(v&).  AA{v) = 0{^). (5.100) 

withh b as in (5.99). If A € Cr . both JA.B{^) are bounded and (5.97) reduces to 

«A(A)) *fi(A ) = (1 + ^ ) ( 1 + ^ ) = 0{\A\2.E) = O(u.e) (5.101) 

(5.94).. (5.95). (5.96). (5.100). Since LA » 1 it follows that t\\(X) = ff^A ) at leading 
orderr (see also (5.90)). Moreover, by (5.69) and (5.100), 

tftfll(X)tf(X)tfll{X)=t^{X){l{X)=t^{X){l  + 0(u.E))[l-1l(X))0(^.E)} = tHX){l + 0(u.u^.s)). 
(5.102) ) 

soo that it indeed follows by (5.101) that TT[M%B(X:L{I/)]  G [-2,2] for A(~/) 0{vJ) 
closee to a zero A/, of t-^(X). Since 7Z{X) has a (simple) pole at A = A^ ([14]. Sec-
tionn 5.4.1), expansion (5.102) will also be 0(u,e) (5.101) for \Xr

2k - A| = Oivxl2b,E). 
However,, t-f (X) also has a pole near A^, and t? (X) also appears in the right hand 
sidee of (5.101) it could be incorporated in the O(v.s) terms under the condition 
thatt A G Cr , i.e. that 1Z(X) is bounded. In other words, it is a priori not clear 
thatt the right hand side of (5.101) really is asymptotically small if A is close to A f̂c. 
Nevertheless,, a next order analysis shows that the fact that t^(X) — 0{y~xl2h) for 
AA C?(^1//26,c)-close to A£fc does not have a leading order influence on (5.101). i.e. it 
indeedd follows that Tr[A/|B(A; L(u)] G [-2, 2] for | Xr

2k - A| = 0{u^2\ e). U 

5.88 Pulse patterns on bounded domains 

Soo far, we studied the stability of periodic pulse patterns on 1R. Of course, most 
applicationss and numerical simulations require the problem to be posed on a bounded 
domain.. In this section we apply the analysis of the preceding sections and determine 
thee spectrum, and thus the stability, of pulse patterns (Ub(0-^b(0) o n a bounded 
domainn [0. X] with homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions. 

5.8.11 The structure of the spectrum 

Wee consider a stationary singular pulse pattern (£/(,(£). V{,(£)), that, is a solution 
off  (5.1) on [0,X] with the boundary conditions Üh{0) = ^ (0) = 0 and Üb{X) = 
Vb{X)Vb{X) — 0. This solution can be an equidistant array of identical pulses (of A- or 
B-type).. or a combination of A- and B-pulses. In fact, we can distinguish between 
threee types of patterns (£/(,(£)• H(O) ( s e e a l s o Section 3.3): 

(I)) All localised pulses of V&(£) are in the interior of [0. X]. i.e. Vb(£) is exponentially 
smalll at £ = 0. X and Ub(0 has local minima at the boundaries. 
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(H)) Vb(E,) has 'half a pulse' at both boundaries, i.e. both Vb{£) and Ub(^) are at an 
OO (I) local maximum at £ = 0. X. 

(IH)) Vj,(0 has half a pulse at one of the boundaries and is exponentially small at 
thee other. Without loss of generality we may assume that the "half-pulse" is 
situatedd at £ = 0. 

Wee refer to Figure 5.9 for examples of patterns of type (I) and (H). The analysis 
inn this section will reveal that different types may give different stability properties, 
evenn if the number and the type of the pulses is the same, see especially Corollary 
5.499 and 5.50 and the simulations depicted in Figure 5.9. 

Byy the homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions and the reversibility sym-
metryy of (5.1), (Ub{£,), H ( 0) c an De extended to a solution of (5.1) on [—X,X], 
i.e.. (Üb(S),Vb(0) = R(Ub{-0,Vb(-0) with R as defined in (5.31). It follows from 
thee homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions at £ = X that Ub(—X) — Ub(X) 
andd d/d£Ub(—X) = d/d^Ub(X). Thus, there is a uniquely determined solution 
{Ux,{Ux,PP{Z),Vx,p(Q){Z),Vx,p(Q) of (5.1) associated to (Ub{€),Vb{0) that is periodic on R with 
periodd 2X and is such that (*/x, p(0, Vx.P(0) = (Ub{£), Vb(£)) on [0,X]. 

Ann eigenfunction 0j>(£) of the linearised eigenvalue problem associated to (£/&(£)• 
Vb(£))) can be extended in a similar fashion to a 2X-periodic solution 4>x,p(0 of the 
stabilityy problem (5.28) associated to {Ux,P{Q,Vx,p{0)- As the thus constructed 
4>x,p{04>x,p{0 is a 2X-periodic solution of (5.28), it is by definition a 1-eigenfunction 
-- an eigenfunction associated to a 1-eigenvalue - of (5.28). However, not all 1-
eigenfunctionss of (5.28) correspond to eigenfunctions associated to ([/&(£), Vb(£)). 
Forr instance, the derivative of {Ux,p(€)>Vx,p(£)) is a 1-eigenfunction that does not 
satisfyy the (homogeneous) Neumann boundary conditions (d/d£Ub{£) and d/d£Vb(£) 
aree odd at £ = 0, X). 

Mostt often, the minimal period 2L (by definition) of (Ux,p(£), Vx,p(0) 1S smaller 
thann 2X. We define N by N = X/L and (UP(&L),VP(£;L)) as the periodic so
lutionn of (5.1) of minimal period 2L such that {Up{£), Vp{£)) = {Ux,p(Z),Vx,p(Q) 
onn a certain subinterval of [-X, X] of length 2L. Note that N cannot be even for 
patternss ([/(,(£), V Vbb(£)(£) of type (IH), that N is even for patterns of type (I) and (H) 
iff (£4(£), 14(0) consists of identical pulses, and that N can be either even or odd if 
(Ub(0-(Ub(0- Vb{£)) is of type (I), (H) and consists different (A- and B-)pulses. If N > 1, 
itt is natural to express the eigenvalues of the linear stability problem associated to 
(£/{,(£),, Vb(£)) in terms of the 7-eigenvalues associated to (£/p(£; L), Vp(£: L)). 

Lemmaa 5.47 Let {£/&(£), Vj>(£)) be a stationary pulse solution of (5.1) on [0, X] that 
satisfiessatisfies homogeneous boundary conditions and let (UP(£:L),VP(£:L)) be the cor-
respondingresponding periodic solution on M. that has minimal period 2L = 2X/N for N = 
1,, 2, 3 Then, A G Ce can only be an eigenvalue of the stability problem associated 
toto (Ub(£), Vb(£)), if X — X(-y) is a "/-eigenvalue of (5.28) such that 7 G F ^ , where 

TTNN = {yeS1 |7 j V = l } - (5.103) 

Proof.. The proof follows immediately from the arguments in Remark 5.12. See also 
Propositionn 3.1 in [26] for a more general version of this Lemma. • 
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Att this point, it is not yet clear which of the 7 E T\-eigenvalues of (5.28) may 
givee rise to an eigenfunction that satisfies the homogeneous Neumann boundary 
conditionss on [0,X]. By construction, an eigenfunction of the linear problem as-
sociatedd to (Ub{£). Vb(0) must be symmetric at both endpoints of the interval. In 
general,, a 7-eigenfunction 0(£) of (5.28) associated to the minimal period periodic 
solutionn (Up(£:L),Vp(£;L)) is not symmetric. However, we know that A also is a 
7-eigenvaluee with 7-eigenfunction R(f){£o - £) ~ where £0 is a point of symmetry of 
(c7p(£;; L), Vp{^\ L)) (Section 5.2). If these functions are independent, these two eigen-
functionss may be used to construct an eigenfunction to the problem associated to 
(Ub{£),(Ub{£), Vb(£)), i.e. a function that is symmetric in £ = 0 and £ = X. 

Recalll  that we can also use the symmetry operator R to characterise whether a 
functionn 0(£) is symmetric in a given point £0, i?0(£o — 77) = 0</>(£o + vi) for 0 — 1; 0(£) 
iss anti-symmetric in £0 if 9 = - 1 (Remark 5.11). Recall also that any 2L-periodic 
solutionn (Up(£; L),VP(£; L)) has internal reflection points at £n = £0 + kL, k E Z, 
wheree of course £0 can be set to be equal to 0 (Theorem 5.5). 

Propositionn 5.48 Let (Ï7&(0i H(O) &e a pulse solution of (5.1) on [0,X] that satis-
fiesfies homogeneous boundary conditions and let (Up(£; L), Vp(^; L)) be the corresponding 
periodicperiodic solution on R that has reflection points at £n = nL, n E Z, and that has 
minimalminimal period 2L = 2X/N for certain N — 1,2,3,.... Then, A E Ce is an eigenvalue 
ofof the linearised equations associated to (Ub(£), V&(£)) if and only if X satisfies one of 
thethe following three conditions. 

(i)(i)  X is a 1-eigenvalue of the eigenvalue problem (5.28) associated to (Up(£\ L), 
Vp(£;Vp(£; L)) and there exists a 1-eigenfunction that is not anti-symmetric in £n 

forfor at least one n E Z. 

(ii)(ii)  X is a -l-eigenvalue of problem (5.28) associated to (Up(£\ L),VP(£; L)), N is 
even,even, and there exists an —1-eigenfunction that is not anti-symmetric in one 
ofof the endpoints of [0, X], 

(til)(til)  X is a ^-eigenvalue of problem (5.28) associated to (Up(^:L),Vp(^:L)) with 
-fET-fETNN\R. \R. 

Thus,, this Proposition gives a complete characterisation of the spectrum of the lin-
earisationn around the (multi-)pulse pattern (£/&(£)» VJ>(£)) on the interval [0, X] (with 
homogeneouss Neumann boundary conditions). However, it does not give information 
onn the multiplicity of the eigenvalues. Since the multiplicity of an eigenvalue A is not 
relevantt for the stability question if A  ̂ 0, we do not go further into this here. More-
over,, we already noticed that the 'trivial' translational eigenfunction at A = 0 does 
nott satisfy the homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions. Hence, the presence 
off  an eigenvalue at the origin in the stability problem associated to ( t 4 ( 0 , H ( 0) 
immediatelyy implies that (Ub({i),Vb(0) is about to bifurcate, i.e. that it generically 
iss in the transition from stable to unstable (or vice versa). 
Proof.. Consider Ao E Ce such that the linearisation around (Up(£: L).VP(£: L)) has 
aa 7-eigenfunction 0P(£)- To 0P(£)> w e associate its symmetrical counterpart R(pp(—Q 
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(5.31)) - note that R0P(—^) is a 7-eigenfunction of (5.28). If 0P(O and /£0p(-£) are 
independent,, we can define 

Byy construction, 0+(£) is symmetric in £ = 0, i.e. 0+(£) satisfies the homogeneous 
boundaryy conditions at £ = 0, and 0-(£) is anti-symmetric in £ = 0 (Remark 5.11). 

Hence,, we first need to determine the dimension of {0P(£)< Rd>p( —£)}• Clearly, 
thee condition 0P(£) = 9R<pp(—^) on R implies that 6 = , i.e. 0P(£) and i?0p(—£)} 
cann only be dependent if 0P(£) is symmetrical or anti-symmetrical in £ = 0 (Remark 
5.11).. In that case, 

0P(LL + 77) = i(j> p{-L + r))=  -y9R(f>p(L - 7?), (5.105) 

forr 77 G K, which implies that 7Ö = . Thus, 0P(£) and R(pp(— £)} c a n on^Y De 

dependentt for 7 — . This implies that the combination 0+(£) (5.104) is a candidate 
forr being an eigenfunction with eigenvalue Ao of the linear problem associated to 
{Ub(£),{Ub(£), H ( 0 ) on [ 0 ^ ] for 7 E TN \R , since it is a solution of (5.28) for A = A0, and 
itit satisfies the homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions at £ = 0. 

Beforee we consider the more special cases 7 = , we first prove part (iii) of the 
Proposition.. Since 7^ = 1, the solution 0+(£) is symmetric in £ = kNL for k € Z, 

<t>+(kNL-r})<t>+(kNL-r})  =<f) p{kNL-r])  + R<f>p{-kNL + r]) 
==  lkN4>p{-kNL - n) + "f-kNR<t>p{

kNL + v) 
==  <f> p{-kNL -r})  + R(f)p{kNL + 77) 
== R[4>p(kNL + ri) + R4>p(-kNL - 77)] 
-- R(p+{kNL + rj) 

forr 77 e M. Since X = NL, it follows that 0+(O is a solution of (5.28) that is 
symmetricc in both £ — 0 and £ = X, i.e. 0+(£) is an eigenfunction at A = Ao for the 
linearr stability problem associated to (£/{,(£), Vb{Q)-

Forr the special cases 7 = , the multiplicity may be > 2, so that 0P(£) and 
RèRèpp{—{—£)}£)} can be independent, and the symmetric/anti-symmetric eigenfunctions 

OO w^n exist. In such cases, A = Ao is also an eigenfunction for the (Ut>(£),Vb(Q) 
stabilityy problem. Note that these cases are covered by (%) and (ii)  (where N must 
bee even to have —1 € I\v. Lemma 5.47). 

Thus,, to finish the proof of (i) and (ii), we may assume that 0P(£) is either 
symmetricc or anti-symmetric in £ = 0, i.e. that 0P(£) = #i?0p(—£) for 9 — . It 
followss from (5.105) that 0P(£) is also symmetric/anti-symmetric in £ = L, and that 
thee symmetry-type is the same as in £ = 0 for 7 — 1, but changes for 7 = — 1. More 
inn general, for k £ Z, 

00pp(2kL(2kL + r)) = 7^(77) , , 
== 1

k9R<J>p{-r )) =0R4>p(2kL-T]) y } 

and d 

0p((2fcc + l)L + 77) = 7
f c + 1 «M-£ + >7) - 1 f m 

== 7fc+16>i?<2.p(I - 77) = ~f9R0p((2k + 1)1 - 77). W ' ; 
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soo that it follows that (Z>p(£) has the same symmetry-type at every £ = nL for 7 = 1. 
andd that its type alternates for 7 = — 1. This immediately proves part (i) of the 
Proposition.. Since X = NL and N must be even in part (ii)  of the Proposition 
(Lemmaa 5.47). <?p(£) is either symmetric or anti-symmetric at both boundary points. 
D D 

5.8.22 M identical pulses on [0,X] 

Ass an application of the results of the preceding subsection, we study the stability 
off  a pulse pattern (£4(£), Vf,(£)) that consists of M identical pulses on the interval 
[0,X] .. Since (Ub(0,Vb{0) may be of type (IH), we allow for M e ^N/{0} . The 
associatedd 2X-periodic solution (Ux,p(0, Vx,p{£)) consists of 2Af identical pulses. 
Thee periodic solution (£/p(£; L), Vp(£; L)) of minimal period is a fundamental periodic 
solutionn (of either type A or B) with period 2L = X/M = 2X/N, so that N = 
2AI.2AI. By Proposition 5.48, the spectrum of the linearisation around the A/-pulse 
patternn ([/{,(£), %(£)) is given by the 7-eigenvalues of the eigenvalue problem (5.28) 
associatedd to (Up(£,; L). Vp(^\ L)) with 7 e I\v (5.103), where we need to be extra 
carefull  writh the special cases 7 = 1 (parts (i) and (ii) of Proposition 5.48). Of 
course,, the conclusion whether or not a n of (5.28) corresponds to an 
eigenfunctionn associated to the full (£/(,(£), Vf,(£)) pattern depends on the character 
off  the pattern - i.e. whether it is type (I),(H), or (IH). 

Wee know from the theory developed in preceding sections that the (relevant 
partt of the) spectrum of the linearisation around the fundamental periodic solu-
tionn {Up(£; L), Vp(£\ L)) consists of a curve of small 0(e4) 7-eigenvalues, connected 
too the translational eigenvalue A = 0, and a number of curves of 0(1) 7-eigenvalues. 
Recalll  that (Up(^; L), Vp(f;;  L)) has two reflection points per period (by construction, 
Theoremm 5.5), one at £ = £0 = 0 (without loss of generality) such that Up(£: L) and 
VVpp(£\(£\ L) are at a local maximum (i.e. £0 determines the centre of the pulse), and one 
att £1 ~ L, exactly between two adjacent pulses (i.e. UP(£:L) and Vp(t;:L)  are both 
att a local minimum). 

Iff  0P(O is an eigenfunction of (5.28) that corresponds to a small 7-eigenvalue, 
thenn its u-component is to leading order equal to the derivative d/dt;Vp(t;;  L) of the 
wavee in a pulse region (Section 5.5). Since the «-component of 0>p(£) is at leading or-
derr 0 in a pulse region (5.75). it follows that 0P(£) is to leading order anti-symmetric 
inn the reflection points $,2k = 2kL (Remark 5.11). By Proposition 5.24, the small 
7-eigenvaluess have 7-multiplicity one. Hence, ö>p(£) and R4>p{—£,) cannot be inde-
pendentt for 7 = , i.e. 7 6 S1 such that 7 = 7, so that 0P(£) must be exactly 
anti-symmetricc in all reflection points 2̂fc = 2kL for 7 = . It follows from (5.106) 
thatt 0P(O is anti-symmetric in all reflection points £„  = nL, n € Z for 7 = 1, so that 
4>4>pp{£){£) cannot be an eigenfunction of the stability problem associated to (E4(£)i ^4(0) 
forr 7 = 1 (part (i) of Proposition 5.48). Note that we already knew this, for the 
smalll  1-eigenfunction is the derivative of the wave. On the other hand, it also follows 
fromm (5.107) that op(0 is symmetric at the reflection points £2^+1 — (2& + 1)£ for 
77 = — 1. Hence, the eigenfunction 0P(£) corresponding to an 0{E4L) — 1-eigenvalue of 
(5.28)) is an eigenfunction of the stability problem associated to (£/&(£), 14(£)) if  a nd 
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onlyiff  (C76(0,Vb(0)isoftype(I). 
Thee large 7-eigenfunctions are. by construction, to leading order symmetric with 

respectt to the reflection point £,2k- i-e. the centres of the pulses. This follows imme-
diatelyy from the fact that the solutions Win(£) of (5.59) must be even with respect to 
thee centre of the pulse recall that the i'-component of an (9(1) 7-eigenfunction d)p(^) 
iss to leading order a scaled version of uyh(0 in the pulse region, while its u-component 
iss to leading order constant (Section 5.4.1). Therefore, by the same arguments as 
appliedd to the small eigenvalue case, if A is a 0(1) 1-eigenvalue with geometric 7-
multiplicityy one. then the corresponding 1-eigenfunction must be exactly symmetric 
inn all reflection points £n = nL. Moreover, an 0(1) —1-eigenfunction is symmet-
ricc in the points 2̂fc at the centres of the pulse, and anti-symmetric at the points 
^2fc+ii  in between the pulses. Hence, the 1-eigenfunction corresponding to an 0(1) 
1-eigenvaluee of (5.28) satisfies the Neumann boundary conditions at £ = 0,X, irre-
spectivee of the type of the ({ƒ&(£), V&(£)) pattern, whereas the 0(1) — 1-eigenfunctions 
satisfyy the boundary conditions if and only if (t7b(£), Vb(£,)) ^s OI" *yPe (H). 

Corollar yy 5.49 Let (£/{>(£), VJ>(£)) be a pulse solution of (5.1) on [0, X] that consists 
ofof M £ |N/{0}  identical pulses and that satisfies homogeneous Neumann bound-
aryary conditions, and let (Up(£; L),Vp(£: L)) be the corresponding fundamental periodic 
solutionsolution on E with minimal period 2L = X/M = 2X/N. Then, A € Ce is an eigen-
valuevalue of the linearised equations associated to (£/&(£), V&(£)) depending on the type 
ofof (Ub(€),Vb(£)) and on the magnitude of the '-/-eigenvalues of (5.28) associated to 
(U(Upp{t,L),V{t,L),Vpp{£,L)): {£,L)): 

(I)(I)  A £ Ce is an eigenvalue if X is an 0(1) ^-eigenvalue with 7 £ TN/{ — 1}  or an 

0(e0(e44)) 7-eigenvalue with 7 £ I V / j l } . 

(H)(H) A £ Ce is an eigenvalue if X is an 0(1) "/-eigenvalue with 7 £ T  ̂ or an 0(e4) 

^-eigenvalue^-eigenvalue with 7 E Tjv/{  —1,1}. 

(IH)(IH)  X £ Ce is an eigenvalue if X is an 0(1) ^-eigenvalue with 7 £ T^/{ — 1}  or an 
0(E0(EAA)) ^-eigenvalue with 7 £ YN /{ — 1,1}-

Notee that TN\R = Y2M\K = 0 for M = \. 1. so that 7 = 1 are the only possibilities 
forr patterns consisting of a half pulse (type (IH)), two half pulses (type (H)). or one 
fulll  pulse (I). As a consequence, the half pulse pattern only has eigenvalues that 
correspondd to 0(1) 1-eigenvalues of (5.28), the two half pulses pattern only has 
eigenvaluess that correspond to 0(1)  1-eigenvalues, and the one pulse pattern only 
hass eigenvalues that correspond to 0(1) 1-eigenvalues and the 0(e4) —1-eigenvalue 
(thatt is always negative, Lemmas 5.28 and 5.29). 

Inn combination with Lemma 5.29. Corollary 5.49 can also be used to derive a 
somewhatt surprising result on the character of the destabilisation of the A/-pulse 
patternn (t4(£), Vj,(£)) caused by the saddle-node (or period doubling) bifurcation, 
i.e.. the parameter value at which the associated periodic orbits (Up(£: L), Vp(£; L)) 
changess of type A into type B. In Section 5.6.2, the destabilisation of the fundamental 
patternn (£/p(£; L), Vp(^\ L)) has been studied as function of L. Here, it is more natural 
too fix L, i.e. to fix X and M, and to vary the main bifurcation parameter \x of (5.1). It 
followss from (5.26) that for given L fixed there is a critical value of /i. ^SN(L) at which 
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Figuree 5.8: A sketch of the interaction of the 0 (1) 7-eigenvalues (black) and the 
C(c4)) 7-eigenvalues (grey) as // decreases through /YSN(^)- The markers indicate 
thee positions of the -.-eigenvalues with 7 = e /Ji and k = 1.2.3.4 (A = 0 is a 
smalll  1 = eü-eigenvalue). Note that the transit ion between the 0 (1) and the 0{si) 
spectrum,, for /i < /i^(L), has not been studied in this thesis. 

thee pat tern (Up((;:  L). Vp(£; L)) passes through the saddle-node bifurcation. Clearly, 
(C/p(£;; L), Vp(£; L)) is of A-type for fj, > / / S N ( £ ) and of B-type for // < fisN(L). 

Wee assume that the solution (£/,,(£: L). Vp{£,\ L)) is stable as solution of (5.1) on K 
forr fi > / isN( i )- he. that the A-pattern did not destabilise by a Hopf bifurcation. We 
knoww by Corollary 5.36 that the stability problem associated to ({/ p(£; L), VP(S;: L)) 
hass 0 (1) unstable eigenvalues as soon as //, < /JSN(L). However, the most unstable 
eigenvaluee is a — 1-eigenvalue (Lemma 5.34). This 0 (1) — 1-eigenvalue only corre-
spondss to an eigenvalue associated to (£/(,(£). Vft(£)) if this pattern is of type (H). 
Thus,, if ( t / b ( 0, V b(0) is o f type (I) or (IH). it wil l not be destabilised by the 0 (1) 
-1-eigenvalue!!  Nevertheless, in these cases (£/;,(£). V),(£)) is also destabilised at a 
bifurcationn value that is at leading order the same as / / .SN(L) (if M > | . see below). 

Thiss can be seen by Figure 5.8. that gives a graphic representation of the relation 
betweenn the small and the 0 (1) spectrum as // decreases through fisN{L). as deter-
minedd in (the proofs of) Lemmas 5.28 and 5.29. If // < / / S N ( £) with /J,SN(L) — fJ- = S 
forr some 0 < 5 <C 1, the largest 0 (1) 7-eigenvalue. 7 = - 1 (Lemma 5.34). is still » c4 

awayy from 0 (for s small enough - Corollary 5.36). the entire ö(eA) spectrum is (also) 
inn the stable half plane (Lemma 5.28). If /J < ^S N( L ) with fisvt(L) - // = 6 <S 1. only 
aa small part of the C( l ) -spect rum has passed through A = 0 (Lemma 5.34). How-
ever,, except for those O(S) close to 7 = —1. all (!) 0(e') 7-eigenvalues have moved 
throughh the imaginary axis. This follows immediately from the structure of the graph 
off  A as function of |argpy]| as described in the proof of Lemma 5.29. This means that 
thee most unstable eigenvalue A,*  of the stability problem associated to ([/(,(£). Vf,(£)) 
off  type (I) or (IH) on [0,X] is the 0{eA) 7-eigenvalue with 7 = e ] i e t h e 

smalll  eigenvalue with -> as close as possible to —1. Note that this corresponds to 
kk = 3 in Figure 5.8. Note also that AjJ does not exist if M = | , 1. 

C o r o l l a ryy 5.50 Let ({/&(£) , V&(£)) ^e a pulse solution of (5.1) on [0,X] that con-
sistssists of M e | N / { 0 }  identical pulses and that satisfies homogeneous Neumann 
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boundaryboundary conditions, and let (UP(£:L).VP(£:L)) be the corresponding fundamental 
periodicperiodic solution on R with minimal period 2L = X/M = 2X/N. Assume that. 
(U(Upp(£;(£; L),VP(£; L)) is stable as solution onRfor j.i > / JS N( L ) . 

•• U{Ub{0, VbiO) is °ftype (H), then it is destabilised as fi decreases through ^ S N ( £ ) 
byby an O (I) eigenvalue associated to 7 = - 1 in (5.28). 
•• V (Ub(0,Vb(0) is of type (I) or (IH) and if M > §. then it is destabilised as fi 
decreasesdecreases through fisn(L) by an ö(eA) eigenvalue associated to 7 = e _ 
•• (£4(OiH(0) does not destabilise as fi decreases through / / SN(^ ) if it is of type (I) 
oror (IH) with M = \ or I. 

Thiss corollary proves that there is no contradiction between the results presented in 
[39,, 82] and those in this chapter. In [39, 82] it has been shown that the destabilisation 
off an M-pulse pattern on a bounded domain at the saddle-node bifurcation is always 
associatedd with the small spectrum. However, in [39, 82] bounded interval patterns of 
typee (I) are considered. In this chapter, it has been shown that there are always 0(1) 
unstablee eigenvalues beyond the saddle-node bifurcation in the stability problem for 
(fundamental)) periodic patterns on R (Corollary 5.36). Corollary 5.50 shows that, 
nearr the saddle-node bifurcation, the 0(1) eigenvalues cannot be 'seen' by patterns 
off type (I) on a bounded domain. Hence, these patterns are destabilised by the 'less 
unstable'' 0(e4) eigenvalues. It is for the same reason that there is no contradiction 
betweenn the statement on the instability of patterns of AB-type on R (Lemma 5.44) 
andd the results obtained in [81]. In this paper, AB-patterns of type (I) (i.e. on a 
boundedd domain) are considered, and they are shown to be unstable with respect to 
thee Q(e4) eigenvalues. Again, the unstable 0(l)-eigenvalues of Lemma 5.44 cannot 
bee 'seen' by the type (I) pattern. 

Thee statements of this Corollary are confirmed by the numerical simulations. It 
hass been checked that the (Ub(£), Vb(£)) pattern with M = 1 indeed does not bifurcate 
att LLSN(L) if it is of (I) type, while the M = 1 pattern of type (H) does bifurcate at 
}1SN{L).}1SN{L). In Figure 5.9, numerical simulations of two M = 2 patterns, of types (I) and 
(H),, are presented for ji  just beyond jisn(L). Clearly the (H) pattern evolves on a 
muchh faster time scale, i.e. the time scale associated to an 0(1) unstable eigenvalue, 
thann the (I) pattern (that has an unstable eigenvalue of 0(e4)). Moreover, the 
destabilizingg eigenfunctions have been computed numerically. If (Ub(E,)- H(O) is of 
typee (I), the (unstable) eigenfunction clearly consist (at leading order) of -locally odd 
copies'' of the derivative of the localised pulses (Figure 5.9). Hence, it is (numerically) 
confirmedd that the destabilisation is associated with the ö(e4) eigenvalues (Section 
5.5).. The unstable eigenfunction consist of localised even pulses, associated to the 
solutionn vin(C) of (5.58), for the (H)-pattern. i.e. the (H)-pattern is indeed destabilised 
byy an O(l) eigenvalue. 

Remarkk 5.51 Note that the first 0(1) eigenvalue of the stability problem associated 
too (Ub(£).Vb(£)) of type (I) or (IH) that crosses through the imaginary axis is the 
eigenvaluee associated to 7 = 7 ^ = eMM-\)m/M_ B y R e m a r k 5 35 t^s o c c u r s ( a t 

leadingg order) at 

MM 22 ( 7T 3 — 1 \ 2 

^  ̂ = VM = 772YT2 arccosM1 + (1 + c o s T ? ) ^ ^ — ) ) •• 
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whichh agrees with the results found in [39, 82]. Note that fi* M approaches HSN{L) as 
MM —• oc (Remark 5.35). We may also conclude that if /J < HSN(L) with fis^(L) — fj, = 
K < 1 ,, then there is an MQ(Ö) such that the 0(1) eigenvalue associated to 7 ^ is 
positivee for M > M0(S). In other words, if one considers a pulse pattern (£/&{£). Vb(€)) 
thatt consists of many identical pulses (i.e. if M is large enough) as an initial condition 
forr a numerical simulation of (5.1) with // = ^ S N ( ^ ) - 5, then (6^(0- H ( 0 ) wiU De 

destabilisedd on the fast time scale, i.e. by an 0(1) eigenvalue, irrespective of the type 
off  (£4(0,^(0). 

Remarkk 5.52 According to Corollary 5.49, the stability problem for a periodic pat
ternn on a bounded domain only has finitely many eigenvalues A e Ce . This im
pliess that this stability problem must have infinitely many additional eigenvalues 
AA 6 C/C e , i-e. in (a neighbourhood of) the essential spectrum of the homoclinic limit 
pattern.. See Remark 5.3. 

Figuree 5.9: Numerical simulations of the destabilisation of two different pulse solu
tionss (Ub(£), Vb(0) o n t n e same bounded domain [0,40], both with M = 2, \i = 1.08, 
ee = 0.3, and (5.3). The patterns correspond to the same fundamental pattern 
(Up(£;(Up(£; L), Vp(£: L)) with L = e2L = 0.9, but are of different types: (I) in the left col
umn,, (H) in the right. The bifurcation value iisn(L\ E) = (log[\/2 - l ] )2 /Z2 -I- 0(E) « 
0.966 -I- 0(E) > 1.08, as is found numerically. Both patterns bifurcate into the same 
pulsee pattern of type (I) with M = 1. In the first row, the {/-components (thick 
lines)) and K-components (thin lines) of the initial pattern are plotted. The second 
roww shows the evolution of the amplitude of the ^-components of the pulses: note 
thee significant difference in the time scales. The third row presents the V-component 
off the (numerically computed) most unstable eigenfunctions. 
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